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Nancy B. Rapoport* 
4HE #ASE FOR 6ALUE "ILLING IN #HAPTER 
)N ADDITION TO OVERBILLING .ACCHIO 3+ CHARGED .ACCHIO FOR DUPLICATIVE
AND UNNECESSARY WORK INCLUDING SEVEN 	 ATTORNEYS TO ATTEND A COURT
APPEARANCE AND BILLED PATENTLY UNREASONABLE FEES AND DISBURSEMENTS
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO TENS OF THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS FOR STAFF BREAKFASTS
THE COST OF ATTORNEY UNDERWEAR AND IN;=ROOM MOVIES )N ALL MATTERS 3+
CHARGED UNREASONABLY HIGH BILLING RATES ;THAT= FAR EXCEEDED RATES FOR
SIMILARLY SITUATED .EW *ERSEY;=BASED LAW FIRMS
.ACCHIO  %SKER V 3TERN  +IL;C=ULLEN
(OURLY BILLING PRESSURE MAY BE THE MOST SERIOUS PROBLEM FACED BY THE
LEGAL PROFESSION )T HAS ROBBED MANY LAWYERS OF THE POSSIBILITY OF BALANCED
LIVES HAS CAUSED A DECLINE IN MENTORING COLLEGIAL RELATIONSHIPS AND
PROFESSIONAL SATISFACTION AND HAS HAD A MARKED CORROSIVE EFFECT ON THE
INTEGRITY OF MANY LAWYERS     "ILLING PRESSURE IS PARTLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE
LOW ESTEEM IN WHICH OUR PROFESSION IS HELD "ILLING AND EXPENSE FRAUD IS ONLY
ONE PRODUCT OF THE BILLING MANIA THAT HAS TAKEN OVER THE CULTURE IN SO MANY
LARGE FIRMS    !S LONG AS SOME LAWYERS DECEIVE THEIR CLIENTS ABOUT HOW
MUCH TIME THEY ARE SPENDING OR WHAT THEY ARE DOING ALL CLIENTS WORRY
,ISA ' ,ERMAN "LUE#HIP "ILKING
2EGULATION OF "ILLING AND %XPENSE &RAUD BY
,AWYERS
Ú  .ANCY " 2APOPORT

 .ANCY 2APOPORT IS THE 'ORDON 3ILVER 0ROFESSOR OF ,AW AT 7ILLIAM 3 "OYD 3CHOOL OF ,AW 5NIVERSITY OF
.EVADA ,AS 6EGAS 4HIS ARTICLE WAS MADE POSSIBLE IN PART DUE TO THE SUMMER RESEARCH SUPPORT OF THE "OYD
3CHOOL OF ,AW 3PECIAL THANKS GO TO *ENNIFER 'ROSS MY REFERENCE LIBRARIAN GURU	 'EOFF "ERMAN *OYCE "IHARY
*EFF "OHM #HIP "OWLES -ICHELLE (ARNER "OB +EACH ,YNN ,O0UCKI -IKE ,YNN .ETTIE -ANN -ORRIS
2APOPORT 7ES 3TEEN %LIZABETH 3TONG AND *EFF 6AN .IEL FOR THEIR COMMENTS ON EARLIER DRAFTS
 #OMPLAINT AND *URY $EMAND AT  .ACCHIO V 3TERN  +IL;C=ULLEN .* 3UPER #T ,AW $IV  .O
, 	
 ,ISA ' ,ERMAN "LUE#HIP "ILKING 2EGULATION OF "ILLING AND %XPENSE &RAUD BY ,AWYERS  '%/ * ,
%4()#3   	 FOOTNOTE OMITTED	 ;HEREINAFTER "ILKING=
66AJ: ">AA>C< >C #=6EI:G 
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)N THE CASE OF THE $ODGERS $EWEY  ,E"OEUFS PAGE BILL DRONES ON
WITH THE WORK OF  LAWYERS AND STAFF MEMBERS INCLUDING PREPARING MEMOS
DRAFTING MOTIONS ATTENDING MEETINGS GOING TO HEARINGS REQUESTING
DISCOVERY DEVISING STRATEGY SPEAKING TO THE NEWS MEDIA EXCHANGING EMAILS
AND TALKING WITH ;&RANK= -C#OURT
%ACH JOB IS DICED INTO  HOURLY FRAGMENTS AS IF THEY WERE LEGAL ATOMS
/N *ULY  3IDNEY ,EVINSON BILLED  TO ANSWER MEDIA REQUESTS FOR
 OF AN HOUR OR  MINUTES
!LTHOUGH THE ONLY MENTION OF HIM THAT DAY ACCORDING TO .EXIS SHOWED
THAT HE DECLINED TO COMMENT TO 4HE ,OS !NGELES 4IMES HE MIGHT HAVE BEEN
STEALTHILY SPEAKING TO REPORTERS ON BACKGROUND
2ICHARD 3ANDOMIR 4O $ODGERS
"ANKRUPTCY )NCURS #OST BY THE (OUR
I. Introduction: Studying Fees in Chapter 11 
Around six years ago, I began a double life—I kept my day JOB AS A LAW
PROFESSOR BUT ADDED hOCCASIONAL FEE REVIEWERv TO MY R£SUM£ )VE NOW BEEN THE FEE
EXAMINER IN THREE LARGE BANKRUPTCIES -IRANT AND 0ILGRIMS 0RIDE IN THE 53
"ANKRUPTCY #OURT FOR THE .ORTHERN $ISTRICT OF 4EXAS AND 3TATION #ASINOS IN THE
53 "ANKRUPTCY #OURT FOR THE $ISTRICT OF .EVADA 4HE ASSIGNMENTS WERE BOTH
LUCRATIVE AND EDUCATIONAL $URING AND AFTER	 MY FEE REVIEWS IN THESE THREE CASES )
KEPT THINKING THAT THERE MUST BE A BETTER WAY FOR PROFESSIONALS BEING PAID FROM
ESTATE FUNDS TO EXPLAIN THEIR FEES TO THE BANKRUPTCY COURT 4HIS ARTICLE ATTEMPTS TO DO
JUST THAT
 2ICHARD 3ANDOMIR 4O $ODGERS "ANKRUPTCY )NCURS #OST BY THE (OUR .9 4)-%3 3EPT   AT $
 )N RE-IRANT #ORP  "2  "ANKR .$ 4EX 	
 )N RE 0ILGRIMS 0RIDE #ORP  "2  "ANKR .$ 4EX 	
 )N RE 3TATION #ASINOS )NC .O '7: "ANKR $ .EV 	
 )N EACH CASE THE COURT APPROVED A MONTHLY SALARY OF  PLUS MY NORMAL HOURLY RATE FOR
DEPOSITIONS AND HEARINGS IN ADDITION THE COURT ALLOWED ME TO HIRE LAW STUDENTS AND RECENT LAW GRADUATES AT
RATES RANGING FROM HOUR 4O AVOID ANY RISK OF USING STATE RESOURCES FOR PRIVATE GAIN ) ALSO ASKED THE
COURT TO APPROVE A MONTHLY FEE OF  PAYABLE TO THE LAW SCHOOL OR LAW FOUNDATION
 3EE .ANCY " 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES IN #HAPTER  "ANKRUPTCY #ASES  * "53  4%#( ,!7 
	 ;HEREINAFTER 2ETHINKING &EES= .OT ONLY IS THE WORK EDUCATIONAL FOR ME BUT IT ALSO GIVES THE STUDENTS AND
RECENT GRADUATES SOME UNUSUAL EXPERIENCE -Y TEAM THE STUDENTS AND THE RECENT GRADUATES	 DOES THE MAJOR
hSORTINGv WORK REORGANIZING THE INFORMATION IN THE FEE APPLICATIONS ACCORDING TO THE PROTOCOLS THAT )VE SET
4HEN ) TAKE OVER THE ANALYSIS THE NEGOTIATIONS AND THE WORK OF DRAFTING AND FILING PLEADINGS
 3EE ID AT  OBSERVING THAT THE BANKRUPTCY COURT SUPERVISES THE PAYMENT OF CERTAIN PROFESSIONAL
FEES AND THAT THE REVIEW IS COMPLEX AND ONEROUS	 SEE ALSO ,9.. - ,/05#+)  */3%0( 7 $/(%249
02/&%33)/.!, &%%3 ).#/20/2!4% "!.+2504#)%3 $!4! !.!,93)3 !.$ %6!,5!4)/. n 	 ;HEREINAFTER
&%%3= STATING THAT THE CURRENT SYSTEM OF CONTROLLING BANKRUPTCY FEES IS NOT FUNCTIONING PROPERLY	
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! &EES 'ONE 7ILD
0ROFESSIONAL FEES ARE BIG BUSINESS ESPECIALLY IN LARGE #HAPTER  CASES &OR THOSE
CASES IN WHICH PROFESSIONALS WHOSE EMPLOYMENT IS APPROVED BY THE BANKRUPTCY
COURT ACTUALLY DO GET PAID AND ACCORDING TO ONE STUDY  OF PROFESSIONALS DONT
GET PAID A DIME	 FEES CAN RUN INTO THE MILLIONS AND SOMETIMES EVEN BILLIONS 
4HE BEAUTY OF STUDYING FEES FOR COURTAPPOINTED PROFESSIONALS IN #HAPTER 
CASES IS THAT MOST OF THOSE FEES ARE A MATTER OF PUBLIC RECORD
&EES OF THAT MAGNITUDE WILL GET ANYONES ATTENTION AND THEY CERTAINLY HAVE CAPTURED
MINE
 5NLIKE OTHER TYPES OF
FEES WHICH GO TO THE CLIENT FOR PAYMENT AND NOT FIRST TO A COURT DOCKET WE HAVE THE
LUXURY OF BEING ABLE TO VIEW THE SUPPORTING DOCUMENTATION 7E CAN LOOK AT THE FEE
APPLICATIONS THEMSELVES ANY OBJECTIONS TO THE APPLICATIONS AND ANY RELATED COURT
ORDERS 7E CAN ALSO LOOK AT THE EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS WHICH SET FORTH AMONG
OTHER THINGS	 THE PROPOSED COMPENSATION STRUCTURES THAT THE PROFESSIONALS WANT TO
USE )VE FOCUSED MY ATTENTION ON FEES THAT FINANCIAL ADVISORS AND "IG,AW FIRMS
CHARGE IN LARGE #HAPTER  CASES BUT FOR THOSE WHO WANT TO STUDY OTHER TYPES OF
FEES THERES PLENTY OF FODDER IN COURT DOCKETS
 )D NORMALLY SAY hAPOLOGIES TO 'IRLS 'ONE 7ILDv HTTPENWIKIPEDIAORGWIKI'IRLS?'ONE?7ILD BUT
) FIND THAT SHOW BEYOND ABHORRENT
 3EE EG +EVIN 2OOSE  -ICHAEL * DE LA -ERCED &OR ,EHMAN 0AYMENT 0LAN )S -AJOR 3TEP )N
2ESOLUTION .9 4)-%3 !UG   AT " REPORTING THAT h7EIL 'OTSHAL  -ANGES THE LAW FIRM REPRESENTING
,EHMAN HAS ALONE COLLECTED MORE THAN  MILLION IN FEESv	
 3TEPHEN * ,UBBEN #ORPORATE 2EORGANIZATION  0ROFESSIONAL &EES  !- "!.+2 ,*   	
;HEREINAFTER #ORPORATE 2EORGANIZATION= h,OST IN THE SOUND AND FURY ABOUT LARGE PROFESSIONAL EXPENSES IN LARGE
CASES IS THE FACT THAT ALMOST  PERCENT OF THE CHAPTER  CASES RESULT IN NO PAYMENT WHATSOEVER TO THE
PROFESSIONALSv	
 3EE ,IZ -OYER ,EHMAN &EES (IT  "ILLION AND #OUNTING 7!,, 34 * .OV   AT # OBSERVING
THAT h;L=EAD BANKRUPTCY COUNSEL 7EIL 'OTSHAL  -ANGES ,,0 GOT PAID  MILLION IN FEES AND EXPENSES IN
/CTOBER INCREASING THE FIRMS TOTAL TO  MILLIONv	 SEE ALSO "RIAN "AXTER "ANKRUPTCY #OURT !PPROVES 
-ILLION -ORE IN #HRYSLER ,EGAL &EES !- ,!7 /CT    0-	 HTTPAMLAWDAILYTYPEPADCOM
AMLAWDAILYCHRYSLERFEESHTML LISTING LEAD BANKRUPTCY COUNSEL *ONES $AYS FEES AS BEING  MILLION
FOR WORK DONE BETWEEN THE END OF !PRIL  AND THE END OF !UGUST  LISTING CONFLICTS COUNSEL 4OGUT 3EGAL
 3EGALS FEES FOR THE SAME PERIOD AS BEING  MILLION AND LISTING SPECIAL COUNSEL 3CHULTE 2OTH  :ABELS FEES AS
BEING  MILLION	 "RIAN "AXTER "ANKRUPTCY "ONANZA 2ECORDS 3HOW  -ILLION IN ,EGAL &EES FOR '- !- ,!7
*UNE    !-	 HTTPAMLAWDAILYTYPEPADCOMAMLAWDAILYMILLIONINLEGALFEESFOR
BANKRUPTGMHTML EXPLAINING THAT h   '- HAS PAID MORE THAN  MILLION IN FEES TO ;7EIL 'OTSHAL 
-ANGES *ENNER  "LOCK AND (ONIGMAN -ILLER 3CHWARTZ AND #OHN= OVER THE PAST SIX MONTHSv WITH 7EIL
'OTSHAL BILLING AROUND  MILLION *ENNER  "LOCK BILLING  MILLION AND (ONIGMAN BILLING  MILLION	
 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THAT PUBLIC ACCESS TO BANKRUPTCY
DOCUMENTS IS GENERALLY AVAILABLE VIA 0!#%2 THE 0UBLIC !CCESS TO #OURT %LECTRONIC 2EPORTS SYSTEM	
 3EE ID AT  REPORTING ONLY ONE INSTANCE IN OVER ONE HUNDRED CASES STUDIED IN WHICH THE BANKRUPTCY
JUDGE SEALED FEE APPLICATIONS OR ORDERS	 7HETHER WE CAN MAKE HEADS OR TAILS OF THOSE BILLS DEPENDS ON WHETHER
THE PROFESSIONALS BLOCKBILLED THEIR TIME OR OTHERWISE REPORTED THEIR TIME IN WAYS THAT MAKE IT DIFFICULT TO PARSE
THE BILLS
 3EE GENERALLY 2)#(!2$ , !"%, !-%2)#!. ,!79%23 n 	 DISCUSSING THE CHARACTERISTICS OF
LARGE LAW FIRMS KNOWN AS h"IG,AWv	 INCLUDING SALARIES NUMBER OF CLERICAL STAFF MEMBERS YEARLY BILLABLE HOURS
AND ASSOCIATETOPARTNER RATIOS	
 .OT ALL BANKRUPTCY FEES ARE AVAILABLE THROUGH COURT DOCKETS THOUGH &OR EXAMPLE MANY CONSUMER
DEBTOR LAWYERS CHOOSE IN THOSE JURISDICTIONS THAT ALLOW IT TO CHARGE AT OR BELOW SOCALLED hNOLOOKv FEES 4HOSE
66AJ: ">AA>C< >C #=6EI:G 
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4AKE A LOOK AT THESE PROPOSED FEE TERMS FOR A VALUATION CONSULTANT FOR AN EQUITY
SECURITY HOLDERS COMMITTEE )N THIS CASE THE DEBTORS FINANCIAL ADVISORS CLAIMED
THAT THE DEBTORS ASSETS WERE WORTH SOMEWHERE IN THE RANGE OF  MILLION WITH
ZERO VALUE AVAILABLE FOR EQUITY
4HE PROPOSED FEE TERMS    ARE AS FOLLOWS A	 A NONREFUNDABLE ADVISORY FEE
OF  PAYABLE PURSUANT TO THE #OURTS 0ROCEDURE FOR 0ROFESSIONALS
/RDER B	 A NONREFUNDABLE EXPERT WITNESS FEE OF  PER DAY
PAYABLE EACH DAY THAT ;THE PROPOSED ADVISORS= EMPLOYEE IS REQUESTED AND
MADE AVAILABLE FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEPOSITION OR TESTIMONY C	 A
NONREFUNDABLE EXTENDED ASSIGNMENT FEE OF  PER MONTH PAYABLE
BEGINNING 3EPTEMBER   AND EACH MONTH THEREAFTER AND D	 ANY OUT
OFPOCKET EXPENSES
.OT SURPRISINGLY THE 5NSECURED #REDITORS #OMMITTEE AND THE 0REPETITION 3ECURED
,ENDERS FILED AN OBJECTION TO THIS APPLICATION AS WELL AS TO A SIMILAR APPLICATION FILED
BY THE 5NSECURED .OTEHOLDERS #OMMITTEE WHICH WAS REQUESTING ITS OWN ADVISOR
.OT ONLY DID THE COURT DENY THE APPLICATIONS IT DID SO TWICE WITH THE SECOND TIME
COMING AFTER A MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION )N DENYING THE APPLICATIONS THE COURT
EMPHASIZED BOTH THE HIGH FEES THEMSELVES AND THEIR NONREFUNDABLE NATURE h4HESE
INVESTMENT BANKERS WHO WISH TO HAVE THEIR FEES AND EXPENSES PAID OUT OF THE
DEBTORS ESTATE HAVE SWORN UNDER OATH THAT THEY WILL RENDER SERVICES ONLY IF THEY
IMMEDIATELY RECEIVE A NONREFUNDABLE FEE AGGREGATING  MILLION 4HIS #OURT
DECLINES THE OPPORTUNITY TO ENDORSE SUCH ARROGANCE 4HE PURSE IS TOO PERVERSEv
ARE FEES THAT PURSUANT TO LOCAL RULES LAWYERS MAY CHARGE WITHOUT HAVING TO FILE DETAILED FEE APPLICATIONS 3EE EG
53 "!.+2 #4 3$ /()/ ,"2 B		!	 EFFECTIVE $EC  	 5NDER THIS LOCAL RULE h;F=EE
APPLICATIONS OR DISCLOSURES MAY BE ALLOWED UP TO  @UNITEMIZED FEE	 WITHOUT ACTUAL HEARING OR SPECIFIC
ITEMIZATION FOR SERVICES RENDERED FROM INITIAL INTERVIEW THROUGH CONFIRMATION OF THE PLANv )D
 )N RE %NERGY 0ARTNERS ,TD  "2  n "ANKR 3$ 4EX 	
 4HAT APPLICATION HAD THE FOLLOWING PROPOSED COMPENSATION TERMS
4HE FEE TERMS PROPOSED IN THE ;OTHER ADVISORS APPLICATION= ARE AS FOLLOWS A	 A NONREFUNDABLE
INITIAL FEE OF  B	 A NONREFUNDABLE ADDITIONAL FEE OF  FOR !UGUST  
THROUGH !UGUST   C	 A NONREFUNDABLE ADDITIONAL FEE OF  FOR !UGUST  
THROUGH !UGUST   AND D	 ANY OUTOFPOCKET BUSINESS EXPENSES
)D AT 
 3EE )N RE %NERGY 0ARTNERS ,TD .O (  7,  AT 
 "ANKR 3$ 4EX 	
h;/NE OF THE INVESTMENT BANKING FIRMS AND THE COMMITTEE THAT SOUGHT A COURT ORDER APPROVING THAT FIRMS
EMPLOYMENT= ARE UNHAPPY BECAUSE AMONG OTHER THINGS THE /PINION REFERRED TO THE INVESTMENT BANKERS AS
GREEDY ARROGANT HOGS 4HEIR MOTION TO AMEND REQUESTS THIS #OURT TO UNSAY WHAT IT SAID AND TO UNWRITE WHAT IT
WROTE 4HIS THE #OURT WILL NOT DOv	
 )N RE %NERGY 0ARTNERS ,TD  "2 AT  "ANKR 3$ 4EX 	 4HIS CASE ISNT THE ONLY ONE IN
WHICH NONATTORNEY PROFESSIONALS SOUGHT FEE ARRANGEMENTS THAT THE COURT CONSIDERED UNREASONABLE 3EE EG )N
RE 4HE #IRCLE + #ORP  "2  n "ANKR $ !RIZ 	 FINDING AN AUTOMATIC  FEE
UNREASONABLE WHEN THE APPLICANT WAS UNDER NO OBLIGATION TO RETAIN RECORDS ESTABLISHING AND JUSTIFYING THE FEE	
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4HE PURSE ISNT ALWAYS PERVERSE .OT ALL FEES IN #HAPTER  ARE SHOCKINGLY HIGH
OR EVEN HIGH AT ALL .OT ALL EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS OR FEE APPLICATIONS
DEMONSTRATE TONEDEAFNESS TO THE CONCEPT OF WHO ACTUALLY PAYS THE BILLS MOST SHOW
VERY GOOD BILLING JUDGMENT !ND IN FACT NOT ALL FEES INCURRED IN A BANKRUPTCY CASE
ARE EVEN FEES ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE BANKRUPTCY CASE ITSELF "UT BECAUSE THE COURTS
REVIEWING THESE FEES MUST MAKE SURE THAT THE FEES ARE REASONABLE AND BECAUSE THE
WAY IN WHICH FEES GET REPORTED OFTEN CAN MAKE A DETERMINATION OF REASONABLENESS
WELLNIGH IMPOSSIBLE
" (OW &EES 'ET 0AID IN #HAPTER  #ASES
ITS TIME TO DEVELOP SOME NORMS FOR WHAT CONSTITUTES A
hREASONABLEv FEE
"EFORE THE ESTATE CAN INCUR AN OBLIGATION TO PAY PROFESSIONAL FEES THE COURT MUST
APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE PROFESSIONAL INCLUDING THE TERMS UNDER WHICH THE
PROFESSIONAL WILL BE PAID
A	 %XCEPT AS OTHERWISE PROVIDED IN THIS SECTION THE TRUSTEE
3ECTION  OF 4ITLE  OF THE 53 #ODE GOVERNS THE
EMPLOYMENT OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONS WORKING FOR THE TRUSTEE OR THE DEBTOR IN
POSSESSION AND THE GENERAL PRINCIPLE IS EXPRESSED IN SUBSECTION A	

 3EE GENERALLY 7),,)!- ' 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 4(% %4()#3 /& 4)-%"!3%$ "),,).' "9
!44/2.%93  	 ;HEREINAFTER 4(% (/.%34 (/52= ACKNOWLEDGING BILLING ABUSES BUT EXPLAINING THAT hTHE
EXISTENCE OF BILLING ABUSES ;DOES= NOT NECESSARILY INDICATE THAT EXCESSIVE BILLING IS THE NORM OR EVEN
WIDESPREADv	
WITH THE
COURTS APPROVAL MAY EMPLOY ONE OR MORE ATTORNEYS ACCOUNTANTS
APPRAISERS AUCTIONEERS OR OTHER PROFESSIONAL PERSONS THAT DO NOT HOLD OR
REPRESENT AN INTEREST ADVERSE TO THE ESTATE AND THAT ARE DISINTERESTED
 3EE GENERALLY 3TEPHEN * ,UBBEN 4HE $IRECT #OSTS OF #ORPORATE 2EORGANIZATION !N %MPIRICAL
%XAMINATION OF 0ROFESSIONAL &EES IN ,ARGE #HAPTER  #ASES  !- "!.+2 ,*   	 ;HEREINAFTER
$IRECT #OSTS= EXPLAINING THAT AN EMPIRICAL STUDY OF PUBLIC AND PRIVATE BANKRUPTCY CASES REVEALED DIRECT COSTS OF
 OF TOTAL FIRM SIZE n OR  OF TOTAL FIRM SIZE EXCLUDING CASES INVOLVING PREPACKAGED BANKRUPTCIES n AND
CONCLUDING THAT #HAPTER  DIRECT COSTS ARE LOW RELATIVE TO OTHER CORPORATE TRANSACTIONS	
 3EE GENERALLY %DWARD ) !LTMAN ! &URTHER %MPIRICAL )NVESTIGATION OF THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE 1UESTION 
* &).  	 /F COURSE NOT EVERYONE AGREES THAT FEES IN #HAPTER  TEND TO FALL WITHIN REASONABLE LIMITS
3EE GENERALLY ,YNN ,O0UCKIS RESEARCH IN THIS AREA INCLUDING HIS LATEST BOOK ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA
NOTE  PASSIM	 4HE DRAFT GUIDELINES THAT THE /FFICE OF THE 53 4RUSTEE HAS RECENTLY PROPOSED FOR LARGER #HAPTER
 CASES RECOGNIZE THAT A SIGNIFICANT PORTION OF FEES AWARDED IN #HAPTER  CASES WOULD HAVE BEEN INCURRED EVEN
ABSENT ANY BANKRUPTCY 3EE 'UIDELINES FOR 2EVIEWING !PPLICATIONS FOR #OMPENSATION  2EIMBURSEMENT OF
%XPENSES &ILED 5NDER  53# e  BY !TTORNEYS IN ,ARGER #HAPTER  #ASES $RAFT FOR 0UBLIC #OMMENT	
;HEREINAFTER h0ROPOSED 'UIDELINESv= SEE ALSO INFRA NOTES  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT THE COURT THE 53 4RUSTEE OR A
COURTAPPOINTED FEE EXPERT LACKS SOME INFORMATION ABOUT A PROFESSIONALS CHOICES ABOUT LEGAL STRATEGIES THAT
MIGHT REASONABLY HAVE TRIGGERED HIGHER RATES	
  53# e  	
  53# e  GIVES THE DEBTOR IN POSSESSION MOST OF THE RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF THE TRUSTEE WHICH
MEANS THAT THE DEBTOR IN POSSESSION MAY ALSO SEEK COURT APPROVAL FOR EMPLOYING PROFESSIONALS )D e A	 
53# e  PERMITS A COMMITTEE THAT HAS BEEN APPOINTED UNDER SECTION  TO EMPLOY PROFESSIONALS FOR THE
BENEFIT OF THE COMMITTEE PROVIDED THAT THE PROFESSIONAL MAY NOT CONCURRENTLY hREPRESENT ANY OTHER ENTITY
HAVING AN ADVERSE INTEREST IN CONNECTION WITH THE CASEv )D e B	
66AJ: ">AA>C< >C #=6EI:G 
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PERSONS TO REPRESENT OR ASSIST THE TRUSTEE IN CARRYING OUT THE TRUSTEES DUTIES
UNDER THIS TITLE
3ECTION A	 IS DESIGNED FOR THOSE PROFESSIONALS WHO ARE GOING TO DO THE
BANKRUPTCYRELATED WORK
E	 4HE TRUSTEE WITH THE COURTS APPROVAL MAY EMPLOY FOR A SPECIFIED
SPECIAL PURPOSE OTHER THAN TO REPRESENT THE TRUSTEE IN CONDUCTING THE CASE
AN ATTORNEY THAT HAS REPRESENTED THE DEBTOR IF IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE
ESTATE AND IF SUCH ATTORNEY DOES NOT REPRESENT OR HOLD ANY INTEREST ADVERSE TO
THE DEBTOR OR TO THE ESTATE WITH RESPECT TO THE MATTER ON WHICH SUCH ATTORNEY
IS TO BE EMPLOYED
&OR THOSE WHO ARE GOING TO SERVE THE TRUSTEE OR DEBTOR IN
POSSESSION IN A MORE LIMITED CAPACITY SUCH AS SPECIAL LITIGATION COUNSEL OR
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY COUNSEL IN OTHER WORDS PEOPLE WHO WILL DO WORK FOR THE
TRUSTEE OR DEBTOR IN POSSESSION BUT NOT THE BANKRUPTCY WORK	 THE APPROPRIATE
SECTION IS TYPICALLY SECTION E	

4HE OTHER STATUTORY PROVISION REQUIRING COURT APPROVAL OF EMPLOYMENT IS SECTION
 WHICH COVERS THE EMPLOYMENT OF PROFESSIONALS WORKING FOR COMMITTEES 
53# e  PERMITS A COMMITTEE THAT HAS BEEN APPOINTED UNDER SECTION  TO
EMPLOY PROFESSIONALS FOR THE BENEFIT OF THE COMMITTEE PROVIDED THAT THE
 4HE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE DEFINES hDISINTERESTED PERSONv AS hA PERSON THATv
!	 IS NOT A CREDITOR AN EQUITY SECURITY HOLDER OR AN INSIDER
"	 IS NOT AND WAS NOT WITHIN  YEARS BEFORE THE DATE OF THE FILING OF THE PETITION A DIRECTOR
OFFICER OR EMPLOYEE OF THE DEBTOR AND
#	 DOES NOT HAVE AN INTEREST MATERIALLY ADVERSE TO THE INTEREST OF THE ESTATE OR OF ANY CLASS OF
CREDITORS OR EQUITY SECURITY HOLDERS BY REASON OF ANY DIRECT OR INDIRECT RELATIONSHIP TO
CONNECTION WITH OR INTEREST IN THE DEBTOR OR FOR ANY OTHER REASON
)D e 	 &OR A DISCUSSION OF THE INFINITE LOOP OF SECTION 	 SEE .ANCY " 2APOPORT %NRON AND THE
.EW $ISINTERESTEDNESS4HE &OXES !RE 'UARDING THE (ENHOUSE  !- "!.+2 ).34 , 2%6  n 	
.ANCY " 2APOPORT %THICS )S $ISINTERESTEDNESS 3TILL A 6IABLE #ONCEPT ! $ISCUSSION  !- "!.+2 ).34 , 2%6
 	 WITH COPANELISTS *OHN $ !YER THE (ON #HARLES . #LEVERT THE (ON *OEL 0ELOFSKY  "ETTINA
7HYTE	 0URSUANT TO &ED 2 "ANKR 0  THE PROPOSED PROFESSIONAL MUST DISCLOSE IN HIS APPLICATION FOR
EMPLOYMENT hTO THE BEST OF THE APPLICANTS KNOWLEDGE ALL OF THE PERSONS CONNECTIONS WITH THE DEBTOR
CREDITORS ANY OTHER PARTY IN INTEREST THEIR RESPECTIVE ATTORNEYS AND ACCOUNTANTS THE 5NITED 3TATES TRUSTEE OR
ANY PERSON EMPLOYED IN THE OFFICE OF THE 5NITED 3TATES ;4=RUSTEEv
  53# e A	
 )D
 )N ESSENCE SECTION E	 DEALS WITH EMPLOYMENT AS SPECIAL COUNSEL WHICH HAS A SLIGHTLY LESS
STRINGENT STANDARD THAN DOES SECTION A	S DISINTERESTEDNESS STANDARD	 )D e E	 4HERES ALSO SECTION
C	
C	 )N A CASE UNDER CHAPTER   OR  OF THIS TITLE A PERSON IS NOT DISQUALIFIED FOR EMPLOYMENT
UNDER THIS SECTION SOLELY BECAUSE OF SUCH PERSONS EMPLOYMENT BY OR REPRESENTATION OF A CREDITOR
UNLESS THERE IS OBJECTION BY ANOTHER CREDITOR OR THE 5NITED 3TATES TRUSTEE IN WHICH CASE THE COURT
SHALL DISAPPROVE SUCH EMPLOYMENT IF THERE IS AN ACTUAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST
)D e C	
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PROFESSIONAL MAY NOT CONCURRENTLY hREPRESENT ANY OTHER ENTITY HAVING AN ADVERSE
INTEREST IN CONNECTION WITH THE CASEv
3OME PROFESSIONALS HAVE FOCUSED THEIR ATTENTION ON SECTION  WHICH ALLOWS FOR
A VARIETY OF CREATIVE COMPENSATION STRUCTURES hON ANY REASONABLE TERMS AND
CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT INCLUDING ON A RETAINER ON AN HOURLY BASIS ON A FIXED OR
PERCENTAGE FEE BASIS OR ON A CONTINGENT FEE BASISv	 "UTAT LEAST FOR PROFESSIONALS
EMPLOYED BY THE TRUSTEE OR DEBTOR IN POSSESSIONSECTION  IS MORE PROPERLY READ
AS ELABORATING THE LATITUDE THAT A COURT HAS IN APPROVING COMPENSATION
ARRANGEMENTS RATHER THAN AS SEPARATE AUTHORITY FOR APPOINTMENT
 3ECTION A	 PROVIDES
5NDER SECTION
 THE COURT MAY ONLY hALLOW COMPENSATION DIFFERENT FROM THE COMPENSATION
PROVIDED UNDER SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS AFTER THE CONCLUSION OF SUCH
EMPLOYMENT IF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS PROVE TO HAVE BEEN IMPROVIDENT IN LIGHT OF
!T A SCHEDULED MEETING OF A COMMITTEE APPOINTED UNDER SECTION  OF THIS TITLE AT WHICH A
MAJORITY OF THE MEMBERS OF SUCH COMMITTEE ARE PRESENT AND WITH THE COURTS APPROVAL SUCH
COMMITTEE MAY SELECT AND AUTHORIZE THE EMPLOYMENT BY SUCH COMMITTEE OF ONE OR MORE
ATTORNEYS ACCOUNTANTS OR OTHER AGENTS TO REPRESENT OR PERFORM SERVICES FOR SUCH COMMITTEE
)D e A	
 )D e A	 "UT EVEN SECTION A	 ONLY DISCUSSES CREATIVE TYPES OF COMPENSATION AND DOES NOT
PROVIDE THE AUTHORITY TO APPROVE EMPLOYMENT OF PROFESSIONALS FOR THE TRUSTEE OR DEBTOR IN POSSESSION
A	 4HE TRUSTEE OR A COMMITTEE APPOINTED UNDER SECTION  OF THIS TITLE WITH THE COURTS
APPROVAL MAY EMPLOY OR AUTHORIZE THE EMPLOYMENT OF A PROFESSIONAL PERSON UNDER SECTION  OR
 OF THIS TITLE AS THE CASE MAY BE ON ANY REASONABLE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT
INCLUDING ON A RETAINER ON AN HOURLY BASIS ON A FIXED OR PERCENTAGE FEE BASIS OR ON A CONTINGENT
FEE BASIS .OTWITHSTANDING SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS THE COURT MAY ALLOW COMPENSATION
DIFFERENT FROM THE COMPENSATION PROVIDED UNDER SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS AFTER THE CONCLUSION
OF SUCH EMPLOYMENT IF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS PROVE TO HAVE BEEN IMPROVIDENT IN LIGHT OF
DEVELOPMENTS NOT CAPABLE OF BEING ANTICIPATED AT THE TIME OF THE FIXING OF SUCH TERMS AND
CONDITIONS
)D EMPHASIS ADDED	 "UT SEE DISCUSSION OF THE DRAFTING GLITCH IN SECTION  INFRA NOTES  AND
ACCOMPANYING TEXT
4HAT hIN LIGHT OF DEVELOPMENTS NOT CAPABLE OF BEING ANTICIPATEDv STANDARD WAS FLESHED OUT IN $ANIELS V
"ARRON )N RE "ARRON	  &D  TH #IR 	 )N )N RE "ARRON THE &IFTH #IRCUIT HAD REMANDED TO THE
BANKRUPTCY COURT A FEEREDUCTION DECISION INVOLVING A CONTINGENCY FEE )D AT  4HE BANKRUPTCY COURT HAD
REDUCED THE AWARD OF A CONTINGENCY FEE ON THE THEORY THAT THE LEGAL WORK WASNT VERY DIFFICULT AND DIDNT TAKE
VERY LONG HENCE THE  CONTINGENCY AWARD OVERCOMPENSATED THE LAWYER )D AT  /N REMAND THE
BANKRUPTCY COURT REITERATED ITS REDUCTION EXPLAINING THAT IT HAD IN FACT APPLIED THE CORRECT STANDARD  &D
AT  CITING )N RE "ARRON .O  SLIP OP AT  "ANKR .$ -ISS -AY  		 4HE &IFTH #IRCUIT
DISAGREED CLARIFYING THAT THE TEST IS WHETHER THERE WERE ANY hINTERVENING CIRCUMSTANCES THAT WERE INCAPABLE OF
ANTICIPATION BY THE BANKRUPTCY COURT AT THE TIME IT APPROVED THE AWARDv )D AT  EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	
 3EE )N RE %NERGY 0ARTNERS ,TD  "2   "ANKR 3$ 4EX 	 HIGHLIGHTING THE FACT THAT
h;S=ECTION @A	 IS THE PROVISION WHICH ITERATES ;THE= TERMS UNDER WHICH A TRUSTEE DEBTOR IN POSSESSION OR
COMMITTEE CAN EMPLOY A PROFESSIONAL )T IS NOT ITSELF A SEPARATE SOURCE OF EMPLOYMENT APPROVAL )F SUCH TERMS
AND CONDITIONS ARE NOT REASONABLE THE BANKRUPTCY JUDGE MAY EXERCISE HIS DISCRETION AND DENY THE EMPLOYMENT
UNDER  53# e A	v	 QUOTING 5NSECURED #REDITORS #OMM V *OEL 0ELOFSKY )N RE 4HERMADYNE
(OLDINGS #ORP ET AL	  "2   N "!0 TH #IR 		 SEE ALSO 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE
 AT  N h!PPLICATIONS FOR RETENTION ARE ALWAYS FILED UNDER SECTION  NOT SECTION  !LTHOUGH CERTAIN
TERMS OF THE ENGAGEMENT MAY BE GOVERNED BY SECTION  THE APPLICATION ITSELF IS FILED UNDER SECTION v	
"ECAUSE THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES COVER ONLY ATTORNEYS TO BE EMPLOYED PURSUANT TO SECTION  THEY DONT
DISCUSS THE ISSUE OF THE DRAFTING GLITCH DISCUSSED INFRA AT NOTES  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT &OR MY CRITIQUE OF
THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SEE INFRA NOTES 
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DEVELOPMENTS NOT CAPABLE OF BEING ANTICIPATED AT THE TIME OF THE FIXING OF SUCH TERMS
AND CONDITIONSvA MUCH MORE DIFFICULT STANDARD FOR THE COURT TO MEET )N OTHER
WORDS COMPENSATION ARRANGEMENTS MADE PURSUANT TO SECTION  PROTECT THE
PROFESSIONALS COMPENSATION STRUCTURE FAR MORE AGGRESSIVELY THAN THOSE MADE
PURSUANT TO SECTION 
)TS A LITTLE TRICKIER FOR GETTING COURT APPROVAL FOR THOSE PROFESSIONALS WHOM
COMMITTEES WANT TO EMPLOY 3ECTION A	 GIVES COMMITTEES THE AUTHORITY TO SEEK
COURT APPROVAL FOR THE EMPLOYMENT OF PROFESSIONALS BUT SECTION  SPEAKS ONLY OF
EMPLOYING PROFESSIONALS FOR THE TRUSTEE AND VIA SECTION  FOR THE DEBTOR IN
POSSESSION	 4HATS A DRAFTING GLITCH THAT OMITS EMPLOYMENT APPROVAL FOR COMMITTEE
PROFESSIONALS
(OW DO COURTS THEN APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF COMMITTEE PROFESSIONALS /NE
WAY IS VIA THE FIRST SENTENCE OF SECTION A	 h4HE TRUSTEE OR A COMMITTEE
APPOINTED UNDER SECTION  OF THIS TITLE WITH THE COURTS APPROVAL MAY EMPLOY OR
AUTHORIZE THE EMPLOYMENT OF A PROFESSIONAL PERSON UNDER SECTION  OR  OF
THIS TITLE AS THE CASE MAY BE ON ANY REASONABLE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
EMPLOYMENT   v 4HE OTHER WAY IS TO READ SECTION A	 AS CONTAINING ITS OWN
AUTHORIZING LANGUAGE
#OURTAPPOINTED PROFESSIONALS GET PAID AS ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES AFTER
NOTICE AND A HEARING PURSUANT TO SECTION 
 )D e A	 EMPHASIS ADDED	 !S FORMER BANKRUPTCY JUDGE 7ESLEY 3TEEN HAS EXPLAINED h;S=ECTIONS
 AND  AUTHORIZE THE COURT TO ADJUST THE FEE OR TO DENY IT IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES &OR PROFESSIONAL
ENGAGEMENTS THAT ARE BASED ON AN HOURLY RATE THE BANKRUPTCY JUDGE HAS SUBSTANTIAL DISCRETION IN DETERMINING
THE @REASONABLE FEE BECAUSE THE NUMBER OF HOURS THE HOURLY RATE AND THE OTHER FACTORS REFERENCED IN e  ARE
HIGHLY FACT INTENSIVE AND SUBJECT TO BANKRUPTCY EXPERTISE THAT SHOULD BE REVIEWABLE ONLY FOR CLEAR ERROR OR ABUSE
OF DISCRETION (OWEVER IF THE ENGAGEMENT DEFINES THE EXACT AMOUNT OF THE FEE OR A FORMULA FOR DETERMINING IT	
THE BANKRUPTCY JUDGE HAS CONSIDERABLY LESS DISCRETIONv %MAIL FROM *UDGE 3TEEN TO AUTHOR !UGUST  	 ON
FILE WITH AUTHOR	 SEE ALSO 2IKER $ANZIG 3CHERER (YLAND  0ERRETTI V /FFICIAL #OMMITTEE OF 5NSECURED
#REDITORS )N RE 3MART 7ORLD 4ECHNOLOGIES ,,#	  &D   D #IR 	 DISCUSSING HOW
DIFFICULT IT IS TO MEET SECTION S hIMPROVIDENT IN LIGHT OF DEVELOPMENTS NOT CAPABLE OF BEING ANTICIPATED AT THE
TIMEv TEST	 BUT SEE DISCUSSION OF DRAFTING GLITCH INFRA NOTES
4HE WATCHWORD FOR SECTION  IS
hREASONABLENESSv
 AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE EG )N RE 3MART 7ORLD 4ECHNOLOGIES ,,#  &D  n D #IR 	
 3EE ID AT n DISCUSSING HOW CONSTRAINED THE COURT IS IN AMENDING THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF
COMPENSATION AFTER IT HAS APPROVED THEM UNDER SECTION 	
 &OR OTHER DRAFTING GLITCHES SEE EG  53# e  PURPORTING TO COVER BOTH THE ASSUMPTION AND
REJECTION OF COLLECTIVE BARGAINING AGREEMENTS BUT REALLY COVERING ONLY REJECTION	 ID e A	 THE INFAMOUS
hHANGING PARAGRAPHv AFTER SECTION A			 ID e  DEMONSTRATING #ONGRESSS INABILITY TO RENUMBER #ODE
DEFINITIONS WHEN IT ADDS NEW DEFINITIONS TO THIS SECTION	
  53# e A	 EMPHASIS ADDED	
 3ECTION A	 PROVIDES IN PART THAT hWITH THE COURTS APPROVAL SUCH COMMITTEE MAY SELECT AND
AUTHORIZE THE EMPLOYMENTv OF ITS PROFESSIONALS
 #REDITORS AND CUSTODIANS OF THE DEBTOR IN POSSESSION AS WELL AS THOSE PROFESSIONALS WHO HAVE NOT
BEEN APPROVED FOR EMPLOYMENT BY THE COURT BUT WHO HAVE MADE A hSUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTIONv TO THE CASE ON
BEHALF OF CREDITORS OR COMMITTEES MAY ALSO SEEK COURT APPROVAL OF THEIR EXPENSES  53# e B		$	
B		 &OR A THOROUGH DISCUSSION OF HOW A BANKRUPTCY COURT SHOULD DETERMINE hSUBSTANTIAL CONTRIBUTIONv SEE
)N RE -ORTGS ,TD .O !:+I*U-K .O 2*(  7,  AT 
n "!0 TH #IR
	 STATING THAT TO DATE CASE LAW HAS NOT CLARIFIED THE LEGAL STANDARD	
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A	
	 !FTER NOTICE TO THE PARTIES IN INTEREST AND THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE
AND A HEARING AND SUBJECT TO SECTIONS   AND  THE COURT MAY
AWARD TO A TRUSTEE A CONSUMER PRIVACY OMBUDSMAN APPOINTED UNDER
SECTION  AN EXAMINER AN OMBUDSMAN APPOINTED UNDER SECTION 
OR A PROFESSIONAL PERSON EMPLOYED UNDER SECTION  OR 
!	 REASONABLE COMPENSATION FOR ACTUAL NECESSARY SERVICES RENDERED
BY THE TRUSTEE EXAMINER OMBUDSMAN PROFESSIONAL PERSON OR
ATTORNEY AND BY ANY PARAPROFESSIONAL PERSON EMPLOYED BY ANY SUCH
PERSON AND
"	 REIMBURSEMENT FOR ACTUAL NECESSARY EXPENSES
	 4HE COURT MAY ON ITS OWN MOTION OR ON THE MOTION OF THE 5NITED
3TATES 4RUSTEE THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE FOR THE $ISTRICT OR 2EGION THE
TRUSTEE FOR THE ESTATE OR ANY OTHER PARTY IN INTEREST AWARD COMPENSATION
THAT IS LESS THAN THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION THAT IS REQUESTED
	 )N DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF REASONABLE COMPENSATION TO BE
AWARDED TO AN EXAMINER TRUSTEE UNDER CHAPTER  OR PROFESSIONAL
PERSON THE COURT SHALL CONSIDER THE NATURE THE EXTENT AND THE VALUE OF
SUCH SERVICES TAKING INTO ACCOUNT ALL RELEVANT FACTORS INCLUDING
!	 THE TIME SPENT ON SUCH SERVICES
"	 THE RATES CHARGED FOR SUCH SERVICES
#	 WHETHER THE SERVICES WERE NECESSARY TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF OR
BENEFICIAL AT THE TIME AT WHICH THE SERVICE WAS RENDERED TOWARD THE
COMPLETION OF A CASE UNDER THIS TITLE
$	 WHETHER THE SERVICES WERE PERFORMED WITHIN A REASONABLE
AMOUNT OF TIME COMMENSURATE WITH THE COMPLEXITY IMPORTANCE
AND NATURE OF THE PROBLEM ISSUE OR TASK ADDRESSED
%	 WITH RESPECT TO A PROFESSIONAL PERSON WHETHER THE PERSON IS
BOARD CERTIFIED OR OTHERWISE HAS DEMONSTRATED SKILL AND EXPERIENCE
IN THE BANKRUPTCY FIELD AND
&	 WHETHER THE COMPENSATION IS REASONABLE BASED ON THE CUSTOMARY
COMPENSATION CHARGED BY COMPARABLY SKILLED PRACTITIONERS IN CASES
OTHER THAN CASES UNDER THIS TITLE
  53# e B	
 3EE ALSO  #&2 e  !PP ! 	 STATING THAT THE /FFICE OF THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES
FOR 2EVIEWING !PPLICATIONS FOR #OMPENSATION  2EIMBURSEMENT OF %XPENSES &ILED 5NDER  53# e  ARE
INTENDED TO COMPLEMENT NOT SUPERSEDE LOCAL BANKRUPTCY COURT RULES	 2EGIONAL JAZZRIFFS ON THE 53 4RUSTEE
'UIDELINES WIDELY 4HERE ARE SOME CONSTANTS THOUGH SUCH AS THE PROHIBITION OF hCLUMPINGv OR hLUMPINGv TIME
ENTRIES TOGETHER 3EE EG )N RE %NERGY 0ARTNERS ,TD  "2  n "ANKR 3$ 4EX 	 DOCKING A LAW
FIRM  OF ITS LUMPED ENTRIES	 )N RE 0OSEIDON 0OOLS OF !MERICA )NC  "2   "ANKR %$.9
	 OBSERVING THAT COURTS HAVE DENIED REIMBURSEMENT FOR LUMPED SERVICES BECAUSE THE PRACTICE MAKES FEE
hREASONABLENESSv DETERMINATIONS IMPOSSIBLE	
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	
!	 %XCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SUBPARAGRAPH "	 THE COURT SHALL NOT
ALLOW COMPENSATION FOR
I	 UNNECESSARY DUPLICATION OF SERVICES OR
II	 SERVICES THAT WERE NOT
)	 REASONABLY LIKELY TO BENEFIT THE DEBTORS ESTATE OR
))	 NECESSARY TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE CASE
   
	 4HE COURT SHALL REDUCE THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION AWARDED UNDER
THIS SECTION BY THE AMOUNT OF ANY INTERIM COMPENSATION AWARDED UNDER
SECTION  AND IF THE AMOUNT OF SUCH INTERIM COMPENSATION EXCEEDS
THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION AWARDED UNDER THIS SECTION MAY ORDER THE
RETURN OF THE EXCESS TO THE ESTATE
	 !NY COMPENSATION AWARDED FOR THE PREPARATION OF A FEE APPLICATION
SHALL BE BASED ON THE LEVEL AND SKILL REASONABLY REQUIRED TO PREPARE THE
APPLICATION
h2EASONABLENESSv CAN BE DIFFICULT FOR A COURT TO DETERMINE GIVEN THE HIGHLY STYLIZED
NATURE OF MOST FEE APPLICATIONS 4HE 53 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES h'UIDELINESv	A
JAZZRIFF OF WHICH CAN BE USED IN A JURISDICTION AS PART OF A COURTS LOCAL RULES
REQUIRE THE APPLICATION TO hCONTAIN SUFFICIENT INFORMATION ABOUT THE CASE AND THE
APPLICANT SO THAT THE COURT THE CREDITORS AND THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE CAN REVIEW IT
WITHOUT SEARCHING FOR RELEVANT INFORMATION IN OTHER DOCUMENTSv )N PRACTICE MOST
APPLICATIONS USE THE COMPONENTS SUGGESTED BY THE 'UIDELINES hTO FACILITATE REVIEW OF
THE APPLICATIONv 4HOSE COMPONENTS ARE
	 )NFORMATION ABOUT THE !PPLICANT AND THE !PPLICATION
	
   
#ASE 3TATUS
	
   
3UMMARY 3HEET
  53# e 
  
 )N ADDITION TO THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE REQUIREMENTS OF REASONABLENESS ARE LEGAL ETHICS RULES RELATING TO
THE REASONABLENESS OF FEES CF EG -/$%, 25,%3 /& 02/&, #/.$5#4 2   CMT 	 COMPETENCE CF EG
-/$%, 25,%3 /& 02/&, #/.$5#4 2 	 DILIGENCE CF EG -/$%, 25,%3 /& 02/&, #/.$5#4 2 	 AND
CANDOR TO THE TRIBUNAL CF EG-/$%, 25,%3 /& 02/&, #/.$5#4 2 	
  #&2 e  !PP ! A	 	
 4HE 'UIDELINES ALSO PROHIBIT hLUMPINGv AKA hCLUMPINGv OR hBLOCKBILLINGv	 BUT SOMEHOW EVEN
THE MOST BANKRUPTCYSAVVY FIRMS MANAGE TO FORGET THAT RULEOR FAIL TO REMIND THEIR BILLERS OF IT )D e  !PP !
B	 B		V	 %VEN THOUGH SOMEONE AT THOSE FIRMS MUST REVIEW THE FEE APPLICATION BEFORE IT GETS FILED THOSE
BLOCKBILLED ENTRIES KEEP OCCURRING 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 )D e  !PP ! B		
 4HE /FFICE OF THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES STATE
4HE SUMMARY SHEET MUST hCONTAIN A SUMMARY OR COVER SHEET THAT PROVIDES A SYNOPSIS OF THE
FOLLOWING INFORMATION I	 4OTAL COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES REQUESTED AND ANY AMOUNTS	
PREVIOUSLY REQUESTED II	 4OTAL COMPENSATION AND EXPENSES PREVIOUSLY AWARDED BY THE COURT III	
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	 0ROJECT "ILLING &ORMAT ;INCLUDING DESCRIPTIONS OF WORK BY DEFINED
CATEGORIES AND A REQUIREMENT THAT TIME ENTRIES SHOULD NOT BE LUMPED
TOGETHER
	
=    
2EIMBURSEMENT FOR !CTUAL .ECESSARY %XPENSES   
.OTHING IN THESE 'UIDELINES IS OBJECTIONABLE /NE PROBLEM WITH THE 'UIDELINES
THOUGH IS THAT THE DISTANCE BETWEEN THE NARRATIVE FOR THE PROJECT CATEGORIES AND
THE EXHIBITS THAT ACTUALLY PROVIDE THE DETAILED DOCUMENTATION OF THE WORK CAN BE
HUNDREDS OF PAGES APART 4AKE A FEE APPLICATION IN A LARGE CASE AND ASSUME THAT IT IS
ABOUT THIRTY PAGES LONG EXCLUDING ITS EXHIBITS AND MANY ARE MUCH LONGER	 .OW
MULTIPLY THAT FEE APPLICATION BY THE NUMBER OF PROFESSIONALS FILING FEE APPLICATIONS
EACH MONTH LETS SAY NINE NOT COUNTING ANY SPECIAL COUNSEL THE DEBTORS LEAD
LAWYERS THE DEBTORS LOCAL LAWYERS
.AME AND APPLICABLE BILLING RATE FOR EACH PERSON WHO BILLED TIME DURING THE PERIOD AND DATE OF
BAR ADMISSION FOR EACH ATTORNEY IV	 4OTAL HOURS BILLED AND TOTAL AMOUNT OF BILLING FOR EACH
PERSON WHO BILLED TIME DURING BILLING PERIOD AND V	 #OMPUTATION OF BLENDED HOURLY RATE FOR
PERSONS WHO BILLED TIME DURING PERIOD EXCLUDING PARALEGAL OR OTHER PARAPROFESSIONAL TIMEv
THE DEBTORS FINANCIAL ADVISOR THE DEBTORS
)D e  !PP ! B		
 %XHIBIT ! OF THE 'UIDELINES SETS FORTH THE PROJECT BILLING CATEGORIES )D AT %XHIBIT !
 )D e  !PP ! B		V	
V	 4IME ENTRIES SHOULD BE KEPT CONTEMPORANEOUSLY WITH THE SERVICES RENDERED IN TIME PERIODS OF
TENTHS OF AN HOUR 3ERVICES SHOULD BE NOTED IN DETAIL AND NOT COMBINED OR hLUMPEDv TOGETHER
WITH EACH SERVICE SHOWING A SEPARATE TIME ENTRY HOWEVER TASKS PERFORMED IN A PROJECT WHICH
TOTAL A DE MINIMIS AMOUNT OF TIME CAN BE COMBINED OR LUMPED TOGETHER IF THEY DO NOT EXCEED 
HOURS ON A DAILY AGGREGATE 4IME ENTRIES FOR TELEPHONE CALLS LETTERS AND OTHER COMMUNICATIONS
SHOULD GIVE SUFFICIENT DETAIL TO IDENTIFY THE PARTIES TO AND THE NATURE OF THE COMMUNICATION 4IME
ENTRIES FOR COURT HEARINGS AND CONFERENCES SHOULD IDENTIFY THE SUBJECT OF THE HEARING OR
CONFERENCE )F MORE THAN ONE PROFESSIONAL FROM THE APPLICANT FIRM ATTENDS A HEARING OR
CONFERENCE THE APPLICANT SHOULD EXPLAIN THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE ATTENDEES
)D
 )D e  !PP ! B		
 )D e  !PP ! %XHIBIT ! 4HE 'UIDELINES PROVIDE THAT FOR PROJECT BILLING
III	 %ACH PROJECT CATEGORY SHOULD CONTAIN A NARRATIVE SUMMARY OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
!	 A DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT ITS NECESSITY AND BENEFIT TO THE ESTATE AND THE STATUS OF THE
PROJECT INCLUDING ALL PENDING LITIGATION FOR WHICH COMPENSATION AND REIMBURSEMENT ARE
REQUESTED
"	 IDENTIFICATION OF EACH PERSON PROVIDING SERVICES ON THE PROJECT AND
#	 A STATEMENT OF THE NUMBER OF HOURS SPENT AND THE AMOUNT OF COMPENSATION REQUESTED
FOR EACH PROFESSIONAL AND PARAPROFESSIONAL ON THE PROJECT
)D e  !PP ! B		
 3EE GENERALLY ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT n OBSERVING THAT FEE APPLICATIONS CAN
BE HUNDREDS SOMETIMES EVEN THOUSANDS OF PAGES LONG	 !NOTHER PROBLEM WITH THE 'UIDELINES IS THAT THERE ARE
FEW IF ANY CONSEQUENCES SPECIFIED WHEN A PROFESSIONAL FAILS TO COMPLY 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND
ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 4HE LEGISLATIVE HISTORY OF  53# e  IS USEFUL FOR STUDYING THE WHOLE ISSUE OF WHEN PARTIES IN
INTEREST SHOULD USE PROFESSIONALS IN THEIR AREA RATHER THAN BRINGING IN PROFESSIONALS FROM OUTSIDE #ONGRESS
MOVED AWAY FROM CAPPING FEES TO SAVE THE ESTATE SOME MONEY IN FAVOR OF COMPENSATING PROFESSIONALS MORE
FAIRLY FOR THEIR WORK &OR A GOOD DISCUSSION OF SECTION S LEGISLATIVE HISTORY SEE EG *AMES " (IRSCH .OTE
"ANKRUPTCY &EE !PPLICATIONS #OMPENSABLE 3ERVICE OR #OST OF $OING "USINESS  &/2$(!- , 2%6  n
	
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AUDITOR THE CREDITORS COMMITTEES LEAD LAWYERS THE CREDITORS COMMITTEES LOCAL
LAWYERS THE CREDITORS COMMITTEES FINANCIAL ADVISOR AND CONFLICTS COUNSEL FOR
BOTH THE DEBTOR AND THE CREDITORS COMMITTEE	 AND YOU CAN AVERAGE  PAGES PER
MONTH PER CASE OF FEE APPLICATIONS PLUS THE EXHIBITS WHICH WILL INCLUDE SEVERAL
SINGLESPACED SMALLFONT LINES OF TIME ENTRIES AND EXPENSE DETAILS 2EVIEWING THOSE
FEES REQUIRES READING THE BILLS NARRATIVES SORTING THROUGH THE EXHIBITS LOOKING FOR
PATTERNS DOUBLECHECKING THE FEES AND EXPENSES AGAINST ANY APPROPRIATE LOCAL RULES
AND GUIDELINES CROSSCHECKING ENTRIES ACROSS BILLERS AND ACROSS PROFESSIONALS AND
FOLLOWING UP WITH THE PROFESSIONALS WHEN THE BILLS SEEMED TO CONTAIN SOME FACIALLY
UNREASONABLE ITEMS
)N THE LARGEST CASES COMBING THROUGH FEES WOULD TAKE MORE TIME THAN ANY
BANKRUPTCY COURT CAN EXPECT TO HAVEESPECIALLY GIVEN THE VOLUME OF OTHER
PLEADINGS THAT THE COURT HAS TO SLOG THROUGH IN THAT CASE AS WELL AS ALL OF THE OTHERS
ON THE COURTS DOCKET
 4HERES NOTHING IN THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE THAT SPECIFICALLY PERMITS COURT APPROVAL OF THE EMPLOYMENT
OF PROFESSIONALS WHO FAIL THE hDISINTERESTEDNESSv TEST OF SECTIONS  AND 	 BUT THE ROLE OF CONFLICTS
COUNSEL HAS DEVELOPED OVER TIME TO DEAL WITH THE VERY REAL PROBLEM OF FINDING REPRESENTATION WHEN EVERYONE
WITH EXPERIENCE HAS SOME TYPE OF CONFLICTS .OT EVERY CONFLICT IS WAIVABLE AND NOT EVERY PROFESSIONAL WHO SEEKS
TO CIRCUMVENT THE DISINTERESTEDNESS REQUIREMENTS SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO DO SO 0ROFESSIONALS WITH PERVASIVE AND
CONSISTENT CONFLICTS REALLY SHOULDNT GET AROUND THEM BY ASKING THE COURT TO APPROVE THE EMPLOYMENT OF
CONFLICTS COUNSEL 3EE )N RE 0ROJECT /RANGE !SSOCS  "2   "ANKR 3$.9 	 HOLDING THAT A hFIG
LEAF OF CONFLICTS COUNSELv WAS INSUFFICIENT WHEN THE hPROPOSED GENERAL BANKRUPTCY COUNSEL HAS A CONFLICT OF
INTEREST WITH A CREDITOR THAT IS CENTRAL TO THE DEBTORS REORGANIZATIONv	 SEE ALSO )N RE *-+ #ONSTRUCTION 'ROUP
,TD  "2   "ANKR 3$.9 	 DENYING APPROVAL OF EMPLOYMENT OF LAW FIRM REPRESENTING
MULTIPLE DEBTORS WITH POTENTIALLY ADVERSE CONTRIBUTION AND OTHER CLAIMS	 "UT TO THE EXTENT THAT PROFESSIONALS
WANT A LEGITIMATE JUSTIFICATION UNDER APPROPRIATE CIRCUMSTANCES FOR APPROVING THE EMPLOYMENT OF CONFLICTS
COUNSEL )VE BEEN PROVIDING THAT JUSTIFICATION FOR YEARS 3EE EG .ANCY " 2APOPORT 4HE )NTRACTABLE 0ROBLEM OF
"ANKRUPTCY %THICS 3QUARE 0EG 2OUND (OLE  (/&342! , 2%6  n 	 .ANCY " 2APOPORT /UR
(OUSE /UR 2ULES 4HE .EED FOR A 5NIFORM #ODE OF "ANKRUPTCY %THICS  !- "!.+2 ).34 , 2%6  n
	 ;HEREINAFTER (OUSE= .ANCY " 2APOPORT 4URNING AND 4URNING IN THE 7IDENING 'YRE 4HE 0ROBLEM OF
0OTENTIAL #ONFLICTS OF )NTEREST IN "ANKRUPTCY  #/.. , 2%6  n 	
7ITH THE TIME DEMANDS THAT REVIEWING FEE APPLICATIONS TAKE
 !ND )M NOT EVEN INCLUDING THE CONFLICTS COUNSEL FOR THE VARIOUS LOCAL COUNSEL
 5NDER SECTION  PROFESSIONALS SEEKING PAYMENT FROM ESTATE FUNDS TYPICALLY APPLY FOR INTERIM
APPROVAL TO PAY THOSE FUNDS EVERY  DAYS  53# e  	 )N THE LARGER CHAPTER  CASES SOME COURTS
ENTER A SOCALLED +NUDSEN ORDER WHICH SETS OUT A PROCESS OF PAYING FEES ON A MORE FREQUENT USUALLY MONTHLY	
BASIS 3EE 53 4RUSTEE V +NUDSEN #ORP )N RE +NUDSEN #ORP	  "2  n "!0 TH #IR 	
AFFIRMING THE PERMISSIBILITY OF WHAT ARE NOW CALLED h+NUDSEN ORDERSv	
 7EIL 'OTSHALS FINAL FEE APPLICATION IN THE 7ORLD#OM BANKRUPTCY CASE WAS OVER  PAGES LONG
,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE GENERALLY !MY 3TEVENS 4EN 7AYS 3OME	 ,AWYERS 3OMETIMES	 &UDGE "ILLS 7!,, 34 * *AN 
 REPORTING THAT CLIENTS SHOULD h;L=OOK FOR SIGNS THAT THE LAWYER MAY HAVE BEEN DOING OTHER THINGS AT THE
SAME TIME OR WAS OUT OF THE OFFICE "LANKET TERMS REFERRING TO TRAVEL CAN ALSO BE QUESTIONABLE -R -ARQUESS OF
,EGALGARD SAYS A FEW MONTHS AGO HE QUESTIONED A (OUSTON LAWYERS  CHARGE FOR @GROUND TRANSPORTATION )T
TURNED OUT TO BE A PAIR OF SHOESv	 SEE ALSO 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  REFERRING TO THIS
INCIDENT	 4HAT BEHAVIOR IS AN ETHICS VIOLATION PRETTY MUCH EVERYWHERE AND IT MIGHT EVEN RISE TO THE LEVEL OF A
BANKRUPTCY CRIME UNDER  53# e 
 &OR A DESCRIPTION OF HOW ) REVIEW A FEE APPLICATION WHEN A COURT APPOINTS ME AS A FEE EXAMINER SEE
INFRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE #LIFFORD * 7HITE 7ALTER 7 4HEUS *R 0ROFESSIONAL &EES UNDER THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE 7HERE (AVE
7E "EEN AND 7HERE !RE 7E 'OING *!. !- "!.+2 ).34 *   	 NOTING THAT h;S=OME ABUSES ARE
RELATIVELY EASY TO SPOT BUT OTHERS ARE NOT UNLESS THE REVIEWER HAS FOLLOWED THE CASE EXTREMELY CLOSELY AND IS
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ITS NO WONDER THAT 0ROFESSORS ,O0UCKI AND $OHERTY HAVE ASSERTED THAT COURTS ARENT
REVIEWING THOSE FEE APPLICATIONS IN ANY DETAIL AT ALL *UST AS WITH ANY OTHER
ASSERTION THAT RELIES ON STATISTICS THE FACT THAT THEY MIGHT BE CORRECT IN SOME CASES
OR IN SOME PARTS OF SOME CASESDOESNT MAKE THEIR ASSERTION CORRECT ON AN ACROSS
THEBOARD BASIS BUT ) CAN CERTAINLY SEE THEIR POINT	 !S THE COURT SAID IN )N RE
0HILLIPS h;T=HE PROCESS TAKES SO LONG AND IS SO DIFFICULT BECAUSE TYPICALLY THERE IS NO
ADVERSARIAL PRESENTATION 4HE PRESENTATION BY COUNSEL IS UNOPPOSED SO THE COURT
MUST EITHER MAKE A DECISION FROM EVIDENCE THAT IS NOT CHALLENGED AND CROSS
EXAMINED OR THE COURT MUST ITSELF READ THE ENTIRE FILE AND TRY TO MAINTAIN AN
APPROPRIATE BALANCEv
# h"URYING THE ;,=EADv
&EE APPLICATIONS ARE HIGHLY STYLIZED DOCUMENTS ESPECIALLY IN MEGACASES
4HE $ISTANCE "ETWEEN .ARRATIVE AND $OCUMENTATION IN &EE
!PPLICATIONS
 4O GET A
FEEL FOR THE LEVEL OF DETAIL THAT THEY CONTAIN A PICTURE IS CERTAINLY WORTH A THOUSAND
WORDS (ERES AN EXCERPT OF JUST A SINGLE PAGE OF A SINGLE FEE APPLICATION TAKEN FROM
ONE OF THE APPLICATIONS IN THE 3TATION #ASINOS CASES
INTIMATELY AWARE OF ALL ASPECTS OF THE CASE )T IS NOT REALISTIC TO EXPECT A 5340 ATTORNEY TO MAINTAIN THIS LEVEL OF
ENGAGEMENT WITH EVERY CHAPTER  CASE GIVEN THE SCOPE OF RESPONSIBILITIES UNDER e v	
 3EE GENERALLY ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  PASSIM	
 )N RE 0HILLIPS  "2   "ANKR 3$ 4EX 	 FOOTNOTE OMITTED	 0HILLIPS IS A #HAPTER 
CASE BUT THE PRINCIPLE ABOUT HOW LONG REVIEWING FEES TAKES REMAINS THE SAME
 3EE GENERALLY 3USAN #LEARY -ORSE 5SING 3ALIENCE AND )NFLUENCE TO .ARROW THE 4AX 'AP  ,/9 5 #()
,*   	 DESCRIBING hBURY;ING= THE LEADv AS A hFAIL;URE= TO HIGHLIGHT THE MOST IMPORTANT
INFORMATIONv	
 3EE )N RE 'ANTZ  "2   "!0 TH #IR 	 NOTING THAT FEE APPLICATIONS MUST INCLUDE
A hDETAILED STATEMENT OF SERVICES RENDERED TIME EXPENDED EXPENSES INCURRED AND AMOUNTS REQUESTEDv	 SEE ALSO
,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THE CONTENTS OF A BANKRUPTCY FEE APPLICATION
INCLUDING AN EXAMPLE OF A DETAILED  TO PAGE CASE NARRATIVE PLUS ATTACHMENTS THAT EXCEEDED HUNDREDS OF
PAGES	
 !ND TRUST ME MEGACASE FEE APPLICATIONS USE MUCH MORE THAN A THOUSAND WORDS EACH MONTH 3EE
,YNN - ,O0UCKI  *OSEPH 7 $OHERTY 2OUTINE )LLEGALITY IN "ANKRUPTCY #OURT "IG#ASE &EE 0RACTICES  !-
"!.+2 ,*   	 ;HEREINAFTER 2OUTINE )LLEGALITY= ASSERTING THAT h;A= SINGLE FEE APPLICATION CAN RUN
HUNDREDS AND SOMETIMES EVEN THOUSANDS OF PAGESv	
 &EE !PPLICATION h&EE !PPLICATIONv	 AT  )N RE 3TATION #ASINOS )NC .O "+'7:
"ANKR $ .EV /CT  	
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3OMEONEIN OTHER WORDS SOMEONE IN THE BANKRUPTCY COURTS CHAMBERS OR
SOMEONE WORKING FOR A COURTAPPOINTED FEE EXAMINERHAS TO GO THROUGH EACH OF
THESE PAGES LINE BY LINE
)N ONE SENSE GOING THROUGH THESE BILLS IS NO DIFFERENT FROM GOING THROUGH THE
BILLS SENT TO CLIENTS OUTSIDE BANKRUPTCY
)MAGINE HOW DIFFICULT THAT TASK IS WHEN MULTIPLYING THIS
ONE EXAMPLE BY HUNDREDS OF PAGES (OW EASY WOULD IT BE AFTER ONES EYES UNCROSS
TO DETERMINE REASONABLENESS
 $ETAILED BILLS ARE COMPLEX DOCUMENTS 4HE
BIGGER THE DISTANCE BETWEEN hHERES WHAT ) DIDv AND hHERES HOW ) STAFFED WHAT )
DIDv THE MORE DIFFICULT IT IS TO MAKE SENSE OF A BILL ,INKING THE hWHATv TO THE
hHOWv TAKES TIME
4HE DIFFERENCE IS THAT OUTSIDE BANKRUPTCY CLIENTS HAVE MORE OF AN INCENTIVE TO
TAKE THAT TIME
 #F ,O0UCKI  $OHERTY 2OUTINE )LLEGALITY SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT COURTS ARE SUPPOSED TO
READ FEE APPLICATIONS HOWEVER AS A PRACTICAL MATTER THE LENGTH OF FEE APPLICATIONS OFTEN PRECLUDES SUBSTANTIVE
REVIEW	
,EGAL FEES COME OUT OF THEIR BUDGETS AND THEY CARE ABOUT THEIR
 3EE *AMES " (IRSCH .OTE "ANKRUPTCY &EE !PPLICATIONS #OMPENSABLE 3ERVICE OR #OST OF $OING "USINESS
 &/2$(!- , 2%6  n 	 EXPLAINING THAT BOTH BANKRUPTCY COURTS AND PRIVATE CLIENTS EXPECT
DETAILED BILLS	
 #F 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT n EXPLAINING THAT THE CHECKS AND BALANCES ON FEE
APPLICATIONS HAVE HOLES BECAUSE THE FEE REVIEWERS ARE OFTEN NOT PRIVY TO THE PROFESSIONALS WORK ALLOCATION
DECISIONS	
 3EE ID AT  NOTING THAT IN LARGER CASES hDETAILED SCRUTINY IS VERY DIFFICULTv DUE TO THE VOLUMINOUS
BILLS	
 3EE EG ID AT n N POINTING OUT THAT CLIENTS IN BANKRUPTCY CASES WHO ARE NOT PAYING THE
BILLS HAVE LESS INCENTIVE AND KNOWLEDGE THAN DO NONBANKRUPTCY CLIENTS TO MONITOR THE REASONABLENESS OF FEES	
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BUDGETS )NSIDE BANKRUPTCY THE BUCK TENDS TO GET PASSED INTENTIONALLY OR NOT
FROM THE CLIENT EG THE DEBTOR IN POSSESSION OR THE CREDITORS COMMITTEE	 DIRECTLY
TO THE BANKRUPTCY COURT WITHOUT THE INTERMEDIATE STEP OF THE CLIENT GOING LINE BY
LINE THROUGH THE BILL TO FIND AND ASK THE PROFESSIONAL TO REMOVE	 QUESTIONABLE
ENTRIES
-AYBE THE REASON THAT THE BANKRUPTCY hCLIENTv SKIPS THAT INTERMEDIATE STEP IS DUE
TO THE CLIENTS FEAR OF ALIENATING ITS PROFESSIONALS DURING THE REPRESENTATION )NSIDE
COUNSEL WHO ASK THEIR OUTSIDE COUNSEL FOR REDUCTIONS AND DISCOUNTS DONT SEEM TO
HAVE THAT SAME FEAR THOUGH PROBABLY BECAUSE ITS EASIER FOR INSIDE COUNSEL TO HIRE
NEW PROFESSIONALS WHEN THEY LOSE CONFIDENCE IN THE OLD ONES	 -AYBE THE REASON IS
THAT THE CLIENT IS TOO BUSY PUTTING OUT THE FIRES THAT ARISE DURING A COMPLEX
BANKRUPTCY CASE TO WORRY ABOUT A THOROUGH REVIEW OF EACH MONTHS FEES -AYBE
THE CLIENT REALLY CANT TELL WHETHER THE HOURS SPENT ON A PROJECT ARE TOO HIGH OR TOO
LOW OR WHETHER TWO PEOPLE SHOULD HAVE ATTENDED A HEARING INSTEAD OF THREE 4HE
UNDERLYING ISSUE THOUGH IS THAT MORE THAN A FEW FEE APPLICATIONS CONTAIN SOME
CONSISTENT FLAWS THAT MAY STEM FROM THE WAY THAT HUMANS RATIONALIZE THEIR OWN
ACTIONS
$ #OGNITIVE %RRORS IN "ANKRUPTCY &EE !PPLICATIONS
-ANY BAD DECISIONS THAT SMART PEOPLE MAKE ARENT THE PRODUCT OF DELIBERATE
PLOTTING
 3EE GENERALLY .EW &EE 3TRUCTURE FOR ,AW &IRMS &/2"%3 !PR    0-	 AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWFORBESCOMBILLABLEHOURRETAINERENTREPRENEURSLAWTAXATIONWHARTONHTML REPORTING
THAT CLIENTS FACING BUDGET PRESSURES ARE SCRUTINIZING THEIR LEGAL BILLS	
4HEYRE REACTIONS TO THE PRESSURE OF A SITUATION COUPLED WITH SOME HARD
 4HAT PROBLEM MAY BE FIXED BY THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  BECAUSE THE 0ROPOSED
'UIDELINES WILL REQUIRE A VERIFIED STATEMENT FROM THE CLIENT ABOUT ITS REVIEW OF THE PROFESSIONALS FEES BEFORE THE
PROFESSIONAL SUBMITS THE FEE APPLICATION 3EE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES # AT 
 3EE EG ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT n NOTING THAT DEBTORS IN POSSESSION
hSELDOM TARGET THEIR OWN PROFESSIONALSv PERHAPS BECAUSE hTHE BELEAGUERED DEBTOR MAY NOT WISH TO STRAIN HIS
RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS LIFEROPE HIS ATTORNEYv QUOTING )N RE 'INJI #ORP  "2   "ANKR $ .EV
			
 #F !MEET 3ACHDEV ,AW #LIENTS $EMAND -ORE &OR THE -ONEY 2ECESSION #HANGES 0ERSPECTIVE ON
%XISTING @"ILLABLE (OUR -ODEL #() 42)" $EC   AT # REPORTING AN OVERALL REDUCTION IN THE USE OF
OUTSIDE COUNSEL ALONG WITH INNOVATIVE COMPETITION FOR CORPORATE BUSINESS SUCH AS +RAFT &OODSS BIDDING
PROCESS TO HIRE OUTSIDE COUNSEL	
 3EE !LEXANDER 7U-OTIVATING $ISCLOSURE BY A $EBTOR IN "ANKRUPTCY 4HE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE )NTELLECTUAL
0ROPERTY AND &IDUCIARY $UTIES  9!,% * /. 2%'  n 	 DISCUSSING THE MYRIAD DUTIES OF A DEBTOR
IN POSSESSION DURING BANKRUPTCY CASE PROCEEDINGS	
 3EE )N RE !CT -FG )NC  "2   "ANKR $ -ASS 	 STATING THAT LAWYERS SHOULD BUT
OFTEN FAIL TO EXPLAIN THE REASON FOR USING SEVERAL ATTORNEYS TO PERFORM THE SAME TASK	 SEE ALSO ,/05#+) 
$/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT OVERBILLING IS NOT GENERALLY DETECTED UNLESS IT hIS SO EXTREME
THAT IT SPEAKS FOR ITSELFv	
 3EE EG 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT  EXPLAINING THAT LAWYERS JUSTIFY SOME
OVERSTAFFING AND DUPLICATION OF EFFORTS BECAUSE THEY WANT TO MAKE SURE THAT THEYRE PROVIDING THE APPROPRIATE
LEVEL OF SERVICE TO THEIR CLIENTS ESPECIALLY WHEN THOSE CLIENTS ARE FIDUCIARIES	
 "UT SEE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT THE hSHOESv STORY	
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WIRED COGNITIVE ERRORS &OR EXAMPLE %NRONS EXECUTIVES JUSTIFIED THEIR MISLEADING
FINANCIAL REPORTS AS A WAY OF KEEPING THE COMPANY ALIVE 7ORLD#OMS ACCOUNTANTS
DIDNT DUMMY UP THE BOOKS BECAUSE THEY WERE EVIL THEY DID IT TO MEET THEIR
QUARTERLY PROJECTIONS %VERY PERSON WHO HAS RATIONALIZED SOMETHING THAT WAS
MORALLY WRONG HAS DONE SO BECAUSE HUMANS HAVE AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY FOR
FOOLING THEMSELVES
"ETWEEN THE TWO EXTREMES OF OUTRIGHT THIEVERY AND UNFAILING HONESTY
HOWEVER IS THE CONTINUUM OF CUSTOMARY BILLING PRACTICES THAT IS hLEGAL BUT
UNETHICALv AND THE MANY LAWYERS WHO hARE SO BLINDED BY SELFINTERESTv THAT
THEY SEE NO ETHICAL DIFFICULTY IN THEIR BILLING HABITS
0ROFESSIONALS BILLING THE ESTATE FOR FEES AND EXPENSES ARE WELL
HUMAN AND THEY CAN SLIP EASILY INTO SOME UNFORTUNATE BEHAVIOR

)N OTHER WORDS PROFESSIONALS CAN TELL THEMSELVES THAT EVERYONE ELSE IS DOING IT
!ND WHEN EVERYONE ELSE IS DOING IT AND YOU START DOING IT TOO YOURE NOT GOING TO
OBJECT TO SOMEONE ELSE WHOS DOING IT 'IVEN THE HARDWIRED COGNITIVE ERRORS THE
EXTREME ECONOMIC PRESSURE THE CRUSHING AMOUNT OF WORK THAT A LARGE #HAPTER 
BANKRUPTCY GENERATES AND A hTHERE BUT FOR THE GRACE OF 'ODv MENTALITY ITS NO
WONDER THAT COURTS RECEIVE VERY FEW OBJECTIONS TO FEE APPLICATIONS
 3EE EG .ANCY " 2APOPORT 4HE #URIOUS )NCIDENT OF THE ,AW &IRM 4HAT $ID .OTHING IN THE .IGHT
4IME  ,%'!, %4()#3  n 	 REVIEWING -),4/.# 2%'!. *2 %!47(!4 9/5+),, 4(% &!,, /& !
7!,, 342%%4 ,!79%2 		 ;HEREINAFTER .IGHT4IME= USING %NRON AS AN EXAMPLE OF COGNITIVE DISSONANCE
DIFFUSION OF RESPONSIBILITY AND SOCIAL PRESSURE ALL OF WHICH MAY LEAD PEOPLE TO RATIONALIZE UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR	
-IND YOU
 )D AT  SEE GENERALLY .!.#9 " 2!0/0/24 *%&&2%9 $ 6!. .)%,  "!,! ' $(!2!. %.2/. !.$
/4(%2 #/20/2!4% &)!3#/3 4(% #/20/2!4% 3#!.$!, 2%!$%2 &OUNDATION 0RESS D ED 	 REVIEWING THE
SOCIAL SCIENCE LITERATURE THAT MIGHT EXPLAIN WHAT HAPPENS WHEN CORPORATE EXECUTIVES hGO WRONGv	 SEE ALSO
2APOPORT.IGHT4IME SUPRA NOTE  SAME	
 3EE #9.4()! #//0%2 %842!/2$).!29 #)2#5-34!.#%3 4(% */52.%9 /& ! #/20/2!4%
7()34,%",/7%2  *OHN 7ILEY  3ONS 	 /+ DUMMYING UP THE BOOKS ACTUALLY IS SORT OF EVIL
 3EE EG 7ILLIAM ' 2OSS 4HE %THICS OF 4IME "ASED "ILLING BY !TTORNEYS  02/& ,!7 39-0 )335%
  	 ;HEREINAFTER 4IME "ASED "ILLING= SUGGESTING THAT MANY LAWYERS hDO NOT PERCEIVE ANY ETHICAL
DIFFICULTYv WITH TIMEBASED OVERBILLING BECAUSE THEY HAVE hDELUDED THEMSELVES INTO BELIEVING THAT NO AMOUNT OF
WORK IS TOO MUCHv	 ) WOULDNT GO QUITE THAT FAR ) THINK THAT LAWYERS JUST LIKE ANY OTHER WORKERS CAN GET SO
ABSORBED IN THE hTREESv OF WHAT THEYRE DOING THAT THEY FORGET TO LOOK AT THE hFORESTv
 $OUGLAS 2 2ICHMOND &OR A &EW $OLLARS -ORE 4HE 0ERPLEXING 0ROBLEM OF 5NETHICAL "ILLING 0RACTICES
BY ,AWYERS  3# , 2%6   	 CITING 7),,)!- ' 2/33 4(% %4()#3 /& 4)-% "!3%$ "),,).' "9
!44/2.%93  02/& ,!7 39-0 )335%  	 SEE ALSO 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT n
DESCRIBING THE VARIOUS EXPLANATIONS IN #HAPTER  FEE APPLICATIONS	
 3EE 2ICHMOND SUPRA NOTE  AT n SUGGESTING THAT SILENCE SURROUNDING UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR
BREEDS UNETHICAL BEHAVIOR	
 3EE ID NOTING THAT DISHONEST CONDUCT CAN BECOME AN ORGANIZATIONAL NORM THROUGH hPLURALISTIC
IGNORANCEv	
 3EE ID AT  DISCUSSING ATTORNEY MISCONDUCT DUE TO FINANCIAL STRAIN AND BILLABLE HOURS PRESSURE	
 3EE ,O0UCKI  $OHERTY 2OUTINE )LLEGALITY SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT h;M=EANINGFUL OBJECTIONS
TO FEE REQUESTS ARE FEWv	 )N THE THREE LARGE CASES IN WHICH ) HAVE BEEN THE FEE EXAMINER WE RESOLVED VIRTUALLY ALL
ISSUES INFORMALLY WITHOUT HAVING TO FILE MANY OBJECTIONS WITH THE COURT 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA
NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT FEE REVIEW COMMITTEES OR AUDITORS OFTEN NEGOTIATE A VOLUNTARY REDUCTION IN THE FEE
APPLICATION	 4HE ONLY OUTSTANDING ISSUEWHICH OCCURRED IN 0ILGRIMS 0RIDEWAS WHETHER ONE OF THE
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COGNITIVE ERRORS ARENT A "IG,AW PROBLEM OR A #HAPTER  PROBLEM OR EVEN A LAWYER
PROBLEM THEY ARE A HUMAN PROBLEM
3O WHAT ARE THE COGNITIVE ERRORS THAT PROFESSIONALS MIGHT EXPERIENCE 4HERE ARE
THREE CLASSIC ONES COGNITIVE DISSONANCE DIFFUSION OF AUTHORITY AND SOCIAL PRESSURE
)VE WRITTEN BEFORE ABOUT HOW THESE THREE ERRORS PLAY OUT 4HE SHORT VERSION GOES
AS FOLLOWS COGNITIVE DISSONANCE OCCURS WHEN SOMEONE TRIES TO RECONCILE TWO
COMPETING MORAL VIEWS h) AM A GOOD PERSON SO ) MUST HAVE EMBEZZLED FUNDS
BECAUSE ) HAD A DARN GOOD REASONv	 DIFFUSION OF AUTHORITY OCCURS WHEN SOMEONE
ASSUMES THAT SEVERAL PEOPLE KNOW ABOUT A PROBLEM AND THAT BECAUSE SOMEONE ELSE
hWILL TAKE CARE OF THE PROBLEMv HE DOESNT HAVE TO TAKE CARE OF THE PROBLEM HIMSELF
AND SOCIAL PRESSURE OCCURS WHEN SOMEONE WOULD RATHER COMPLY WITH A GROUP
DECISION THAT HE KNOWS IS WRONG THAN BECOME AN OUTLIER STICKING TO THE CORRECT
DECISION 4HERE ARE ALL SORTS OF GOOD READ SCARY	 SOCIAL SCIENCE EXPERIMENTS THAT
ILLUSTRATE THESE THREE TYPES OF COGNITIVE ERRORS 
)TS POSSIBLE TO IMAGINE ALL THREE OF THESE COGNITIVE ERRORS PLAYING OUT AT A
FICTIONAL ASSOCIATES GATHERING
#ONSIDER FOR EXAMPLE A GROUP OF ASSOCIATES DISCUSSING THEIR HOURS AND
BILLABLE GOALS WHEN A SENIOR ASSOCIATE ,ACEY PERCEIVED AS A RISING STAR IN THE
FIRM DESCRIBES HOW HE INFLATES HIS HOURS (E BOASTS THAT THE PARTNERS FOR
PROFESSIONALS COULD GET A FEE ENHANCEMENT AFTER THE 3UPREME #OURTS DECISION IN 0ERDUE V +ENNY ! EX REL
7INN  3 #T   	
 3EE EG 2APOPORT.IGHT4IME SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 #OGNITIVE DISSONANCE CAN ALSO COME INTO PLAY WHEN SOMEONE SAYS h8 WOULD NEVER DO THATv #ONSIDER
THIS REALLIFE EXAMPLE WHICH IS JUST ONE OF MANY IN $OUGLAS 2ICHMONDS ARTICLE
)N ANOTHER INSTANCE AT A RESPECTED -IDWESTERN LAW FIRM TWO PARTNERS NOTICED THAT A FELLOW
PARTNER 3TEPHENS WAS FALSELY BILLING TIME TO A LARGE MATTER ON WHICH THEY WERE DOING THE VAST
MAJORITY OF WORK 3TEPHENS WAS A HIGHLY COMPENSATED RAINMAKER WHO LANDED THE MATTER (IS
FRAUD WAS CLEAR HE WAS RECORDING TIME FOR TASKS THAT THEY KNEW FROM THEIR DIRECT INVOLVEMENT HE
DID NOT PERFORM 4HE PARTNERS RAISED THEIR CONCERNS WITH 2ICHARDS THE FIRMS MANAGING PARTNER
WHO ABRUPTLY DISMISSED THEM ON THE GROUNDS THAT h3TEPHENS WOULDNT DO THATv THAT THERE WAS
hNO REASONv FOR HIM TO FRAUDULENTLY BILL TIME AND THAT THERE WAS hNO NEEDv FOR HIM TO INFLATE HIS
HOURS ,AWYERS WHO REGULARLY WORKED WITH 3TEPHENS HOWEVER SAW IN HIM TRAITS POTENTIALLY
EXPLAINING HIS DISHONESTY !MONG OTHER THINGS HE WAS GREEDY AND NARCISSISTIC AND HE OPENLY
ENVIED THE WEALTHY FAMILY WHO OWNED THE PRIVATE COMPANY THAT WAS HIS BEST CLIENT
2ICHMOND SUPRA NOTE  AT  FOOTNOTE OMITTED	 SEE ALSO ,ERMAN "ILKING SUPRA NOTE  AT n
DISCUSSING ATTORNEYS WHO RESPONDED TO CHARGES OF BILLING FRAUD BY DENYING ANY IMPROPER CONDUCT AND
EXPLAINING THEIR BILLING DECISIONS	
 3EE 2APOPORT .IGHT4IME SUPRA NOTE  AT n REPORTING THAT IN %NRONS CASE THE BOARD
ACCOUNTANTS AND LAWYERS EACH BLAMED THE OTHER TWO GROUPS FOR %NRONS ACTIONS CITING TO THE 0OWERS 2EPORT TO
THE %NRON "OARD HTTPICNNNETCNN,!7ENRONREPORTPOWERSREPORTPDF		 SEE ALSO $AVID
,UBAN )NTEGRITY )TS #AUSES AND #URES  &/2$(!- , 2%6  n 	 STATING THAT THE THEORY OF
DIFFUSION OF RESPONSIBILITY MAY EXPLAIN SOME BEHAVIOR	
 3EE .EERA + "ADHWAR 4HE -ILGRAM %XPERIMENTS ,EARNED (ELPLESSNESS AND #HARACTER 4RAITS  *
%4()#3  n 	 DESCRIBING 3TANLEY -ILGRAMS OBEDIENCE TO AUTHORITY EXPERIMENT	 SEE ALSO *OACHIM
)SRAEL %XPERIMENTAL #HANGE OF !TTITUDES 5SING THE !SCH%FFECT  !#4! 3/#)/,/')#!   	 APPLYING
3OLOMON !SCHS SOCIAL PRESSURE EXPERIMENT	 *AMES - (UDSON  !MY 3 "RUCKMAN 4HE "YSTANDER %FFECT !
,ENS FOR 5NDERSTANDING 0ATTERNS OF 0ARTICIPATION  * ,%!2.).' 3#)  n 	 DESCRIBING THE MURDER
OF +ITTY 'ENOVESE AS AN EXAMPLE OF THE BYSTANDER EFFECT	
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WHOM HE WORKS NEVER QUESTION HIS TIMEKEEPING OR MATERIALLY REDUCE HIS
TIME BEFORE SENDING OUT BILLS 3EVERAL ASSOCIATES ARE DISTURBED BY ,ACEYS
COMMENTS BUT NO ONE IN THE GROUP CHALLENGES HIM 7HEN THE ASSOCIATES
DISBAND THERE IS A REAL POSSIBILITY THAT THE GROUPS COLLECTIVE SILENCE IN THE
FACE OF ,ACEYS PROFESSED DISHONESTY WILL BE SEEN BY AT LEAST SOME WHO WERE
THERE AS TACIT ACKNOWLEDGEMENT THAT HIS PRACTICES ARE ACCEPTABLE AND THEY
WILL BEGIN BILLING AS ,ACEY DOES 4HEIR BEHAVIOR MAY IN TURN INFLUENCE THEIR
PEERS AND NEWER LAWYERS WITH WHOM THEY WORK )T IS EASY TO IMAGINE SIMILAR
SCENARIOS INVOLVING LAWYERS OF VARYING EXPERIENCE LEVELS PLAYING OUT IN LAW
FIRM PRACTICE GROUPS AND DEPARTMENTS
7E COULD INTUIT THAT ,ACEY HAS TOLD HIMSELF SOMETHING LIKE h) CAN TACK ON EXTRA
HOURS BECAUSE ) SHOULD BE VALUED MORE HIGHLY THAN ) AMv COGNITIVE DISSONANCE	
7E CAN ALSO PREDICT THAT SOME ASSOCIATES IN THAT MEETING MAY COPY ,ACEYS BEHAVIOR
EITHER BECAUSE OF SOCIAL PRESSURE FROM THE hGROUPS COLLECTIVE SILENCEv OR BECAUSE
EACH ONE ASSUMES THAT SOMEONE ELSE WILL ASK A PARTNER WHAT TO DO ABOUT ,ACEYS
DISCLOSURE DIFFUSION OF AUTHORITY	 4HIS HYPOTHETICAL ENGENDERS A HAT TRICK OF
COGNITIVE ERRORS 4HOSE COGNITIVE ERRORS CAN ERODE THE ABILITY OF PROFESSIONALS TO
MONITOR THEIR OWN FEES ACCURATELY
-OREOVER ONCE BEGUN UNETHICAL BILLING BECOMES INCREASINGLY EASY TO
RATIONALIZE AND ACCORDINGLY HABITUAL !S ONE OBSERVER EXPLAINED IN
CONNECTION WITH YOUNG LAWYERS
4HIS PASSAGE IN AN ARTICLE BY $OUGLAS
2ICHMOND RINGS TRUE TO ME
/NE DAY NOT TOO LONG AFTER YOU START PRACTICING LAW YOU WILL SIT DOWN AT
THE END OF A LONG TIRING DAY AND YOU JUST WONT HAVE MUCH TO SHOW FOR
YOUR EFFORTS IN TERMS OF BILLABLE HOURS )T WILL BE NEAR THE END OF THE
MONTH 9OU WILL KNOW THAT ALL OF THE PARTNERS WILL BE LOOKING AT YOUR
MONTHLY TIME REPORT IN A FEW DAYS SO WHAT YOULL DO IS PAD YOUR TIME
SHEET JUST A BIT -AYBE YOU WILL BILL A CLIENT FOR NINETY MINUTES FOR A TASK
THAT REALLY TOOK YOU ONLY SIXTY MINUTES TO PERFORM (OWEVER YOU WILL
PROMISE YOURSELF THAT YOU WILL REPAY THE CLIENT AT THE FIRST OPPORTUNITY BY
DOING THIRTY MINUTES OF THE WORK FOR THE CLIENT FOR hFREEv )N THIS WAY YOU
WILL BE hBORROWINGv NOT hSTEALINGv
 2ICHMOND SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE GENERALLY ,UBAN SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT 2APOPORT .IGHTTIME SUPRA NOTE  AND
ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 )N SPORTS A hHAT TRICKv IS A TRIPLE ACHIEVEMENT OF SOME OBJECTIVE IN A SINGLE GAME 3EE /8&/2$
%.',)3($)#4)/.!29  D ED 	
 3EE -),4/. # 2%'!. *2 4(% &!,, /& 4(% 7!,, 342%%4 ,!79%2 %!4 7(!4 9/5 +),, n
DISCUSSING THE hMORAL UNIVERSEv THAT ALLOWS PEOPLE TO RATIONALIZE IMMORAL CONDUCT	 SEE ALSO 2APOPORT .IGHT
4IME SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT DEPARTMENTAL NORMS MAY OVERRIDE FIRM OR PROFESSIONAL NORMS	
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!ND THEN WHAT WILL HAPPEN IS THAT IT WILL BECOME EASIER AND EASIER
TO TAKE THESE LITTLE LOANS AGAINST FUTURE WORK !ND THEN AFTER A WHILE YOU
WILL STOP PAYING BACK THESE LITTLE LOANS 9OU WILL CONVINCE YOURSELF THAT
ALTHOUGH YOU BILLED FOR NINETY MINUTES AND SPENT ONLY SIXTY MINUTES ON
THE PROJECT YOU DID SUCH GOOD WORK THAT YOUR CLIENT SHOULD PAY A BIT
MORE FOR IT !FTER ALL YOUR BILLING RATE IS AWFULLY LOW AND YOUR CLIENT IS
AWFULLY RICH
!ND THEN YOU WILL PAD MORE AND MOREEVERY TWO MINUTE
TELEPHONE CONVERSATION WILL GO DOWN ON THE SHEET AS TEN MINUTES EVERY
THREE HOUR RESEARCH PROJECT WILL GO DOWN WITH AN EXTRA QUARTER HOUR OR
SO 9OU WILL CONTINUE TO RATIONALIZE YOUR DISHONESTY TO YOURSELF IN VARIOUS
WAYS UNTIL ONE DAY YOU STOP DOING EVEN THAT !ND BEFORE LONGIT WONT
TAKE YOU MUCH MORE THAN THREE OR FOUR YEARSYOU WILL BE STEALING FROM
YOUR CLIENTS ALMOST EVERY DAY AND YOU WONT EVEN NOTICE IT
)N OTHER WORDS ONCE YOU TAKE THAT FIRST LARGE STEP TOWARD FUDGING A BILL THE SECOND
STEP IS SMALLER AND SUCCESSIVE STEPS ARE TINIER STILL
 2ICHMOND SUPRA NOTE  AT n QUOTING 0ATRICK * 3CHILTZ /N "EING A (APPY (EALTHY AND
%THICAL -EMBER OF AN 5NHAPPY 5NHEALTHY AND 5NETHICAL 0ROFESSION  6!.$ , 2%6   		
FOOTNOTE OMITTED	
%VEN WHEN A LAWYER DOESNT SET
 ,ISA ,ERMAN PAINTED A SIMILAR PICTURE OF THE EASE OF TEMPTATION
7E ARE TRAINED TO RATIONALIZE )N LAW SCHOOL ONE IS ASKED TO ARGUE THAT ONE CASE IS SIMILAR TO
OR DIFFERENT FROM ANOTHER /NE IS EXPECTED TO BE ABLE TO ARGUE EVERY SIDE OF ANY ISSUE 7E ARE
TRAINED TO DRAW LINES FROM ANY POINT ! TO ANY POINT "   
2ATIONALIZATION IS A KEY INGREDIENT IN THE SLIDE DOWN THE SLIPPERY SLOPE )F YOU PAD YOUR
HOURS A LITTLE THE NEXT MONTH YOU MIGHT PAD THEM A LITTLE MORE /NCE YOU GET USED TO PADDING
YOUR HOURS YOU MIGHT BILL AS YOUR OWN HOURS THOSE THAT HAD BEEN WORKED BY A SECRETARY OR A
PARALEGAL /NCE YOU GET USED TO DOING THAT YOU MIGHT TURN IN A RECEIPT FOR A MEAL WITH A FRIEND
REPRESENTING IT TO BE A BUSINESS MEAL !ND SO ON 2ATIONALIZING DISHONESTY TAKES PRACTICE )T GETS
EASIER OVER TIME
7E MIGHT TURN THIS INTO A FORMULA
DESIRE FOR HIGHER INCOME  ECONOMIC PRESSURE  COMPETITION WITH PARTNERS  SENSE OF
ENTITLEMENT  DECLINING LOYALTY TO PARTNERS OR CLIENTS  PERCEIVED OPPORTUNITY TO STEAL UNDETECTED 
PROFITORIENTED FIRM CULTURE  ABILITY TO RATIONALIZE  RISK OF TEMPTATION TO DISHONESTY
,ISA ' ,ERMAN 4HE 3LIPPERY 3LOPE &ROM !MBITION TO 'REED TO $ISHONESTY ,AWYERS -ONEY AND 0ROFESSIONAL
)NTEGRITY  (/&342! , 2%6   	 ;HEREINAFTER 3LIPPERY 3LOPE= FOOTNOTE OMITTED	 0ROFESSOR ,ERMAN
SUGGESTS THAT ONE WAY TO REDUCE TEMPTATION IS TO CHANGE THE REWARD STRUCTURE IN LAW FIRMS FROM THOSE THAT
REWARD HIGH BILLERS TO THOSE THAT REWARD THOSE LAWYERS WHO PRODUCE THE BEST QUALITY WORK )D AT  SEE ALSO
,ERMAN "ILKING SUPRA NOTE  AT  POINTING OUT THAT hBILLING AND EXPENSE FRAUD IS EXTREMELY DIFFICULT TO
DETECT )F A LAWYER SIMPLY PADS HIS TIMESHEETS WHO CAN TELL (OW COULD AN AUDITOR TELL THAT FOUR HOURS W;ERE=
REALLY TWO OR THAT A DINNER AT AN ELEGANT RESTAURANT WAS WITH A DATE RATHER THAN WITH A CLIENT %VEN LEGAL AUDITORS
CANNOT DETECT MOST OF THESE DECEPTIONSv	 FOOTNOTE OMITTED EMPHASIS ADDED	 )VE HEARD SOMEWHERE PROBABLY
ON ONE OF THE ,AW AND /RDER EPISODES THAT SEEM TO PLAY SOMEWHERE IN THE WORLD EVERY HOUR ON THE HOUR	 THAT
TEMPTATION  OPPORTUNITY  CRIME /NE OF THE MOST COMMON TEMPTATIONS IS WHEN A PROFESSIONAL DECIDES THAT
HE HAS hUNDERBILLEDv THE CLIENT ONE WEEK AND THEN DECIDES TO COMPENSATE FOR THAT hUNDERBILLINGv THE NEXT WEEK
7HEN A PROFESSIONAL DOESNT BILL HIS TIME CONTEMPORANEOUSLY THIS KIND OF CATCHUP GAME IS EASY TO PLAY h(EY
) DIDNT BILL A SIXMINUTE INCREMENT WHEN ) LEFT A PHONE MESSAGE LAST WEEK MAYBE ) SHOULD BILL TWELVE MINUTES
FOR A MESSAGE THIS WEEKv	
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OUT TO FUDGE THE BILL COGNITIVE ERRORS CAN FIND THEIR WAY INTO THE VERSION OF THE BILL
THAT THE CLIENT OR THE BANKRUPTCY COURT SEES
)N ADDITION TO THESE THREE CLASSIC COGNITIVE ERRORS THERES ALSO THE PHENOMENON
OF hANCHORINGv TO CONSIDER h!NCHORINGv INVOLVES hTHE COMMON HUMAN TENDENCY
TO RELY TOO HEAVILY OR @ANCHOR ON ONE TRAIT OR PIECE OF INFORMATION WHEN MAKING
DECISIONSv
4AKE FOR EXAMPLE A PERSON LOOKING TO BUY A USED CAR;HE= MAY FOCUS
EXCESSIVELY ON THE ODOMETER READING AND THE YEAR OF THE CAR AND USE THOSE
CRITERIA AS A BASIS FOR EVALUATING THE VALUE OF THE CAR RATHER THAN CONSIDERING
HOW WELL THE ENGINE OR THE TRANSMISSION IS MAINTAINED
(ERES HOW 3CIENCE $AILY ILLUSTRATES ANCHORING

!NCHORING BIAS CAN AFFECT FEE REVIEWS BY FOCUSING ON A PROFESSIONALS HOURLY RATE AS A
WAY OF DETERMINING THE QUALITY OF THAT PROFESSIONAL 7EVE ALL SEEN THE hRATE CREEPv
THAT CAN GO ON IN ANY SORT OF LEGAL REPRESENTATION WHERE THE CLIENT THINKS THAT
SOMEONE IS BETTER SIMPLY BECAUSE HE BILLS AT A HIGHER RATE  4HAT RATE ANCHORS OUR
PERCEPTION OF QUALITY
 3EE 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING HOW LAWYERS RATIONALIZE FEES	
7HEN A PROFESSIONAL ASKS FOR A HIGHER RATE BECAUSE OTHER
 !NCHORING "IAS IN DECISIONMAKING 3#)%.#% $!),9 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWSCIENCEDAILYCOM
ARTICLESAANCHORINGHTM ;HEREINAFTER !NCHORING= &OR A CLASSIC DISCUSSION OF ANCHORING SEE !MOS 4VERSKY 
$ANIEL +AHNEMAN *UDGMENT UNDER 5NCERTAINTY (EURISTICS AND "IASES 3#)%.#%  3EPT  	
AVAILABLE AT HTTPLINKSJSTORORGSICISICI!!#!*
55(!"%#/"-
 !NCHORING SUPRA NOTE 
 4HE SAME PHENOMENON CAN PLAY OUT IN #%/ COMPENSATION AS WELL AND EVEN IN THE CHOICE OF
AMPLIFIERS FOR A ROCK BAND 3EE 4()3 )3 30).!, 4!0 %MBASSY 0ICTURES #ORP 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWIMDB
COMTITLETTQUOTES
.IGEL 4UFNEL 4HE NUMBERS ALL GO TO ELEVEN ,OOK RIGHT ACROSS THE BOARD ELEVEN ELEVEN ELEVEN
AND
-ARTY $I"ERGI /H ) SEE !ND MOST AMPS GO UP TO TEN
.IGEL 4UFNEL %XACTLY
-ARTY $I"ERGI $OES THAT MEAN ITgS LOUDER )S IT ANY LOUDER
.IGEL 4UFNEL 7ELL ITgS ONE LOUDER ISNgT IT )TgS NOT TEN 9OU SEE MOST BLOKES YOU KNOW WILL BE
PLAYING AT TEN 9OUgRE ON TEN HERE ALL THE WAY UP ALL THE WAY UP ALL THE WAY UP YOUgRE ON TEN ON
YOUR GUITAR 7HERE CAN YOU GO FROM THERE 7HERE
-ARTY $I"ERGI ) DONgT KNOW
.IGEL 4UFNEL .OWHERE %XACTLY 7HAT WE DO IS IF WE NEED THAT EXTRA PUSH OVER THE CLIFF YOU
KNOW WHAT WE DO
-ARTY $I"ERGI 0UT IT UP TO ELEVEN
.IGEL 4UFNEL %LEVEN %XACTLY /NE LOUDER
-ARTY $I"ERGI 7HY DONgT YOU JUST MAKE TEN LOUDER AND MAKE TEN BE THE TOP NUMBER AND MAKE
THAT A LITTLE LOUDER
.IGEL 4UFNEL ;PAUSE= 4HESE GO TO ELEVEN
 4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES DEAL WITH THE ANCHORING PHENOMENON BY PAYING ATTENTION TO GEOGRAPHIC
VARIATIONS IN RATES
4HE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE WILL NOT OBJECT TO hNONFORUMv RATES OF PROFESSIONALS WHEN THE hNON
FORUMv RATES ARE BASED ON THE REASONABLE RATES WHERE THEY MAINTAIN THEIR PRIMARY OFFICE EVEN IF
THE LOCALLY PREVAILING RATES WHERE THE CASE IS PENDING ARE LOWER IE A PROFESSIONAL MAY BILL THE
SAME REASONABLE RATE IN ANY FORUM	 #ONVERSELY THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE WILL OBJECT IF
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PROFESSIONALS IN THE CASE ARE BILLING AT RATES GREATER THAN HIS HES ANCHORING TO THAT
RATE RATHER THAN LOOKING AT ALL OF THE CREDENTIALS !ND WHEN PROFESSIONALS RAISE THEIR
RATES IN THE MIDDLE OF A CASE THEYRE TYPICALLY ANCHORING TO THEIR FIRMS HOURLY RATE
INCREASES OUTSIDE THE BANKRUPTCY DEPARTMENT "UT THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE ASKS FOR
INFORMATION ABOUT THE REASONABLENESS OF RATES IN LIGHT OF hTHE NATURE THE EXTENT AND
THE VALUE OF SUCH SERVICESv
"ECAUSE HUMAN COGNITIVE ERRORS ARE REAL
4HEREFORE THE PROFESSIONALS SHOULD BE INTRODUCING
EVIDENCE THAT LINKS THE INCREASE IN RATES TO AN INCREASE IN BENEFIT TO THE ESTATE 4HEY
SHOULD BUT OFTEN THEY DONT
 AND THE ODDS OF GETTING PUNISHED FOR
SUBMITTING INACCURATE BILLS ARE CLOSE TO ZERO ANY BANKRUPTCY PROFESSIONAL WHO
WOULD ACTUALLY WANT TO GAME THE SYSTEM WOULD HAVE ESSENTIALLY AN OPEN FIELD
%VEN IF THERES NO DESIRE TO FUDGE THE BILLS THERES STILL A RISK OF BLOATED BILLS IF
PROFESSIONALS ARE LAX IN DEMANDING THAT THEIR EMPLOYEES ADHERE STRICTLY TO EXPENSE
GUIDELINES BILL THEIR TIME CAREFULLY AND STAFF THE WORK EFFICIENTLY
)M NOT SUGGESTING THAT SOME PROFESSIONALS DELIBERATELY LIE ON THEIR FEE
APPLICATIONS OR MORE BROADLY ON THEIR BILLS TO ANY OF THEIR CLIENTS	 )M NOT EVEN
SUGGESTING THAT ANY PROFESSIONALS DELIBERATELY LIE ON THEIR BILLS
PROFESSIONALS INCREASE THEIR RATES BASED ON THE FORUM WHERE THE CASE IS PENDING WHEN THEY BILL A
LOWER RATE WHERE THEY MAINTAIN THEIR PRIMARY OFFICE
) AM SUGGESTING
THOUGH THAT A LACK OF AWARENESSON THE PART OF BOTH PROFESSIONALS AND COURTSOF
THE RISKS OF COGNITIVE ERRORS MAKES FEE APPLICATIONS EVEN MORE OPAQUE AND DIFFICULT
TO REVIEW )F YOURE A LAWYER ITS AWFULLY EASY TO RATIONALIZE SPENDING TENS OF HOURS
ON AN EIGHTPAGE RESPONSE TO A LIFTSTAY MOTIONESPECIALLY ONCE YOUVE ALREADY
SUBMITTED THE TIME ENTRIES FOR ITBECAUSE YOUR BRAIN JUSTIFIES ALL OF THAT
0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  "K AT 
  53# e A		
 3EE ,ERMAN 3LIPPERY 3LOPE SUPRA NOTE  AT n NOTING THAT THE PRESSURES OF "IG,AW PRACTICE
CAN hPUSHv LAWYERS AWAY FROM ETHICAL BEHAVIOR	 SEE ALSO ID AT n FINDING INCIDENTS OF BILLING AND EXPENSE
FRAUD ON THE RISE	 3EE ALSO $ENNIS #URTIS  *UDITH 2ESNIK 4EACHING "ILLING -ETRICS OF 6ALUE IN ,AW &IRMS AND
,AW 3CHOOLS  34!. , 2%6  n EXPLAINING LAW FIRM ECONOMICS AND COMMON BILLING PRACTICES SUCH
AS hROUNDING UPv TO THE NEXT TENTH OF AN HOUR	
 3EE GENERALLY *AMES 0 3CHRATZ ) 4OLD 9OU TO &IRE .ICHOLAS &ARBER! 0SYCHOLOGICAL AND 3OCIOLOGICAL
!NALYSIS OF 7HY !TTORNEYS /VERBILL  254'%23 , 2%6   	 COMMENTING THAT LAWYERS WHO
PERFORM A COSTBENEFIT ANALYSIS OF PADDING BILLS OFTEN CALCULATE THE COSTS OF FRAUD IE GETTING CAUGHT AS DE
MINIMIS	 3PEAKING OF GAMES ) BELIEVE THAT THE BEST ANALOGY TO THE ETHICS RULES IS THE GAME OF GOLF )N GOLF YOURE
SUPPOSED TO MARK YOUR OWN MISTAKES EVEN IF NO ONE IS THERE TO WITNESS THEM 4HATS WHY GOLF IS SUCH A GOOD
MEASURE OF A PERSONS CHARACTER WHETHER OR NOT THE PERSON PLAYS WELL	 4HE SAME IS TRUE OF ETHICS RULES 4HEYRE
SUPPOSEDLY SELFMONITORING 3EE &RED # :ACHARIAS 4HE -YTH OF 3ELF2EGULATION  -).. , 2%6  n
	 DISCUSSING THE SELFREGULATION OF LAWYERS	
 #F ,ERMAN 3LIPPERY 3LOPE SUPRA NOTE  AT n SUGGESTING THAT h;A=NY FIRM THAT DOES NOT WANT
LAWYERS TO FABRICATE HOURS NEEDS TO TELL THEM SO AND TO TELL THEMv EXACTLY HOW TO BILL	
 7ELL A FEW PROFESSIONALS DO LIE DELIBERATELY (OW ELSE COULD ONE EXPLAIN CHARGING A CLIENT SAY EIGHT
HOURS OF TIME FOR DRAFTING A BRIEF PULLED FROM A hBRIEF BANKv IN WHICH THE ONLY REAL WORK INVOLVED SWAPPING OUT
THE OLD PARTIES NAMES FOR THE NEW PARTIES NAMES #F7ILLIAM ' 2OSS 4HE %THICS OF (OURLY "ILLING BY !TTORNEYS
 254'%23 , 2%6  n 	 ;HEREINAFTER (OURLY "ILLING= NOTING THAT SOME ATTORNEYS MAY OVERBILL FOR
hUNNECESSARY RESEARCHv BUT IT IS LIKELY THAT MOST HIGH BILLS COME OUT OF CONCERN FOR THE CLIENTS INTERESTS hEVEN IF
THAT BELIEF IS AT LEAST IN PART A SUBCONSCIOUS RATIONALIZATION OF THE DESIRE TO INCREASE THE CLIENTS BILLv	
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STRATEGIZING RESEARCH AND REDRAFTING AS hNECESSARYv !GAIN RATIONALIZATION ISNT A
"IG,AW PROBLEM )TS A HUMAN PROBLEM )VE SEEN SMALLER SHOPS AND NONLAWYER
PROFESSIONALS	 SUBMIT FEE APPLICATIONS WITH SOME UNUSUALLY HIGH BILLABLE TIME
ENTRIES TOO )F THE hCLIENTv PAYING THE BILL ISNT VIGILANT AND IF THE BANKRUPTCY COURT
DOESNT HAVE THE RESOURCES TO COMB THROUGH THE BILL THE CHECKS AND BALANCES BUILT
INTO THE SYSTEM WILL FAIL
% 4HE h/THER 0EOPLES -ONEYv 0ROBLEM
7HAT THE PROFESSIONALS MISSED WAS THE FACT THAT THE FEES THEY CHARGED
WERE NOT AT MARKET RATES -ARKET RATES ARE WHAT CLIENTS SPEND WHEN THE
MONEY IS THEIR OWN 4HE EXECUTIVES AND COMMITTEES WHO HIRED THE
PROFESSIONALS IN THE CASES WE STUDIED WERE SPENDING OTHER PEOPLES MONEY
,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3
(OWEVER AS e  PROVIDES THE #OURT MAY ONLY AWARD ESTATE FUNDS
BASED UPON REASONABLE COMPENSATION FOR ACTUAL NECESSARY SERVICES 4HIS IS
NOTHING MORE NOR NOTHING LESS THAN IS OR SHOULD BE DEMANDED BY ANY
CLIENT WHETHER IN BANKRUPTCY OR NOT 4HE ONLY DIFFERENCE IS THAT THE #OURT
HAS THE UNPLEASANT TASK OF ACTING AS THE SHARPEYED CONTROLLER 
)N RE 'INJI #ORP
 4HE PRESSURE OF REPRESENTING A FIDUCIARY ALSO CONTRIBUTES TO THE hNO STONE UNTURNEDv PROBLEM 3EE
2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT n COMPARING LAWYERS WHO MAKE SURE THAT THEY FOLLOW EVERY
LEAD TO DOCTORS PRACTICING hDEFENSIVE MEDICINEv	 SEE ALSO 2OSS (OURLY "ILLING SUPRA NOTE  AT n
EXPLAINING THAT hPROPONENTS OF THE @LEAVE NO STONE UNTURNED SCHOOL OF REPRESENTATION OFTEN CONSCIOUSLY OR
UNCONSCIOUSLY LACK PERSPECTIVE ABOUT THE REAL INTEREST OF THE CLIENTv	
 3EE GENERALLY ,O0UCKI  $OHERTY 2OUTINE )LLEGALITY SUPRA NOTE  AT n COMMENTING ON THE
FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO A BREAKDOWN IN CHECKS AND BALANCES IN FEE APPLICATION REVIEW	
 ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT XV SEE ALSO ID AT  OBSERVING THAT BANKRUPTCY COURTS
hUNLIKE NONBANKRUPTCY CLIENTS PAY ;LAWYERS= WITH OTHER PEOPLES MONEYv	 #YNTHIA ! "AKER /THER 0EOPLES
-ONEY 4HE 0ROBLEM OF 0ROFESSIONAL &EES IN "ANKRUPTCY  !2): , 2%6  n 	 SAME	
 )N RE 'INJI #ORP  "2   "ANKR $ .EV 	 CITATIONS OMITTED	 4HE COURT ELABORATED
ON THE hOTHER PEOPLES MONEYv PROBLEM
4HIS CHORE ;REVIEWING FEE APPLICATIONS= CANNOT BE LIGHTLY EXERCISED BECAUSE OF THE VERY FACT
THAT THE CLIENT MAY HAVE LITTLE CONCERN OVER THE AMOUNT OF FEES PAID AS THE FEES ARE BEING PAID
FROM ASSETS WHICH WOULD BE DISTRIBUTED IN ANY CASE -OREOVER THE BELEAGUERED DEBTOR MAY NOT
WISH TO STRAIN HIS RELATIONSHIP WITH HIS LIFEROPE HIS ATTORNEY &INALLY OPPOSITION FROM OTHERS
MAY BE TEMPERED BY THE FACT THEY TOO EXPECT TO BE PAID FROM THE ESTATE ASSETS
)D AT  CITATIONS OMITTED	
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)N AN EARLIER ARTICLE ) DESCRIBED THAT THE BIGGEST PROBLEM WITH FEES IN #HAPTER  IS
THE DISCONNECT BETWEEN WHATS BEING BILLED AND WHO ACTUALLY PAYS THOSE BILLS !S
THE 4HIRD #IRCUIT EXPLAINED IN )N RE "USY "EAVER "LDG #ENTERS
4HE DEBTOR WILL OFTEN NOT OBJECT TO ITS ATTORNEYS FEE APPLICATION BECAUSE THE
FEES WILL FREQUENTLY BE DERIVED FROM ITS CREDITORS AWARD RATHER THAN ITS OWN
ASSETS OR IN ANY CASE IT MAY BE hIN NO POSITION TO MAKE AN OBJECTIVE
JUDGMENT AS TO THE VALUE OF THE LEGAL SERVICES INVOLVED ;AND IT MAY LACK THE=
INCLINATION TO OBJECT TO WHATEVER FEE IS REQUESTED BY THE ATTORNEY WHO HAS
MADE IT POSSIBLE FOR ;IT= TO CONTINUE BUSINESS    v
 &EE PROBLEMS OCCUR WITH SOME FREQUENCY IN THE OTHER CHAPTERS TOO 3EE EG )N RE 3AUER  "2
 n "ANKR $ .EB 	 DISGORGEMENT OF FEES IN #HAPTER  CASE	 SEE ALSO )N RE 3ZYMCZAK  "2
  "ANKR $ .* 	 FEE DISPUTE IN #HAPTER  CASE	
 !S ) EXPLAINED IN MY EARLIER ARTICLE
7HEN IT COMES TO ESTATEPAID #HAPTER  FEES THE PROFESSIONALS ARE PUSHING THEIR BILLS ACROSS
THE TABLE BUT ON THE OTHER SIDE OF THE TABLE THE CLIENT CHARGED WITH EVALUATING THE REASONABLENESS
OF THE BILL MAY HAVE NO MEANINGFUL WAY TO PUT THE BILL INTO CONTEXT -OREOVER BECAUSE NO SINGLE
CLIENT IS CHARGED WITH FOOTING THE PROFESSIONALS ENTIRE BILL ITS POSSIBLE THAT NONE OF THE CLIENTS
REALLY CARES HOW MUCH THESE PROFESSIONALS ARE CHARGING )N ESSENCE THE CLIENT SITTING AT THE TABLE IS
A STANDIN FOR ENTITIES WITH LITTLE VOICE AND LITTLE INDIVIDUAL STAKE	 IN DETERMINING HOW THE
PROFESSIONAL MAKES HIS BILLABLE DECISIONS !ND SITTING AT ANOTHER TABLE FAR AWAY IS THE BANKRUPTCY
COURT
2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT  FOOTNOTES OMITTED	 SEE ALSO ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA
NOTE  AT   OBSERVING THAT MOST FEES OF ESTATEPAID PROFESSIONALS ARE ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSESCOMING
AHEAD OF PAYMENTS TO GENERAL UNSECURED CREDITORS AND THUS REDUCING ANY DISTRIBUTIONS THAT WOULD FLOW TO
THEMBUT THOSE UNSECURED CREDITORS DONT SCRUTINIZE THE FEES THE WAY THAT CLIENTS SPENDING THEIR OWN MONEY
DO	 #LIFFORD 7HITE THE $IRECTOR OF THE %XECUTIVE /FFICE FOR 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEES HAS RECENTLY ANALYZED THIS
ISSUE AND HAS REACHED A SIMILAR CONCLUSION
4HE PROBLEM PERSISTS THROUGHOUT THE BANKRUPTCY PROCESS /UTSIDE BANKRUPTCY A UNITARY
CORPORATE ACTOR DRIVEN BY ITS BUSINESS OBJECTIVES REALIZES ALL OF THE VALUE FROM BOTH ITS
PROFESSIONALS WORK AND ITS OWN EFFORTS AT CONTROLLING PROFESSIONAL FEES )N BANKRUPTCY THOSE
FUNCTIONSRETENTION INVOICE REVIEW AND PAYMENT APPROVALARE DIVIDED AMONG THE COURT AND
VARIOUS ACTORS WITH DIFFERENT RESPONSIBILITIES AND INCENTIVES &URTHERMORE ANY SAVINGS FROM
CONTROLLING PROFESSIONAL FEES DO NOT NECESSARILY INURE TO THE BENEFIT OF THE DEBTOR BUT ARE MORE
LIKELY TO BENEFIT THE UNSECURED CREDITORS 4HE DEBTOR THEREFORE DOES NOT HAVE THE SAME INCENTIVE
IN BANKRUPTCY TO CONTROL PROFESSIONAL FEES AS IT DOES OUTSIDE
7HITE  4HEUS SUPRA NOTE  AT 
  &D  D #IR 	
 )D AT  CITATIONS OMITTED	 CITING )N RE (AMILTON (ARDWARE #O  "2  n "ANKR %$
-ICH 	 AFFD  "#$   "ANKR %$ -ICH 		 4HE COURT WENT ON TO POINT OUT THAT ATTORNEYS
FOR THE CREDITORS COMMITTEE MIGHT BE RELUCTANT TO OBJECT TO FEE APPLICATIONS
!TTORNEYS FOR THE CREDITORS MAY ALSO BE RELUCTANT TO OPPOSE FEE REQUESTS WHETHER BECAUSE OF
PERCEIVED PROFESSIONAL COURTESY     FEAR OF RETALIATION     ANDOR THE FACT THAT SHOULD IT LOSE
THE CREDITORS REWARD FOR FIGHTING THAT BATTLE MAY BE A SMALLER DISTRIBUTION DUE TO ITS INDIRECT
OBLIGATION TO PAY A PROPORTIONATE SHARE OF THE FEE APPLICANTS FEES ASCRIBABLE TO THE DEFENSE OF HIS
OR HER FEE REQUEST    
)D CITATIONS OMITTED	
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)F THE PARTIES IN INTEREST THEMSELVES DONT OBJECT TO UNREASONABLE FEES THEN THE COURT
IS THE LAST CHECK IN THE SYSTEM ON WHETHER THE PROFESSIONAL EXERCISED PROPER hBILLING
JUDGMENTv
"ECAUSE MOST OF THE FEES PAID IN A BANKRUPTCY CASE hCOME FROM THE POCKETS OF
THE UNSECURED CREDITORSvAND BECAUSE THOSE FEES DONT COME OUT OF THE POCKET OF
ANY INDIVIDUAL UNSECURED CREDITOR OR THE $)0S MANAGEMENT	THERES A
DISCONNECT BETWEEN THE hCLIENTSv THINK DEBTOR IN POSSESSION OR CREDITORS
COMMITTEE	 INCENTIVES TO KEEP FEES REASONABLE AND THE INCENTIVES OF THE PEOPLE
RUNNING THE SHOW TO WORRY ABOUT THE REASONABLENESS OF THOSE FEES /F COURSE THE
PHENOMENON OF SPENDING OTHER PEOPLES MONEY ON PROFESSIONAL FEES OCCURS IN
SOLVENT COMPANIES TOO BECAUSE MANAGERS OF THOSE COMPANIES ARE SPENDING THE
COMPANYS MONEY NOT THEIR OWN ON THOSE FEES "UT A DESIRE TO STAY SOLVENT IS AT
LEAST SOME INCENTIVE FOR THE MANAGERS TO TRY TO KEEP COSTS DOWN
!LTHOUGH THE DISCONNECT BETWEEN WHO PAYS THE BILLS AND WHATS BEING BILLED ISNT
UNIQUE TO BANKRUPTCY CASES BANKRUPTCY FEES ARE EASIER TO STUDY BECAUSE ESTATE
PAID PROFESSIONALS HAVE TO FILE THEIR FEE APPLICATIONS RATHER THAN SIMPLY SENDING OUT
BILLS TO THEIR CLIENTS
 3EE 5NSECURED #REDITORS #OMM V 0UGET 3OUND 0LYWOOD )NC  &D  n TH #IR 	
ATTORNEY WAS REQUIRED TO USE BILLING JUDGMENT AND WAS NOT GIVEN hFREE REIGN TO RUN UP A TAB WITHOUT
CONSIDERING THE MAXIMUM PROBABLE RECOVERYv	 SEE ALSO )N RE 'INJI #ORP  "2   "ANKR $ .EV
	 h)N THE PRIVATE SECTOR @BILLING JUDGMENT IS AN IMPORTANT COMPONENT IN FEE SETTING )T IS NO LESS IMPORTANT
HEREv	 QUOTING (ENSLEY V %CKERHART  53   			 "UT h;I=F PROFESSIONALS WILL NOT TAKE
OWNERSHIP FOR THEIR ACTIONS OR BE ACCOUNTABLE TO THEIR CLIENTS FOR THEIR DECISIONS NO BILLING SYSTEM IS GOING TO
ADDRESS THE ILLS THAT THE PRACTICE FACESv %MAIL FROM 'EOFF "ERMAN THE 0RESIDENT OF THE !MERICAN "ANKRUPTCY
)NSTITUTE TO AUTHOR 3EPT   ON FILE WITH AUTHOR	
7E CAN HOWEVER SEE HOW OTHER TYPES OF CLIENTS HAVE DEALT
WITH PAYING BILLS WHEN THEY ARE PAYING WITH THEIR OR THEIR COMPANYS	 OWN MONEY
 )N RE $ $IORIO  3ONS )NC  "2   "ANKR .$ )LL 	 3OME FEES COME OUT OF CARVE
OUTS BY SECURED CREDITORS WHO PERMIT PROFESSIONALS TO BE PAID FROM THE COLLATERAL TYPICALLY WITH SOME
RESTRICTIONS ON THE TYPES OF TASKS THAT THOSE PROFESSIONALS CAN UNDERTAKE &OR A GOOD DESCRIPTION OF HOW CARVE
OUTS WORK SEE EG !NDREW , 4URSCAK *R  !LAN 2 ,EPENE -UST A 3ECURED #REDITOR h0AY TO 0LAYv IN #HAPTER
  !- "!.+2 ).34 *  -AR 	 AVAILABLE AT WWWTHOMPSONHINECOMPUBLICATIONSPDF
MUSTA SECUREDPDF
 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  SUGGESTING THAT DEBTORS IN POSSESSION PAY LESS
ATTENTION TO THE REASONABLENESS OF THEIR PROFESSIONALS FEES UNLESS A DEBTOR IN POSSESSION PLANS TO REORGANIZE IN
WHICH CASE THOSE FEES WILL AFFECT THE BOTTOM LINE	
 ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 )D
 ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 0ROFESSOR ,ERMAN EXPLAINS
/NE REASON THAT THE CLIENTS IN THESE CASES ARE NOT THE PRINCIPAL COMPLAINERS IS THAT THEY MAY
NOT HAVE KNOWN THAT THEY WERE BEING BILKED 3OME OF THEM WERE APPARENTLY PLEASED WITH THE
LEGAL SERVICES THAT THEY WERE RECEIVING AND WERE NOT CONCERNED ABOUT HOW THE BILLS WERE
CALCULATED -ANY OF THESE WERE LARGE CORPORATE CLIENTS ACCUSTOMED TO PAYING LARGE LEGAL BILLS TO
MULTIPLE FIRMS EVERY MONTH 4HE CORPORATE REPRESENTATIVES WHO REVIEWED THE BILLS WERE NOT
PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PAYMENTS AND MAY HAVE BEEN LESS CAREFUL ABOUT REVIEWING THE BILLS
THAN THEY WOULD HAVE BEEN IF THEY WERE SPENDING THEIR OWN MONEY
,ERMAN "ILKING SUPRA NOTE  AT n FOOTNOTE OMITTED	
 0ROFESSOR ,O0UCKI POINTS OUT THAT MANY BILLS SUCH AS THE BILLS OF ORDINARY COURSE PROFESSIONALS	 DO
NOT GET FILED AND THEREFORE ARE IMPOSSIBLE TO REVIEW ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
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4AKE THE !SSOCIATION OF #ORPORATE #OUNSELS !##S	 hVALUE CHALLENGEv !##
BELIEVES THAT SMART PEOPLE CAN FIGURE OUT A WAY TO DELIVER EFFICIENT LEGAL SERVICES TO
COMPANIES WITHOUT SACRIFICING ALL PROFITABILITY AND IT HAS GIVEN INSIDE COUNSEL SOME
TOOLS FOR WORKING WITH OUTSIDE COUNSEL TO MANAGE COSTS IN AREAS SUCH AS STAFFING
BUDGETING DEVELOPING CREATIVE FEE STRUCTURES EVEN FOR FEES INVOLVING LITIGATION
MATTERS	 AND USING TECHNOLOGY TO INCREASE EFFICIENCY -Y MOST RECENT VISIT TO THE
WEBSITE PROVIDED TWENTYTWO SEPARATE DOWNLOADS FROM COMPANIES AND OUTSIDE
COUNSEL ON ISSUES INVOLVING FEES ALONE RANGING FROM EXEMPLARS OF 2&0S TO
DESCRIPTIONS BY OUTSIDE COUNSEL OF THEIR ALTERNATIVE BILLING STRUCTURES
 3EE EG !## 6ALUE #HALLENGE !33. /& #/20 #/5.3%, ;HEREINAFTER !## 6ALUE #HALLENGE=
HTTPACCCOMVALUECHALLENGEABOUTINDEXCFM
4HERE WERE
 /NE LAW FIRM EXPLAINED ITS STAFFING DECISIONS THUS
4HE DISTRIBUTION OF EXPERIENCE IN THE FIRM DOES NOT FIT THE COMMON hPYRAMIDv MODEL )N "ARTLIT
"ECKS VIEW THE hPYRAMIDv FIRM MAINTAINS LARGE NUMBERS OF INEXPERIENCED JUNIOR ATTORNEYS AT
THE BASE WHO DO MOST OF THE WORK AND BILL MOST OF THE HOURS     "ARTLIT "ECK;S=    MODEL IS
MORE AKIN TO A hDIAMONDv STRUCTURE WITH RELATIVELY FEWER JUNIOR ATTORNEYS AT THE BOTTOM MORE
EXPERIENCED ATTORNEYS MAKING UP THE LARGEST MIDDLE SEGMENT AND A FEW VERY SENIOR ATTORNEYS AT
THE TOP ;"ARTLIT "ECK= DESCRIBES THE FIRMS STRUCTURE AS DESIGNED TO EARN REWARDS BY DELIVERING
RESULTS RATHER THAN BILLING USELESS HOURS
,INDLEY "RENZA /UTCOME$RIVEN &EES IN (IGH 3TAKES ,ITIGATION    "ARTLIT "ECKS !LTERNATIVE !PPROACH !33. /&
#/20 #/5.3%, HTTPWWWACCCOM6ALUE#HALLENGERESOURCESAVCRESOURCESCFMRS?VC
 3EE EG ID
 3EE !## 6ALUE #HALLENGE SUPRA NOTE  LAST VISITED /CT  	
 !N 2&0 IS A REQUEST FOR PROPOSALA SOLICITATION OF BIDS 3EE %MERALD #ORR -GMT V "AY #NTY "D OF
#NTY #OMMRS  3O D   &LA $IST #T !PP 	 ENUMERATING SITUATIONS WHERE 2&0S ARE USED	
/FFICE $EPOTS SUMMARY OF ITS 2&0S CONTAINED THIS LANGUAGE
&OR BANKRUPTCY WORKPREFERENCE LAWSUITS THE LAW DEPARTMENT PAYS A FIXED FEE EACH MONTH
FOR THE FIRM TO HANDLE WHATEVER COMES IN (OW DID THEY SET THE VALUE OF THE FEES 5SING HISTORICAL
DATA FROM THE LAW DEPARTMENT AND FROM THE FIRMS THAT HAD AN EXISTING SERVICE RELATIONSHIP FOR
THIS TYPE OF WORK FOR THE COMPANY
3TEVE #ALKINS /FFICE $EPOT )NC 6ALUE"ASED &EE AND 3TAFFING 0RACTICES FOR 2EAL %STATE )0 ,ITIGATION  "EYOND
!33. /& #/20 #/5.3%, HTTPWWWACCCOM6ALUE#HALLENGERESOURCESAVCRESOURCESCFMRS?VC SEE ALSO
*ANINE $ASCENZO  "UCK $E7OLF 'ENERAL %LECTRIC #OMPANY 3UCCESSFULLY 5SING !LTERNATIVE &EE !RRANGEMENTS FOR
#OMPLEX )NTELLECTUAL 0ROPERTY ,ITIGATION !33. /& #/20 #/5.3%, HTTPWWWACCCOM6ALUE#HALLENGE
RESOURCESAVCRESOURCESCFMRS?VC
/NCE THE FIRM IS SELECTED THE INHOUSE LEGAL TEAM AND THE OUTSIDE FIRM NEED TO FINALIZE THE
BUDGET AND IMPLEMENT THE ALTERNATIVE FEE STRUCTURE ARRANGEMENT 4O HELP WITH THIS PROCESS A
BUDGET FORM CAN BE USED TO HELP THE LEGAL TEAM CONCEPTUALIZE THE LIFE CYCLE OF THE MATTER BY TASK
TIMELINE STAFFING AND COST 4ASKS FOR WHICH COSTS CAN BE BUDGETED INCLUDE .ONINFRINGEMENT
INVESTIGATION;= )NVALIDITY CONTENTION;= $RAFT ANSWEREARLY MOTIONS;= %ARLY SETTLEMENT EFFORTS;=
#-#;= #OMPANYS 7RITTEN $ISCOVERY;= 2ESPONDING TO $ISCOVERY;= $ISCOVERY -OTIONS;= 4AKE
$EPOSITIONS;= $EFEND $EPOSITIONS;= -ARKMAN 0REPARATIONS "RIEFING  (EARING;= $AMAGES
$ISCOVERY;= 0REPARE %XPERT 2EPORTS;= 0REPARE 3* -OTIONS;= /PPOSE 3* -OTIONS;= 0REPARE FOR
4RIAL;= 4RIAL;= 0OST 4RIAL -OTIONS;= %XPERT #OSTSv
 &ROM A PARTNER AT AN OUTSIDE LAW FIRM
"ARTLIT "ECK HANDLES HIGH STAKES LITIGATION UNDER A VARIETY OF NONHOURLY STRUCTURES INCLUDING
A HYBRID FIXED FEE  CONTINGENT FEE MODEL $ISTINCT FEE AMOUNTS ARE NEGOTIATED FOR VARIOUS
DELIVERABLES OR PHASES WITHIN A CASE 4HE FEE REPRESENTS THE AMOUNT TO BE PAID FOR THE WORK DONE
OR DELIVERABLE PRODUCED n NOT FOR HOURS SPENT
3EE "RENZA SUPRA NOTE  4HE ADVANTAGE OF A HYBRID FIXEDCONTINGENCY FEE IS THAT IT TAKES THE hMUST BILL HOURSv
PRESSURE OUT OF THE EQUATION THUS CREATING MORE INCENTIVES TO WORK EFFICIENTLY THE FIXED FEE PART	 AND DILIGENTLY
THE CONTINGENCY FEE PART	 3EE GENERALLY 2OBERT % ,ITAN  3TEVEN # 3ALOP 2EFORMING THE ,AWYER#LIENT
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ALSO ELEVEN ARTICLES JUST ABOUT STAFFING LEGAL MATTERS !ND THESE MATTERS ARENT
ALWAYS SMALL OR SIMPLE /NE OF THE EXAMPLES INVOLVES .ATIONWIDE )NSURANCES USE
OF A ROLLING FLATFEE ARRANGEMENT IN ALL OF ITS CLASS ACTION DEFENSES !DMITTEDLY
SEVERAL OF THESE ARRANGEMENTS WORK BECAUSE COMPANIES CAN USE THEIR INSIDE COUNSEL
TO HANDLE CERTAIN TYPES OF TASKS 4HE POINT HOWEVER IS THAT THE REST OF THE LEGAL
hWORLDv HAS DEVELOPED WAYS OF MANAGING FEES THAT THE BANKRUPTCY WORLD HASNT
EXPLORED ADEQUATELY
II. The Right Moment: Law Firms at the Crossroads 
7ERE AT THAT POINT AT WHICH THE PRESSURES OF LAW FIRMS TO STAY AFLOAT ARE COLLIDING
WITH THEIR CLIENTS DESIRE TO REIN IN THE AMOUNT THAT THEYRE SPENDING ON LEGAL FEES
2ELATIONSHIP 4HROUGH !LTERNATIVE "ILLING -ETHODS  *5$)#!452%  n 	 DISCUSSING ALTERNATIVE FEE
AND HYBRID BILLING ARRANGEMENTS	
#LIENTS THAT HAVE BARGAINING POWER ARE ASKING THEIR LAWYERS TO GIVE ACROSSTHEBOARD
DISCOUNTS REDUCE THEIR HOURLY RATES AND CONSIDER OTHER WAYS TO CHARGE FOR THEIR
 !## 6ALUE #HALLENGE SUPRA NOTE  VISITED /CT  	
 3EE EG 'ABRIEL "UIGAS (EWLETT0ACKARD #OMPANY 6ALUE 3TAFFING 0RACTICES ,AW 3CHOOL (IRES 
"USINESS 4RAINING !33. /& #/20 #/5.3%, HTTPWWWACCCOM6ALUE#HALLENGERESOURCESAVCRESOURCES
CFMRS?VC DESCRIBING (0S NEW INITIATIVE TO HIRE LAW SCHOOL GRADUATES AND TRAIN THEM AS A PART OF ITS IN
HOUSE LEGAL TEAM	
 (ERES HOW THE ARRANGEMENT WORKS
x !TTORNEYS FEES ARE PAID ON A FLAT PERCASE BASIS WHILE THE CASE IS OPEN;=
x &EE AMOUNTS ARE FIXED FOR A THREEYEAR CYCLE AND ARE PAID QUARTERLY;=
x &EES COVER THE COST OF LOCAL COUNSEL WHICH &OWLER 7HITE OVERSEES AND HELPS SELECT
x .ATIONWIDE MAINTAINS AN INHOUSE CLASS ACTION UNIT STAFFED WITH LAWYERS WHO WORK PRIMARILY
ON CLASS ACTIONS 4HEY MANAGE THE CASES INTERNALLY AND ALSO SERVE AS LIAISON WITH REGIONAL
COUNSEL AND BUSINESS CONTACTS
x .ATIONWIDE MAINTAINS PRIMARY RESPONSIBILITY FOR DOCUMENTDATA HARVESTING AND STORAGE WITH
ASSISTANCE OF &OWLER 7HITE
x &OWLER 7HITE ALSO PROVIDES SUPPORT ON INDIVIDUAL MATTERS THAT MAY IMPACT OR RELATE TO THE
CLASS ACTIONS
%+ #OTTRELL #LASS !CTION $EFENSE 6IA &LAT &EES  0ERFORMANCE )NCENTIVES    .ATIONWIDE )NSURANCE AND
&OWLER 7HITES $IFFERENT !PPROACH !33. /& #/20 #/5.3%, HTTPWWWACCCOM6ALUE#HALLENGERESOURCES
AVCRESOURCESCFMRS?VC
 3EE EG ID NOTING THAT .ATIONWIDE KEEPS AN INHOUSE CLASS ACTION UNIT	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT DISCUSSING INNOVATIVE FEE AND STAFFING ARRANGEMENTS
IN NONBANKRUPTCY PRACTICES	 7E MIGHT BE ABLE TO GET MORE AGGRESSIVE MONITORING OF FEES IF THE PROFESSIONALS
WHOSE FEES WERE BEING PAID FROM ESTATE FUNDS HAD SOME PERSONAL NOT ESTATEPAID	 SKIN IN THE GAME h3KIN IN THE
GAMEv MATTERS IN PRETTY MUCH EVERYTHING IN LIFE 4HE TRICK IS TO FIGURE OUT THE APPROPRIATE INCENTIVESTHE RIGHT
hSKINv AS IT WERE 3EE GENERALLY 2OBERT % ,ITAN  3TEVEN # 3ALOP 2EFORMING THE ,AWYER#LIENT 2ELATIONSHIP
4HROUGH !LTERNATIVE "ILLING -ETHODS  *5$)#!452%   	 STATING THE BENEFIT IF LAWYERS WERE ABLE TO
hSTAND IN THEIR CLIENTS SHOESv AND PERFORM AS IF THEY WERE FOOTING THE BILL THEMSELVES	 #LAUDE 2 #HIP	 "OWLES
*R ET AL ,AWYERS IN A &EE 1UANDARY -UST 4HE "ILLABLE (OUR $IE  $%0!5, "53  #/- ,*   	
DESCRIBING LAWYERS AS HAVING hSKIN IN THE GAMEv WITH CONTINGENT FEE AGREEMENTS	
 3EE "ERNARD ! "URK  $AVID -C'OWAN "IG "UT "RITTLE %CONOMIC 0ERSPECTIVES ON THE &UTURE OF THE
,AW &IRM IN THE .EW %CONOMY  #/,5- "53 , 2%6   	 EXPLAINING THAT CLIENTS HAVE hTRIAGEDv
THEIR LEGAL NEEDS CONTRIBUTING TO THE PRESSURE THAT LAW FIRMS FACE TO TRIM COSTS	
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TIME BESIDES BILLING BY THE HOUR ,AW FIRMS THAT HAVE BEEN PAYING READ
OVERPAYING	 ENTRYLEVEL ASSOCIATES FOR SEVERAL YEARS ARE DISCOVERING THAT THOSE SALARIES
ARE UNSUSTAINABLE RESULTING IN LARGESCALE LAYOFFS 4RYING TO RAISE HOURLY RATES AS A
WAY OF OFFSETTING RISING OVERHEAD COSTS CAN ONLY WORK FOR SO LONG !T SOME POINT
CLIENTS WILL BALK 4HEY WILL FORCE A REDUCTION IN THEIR LEGAL COSTS OR THEY WILL SWITCH TO
LOWERCOST PROFESSIONALS WHO CAN PROVIDE THE SAME QUALITY OF WORK )N 9EATSS
WORDS hTHE CENTRE CANNOT HOLDv
! ,AW &IRMS IN 3URVIVAL -ODE
4HE LAST DECADE OR SO HAS SEEN SOME BIGAND FOR MANY LAW FIRMS UNWELCOME
CHANGES !  STUDY CONDUCTED BY THE !SSOCIATION OF #ORPORATE #OUNSEL AND
3ERENGETI INDICATED THAT INSIDE COUNSEL WERE SETTING MORE LIMITS ON THEIR OUTSIDE
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT SEE ALSO "URK  -C'OWAN SUPRA NOTE  AT n
NOTING DEEP FEE DISCOUNTS AT LARGE FIRMS DESPITE MODEST INCREASES IN hRACKv RATES IN  AND  DUE TO
PRESSURE FROM CLIENTS	
 3EE "URK  -C'OWAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING THE LARGE FIRM TREND TOWARD REPLACING SOME
EXPENSIVE ASSOCIATES WITH LOWERCOST NONPARTNERTRACK CONTRACT LAWYERS	
 3EE ID AT  n REPORTING THAT ALTHOUGH PROFITS PER EQUITY LAW FIRM PARTNER INCREASED  FROM
 TO  SINCE THE RECESSION MORE INHOUSE COUNSEL HAVE BEEN CUTTING BACK ON USING OUTSIDE FIRMS
PREFERRING TO KEEP MORE WORK INHOUSE	
 )D AT 

4URNING AND TURNING IN THE WIDENING GYRE
4HE FALCON CANNOT HEAR THE FALCONER
4HINGS FALL APART THE CENTRE CANNOT HOLD
-ERE ANARCHY IS LOOSED UPON THE WORLD
4HE BLOODDIMMED TIDE IS LOOSED AND EVERYWHERE
4HE CEREMONY OF INNOCENCE IS DROWNED
4HE BEST LACK ALL CONVICTION WHILE THE WORST
!RE FULL OF PASSIONATE INTENSITY
3URELY SOME REVELATION IS AT HAND
3URELY THE 3ECOND #OMING IS AT HAND
4HE 3ECOND #OMING (ARDLY ARE THOSE WORDS OUT
7HEN A VAST IMAGE OUT OF 3PIRITUS -UNDI
4ROUBLES MY SIGHT SOMEWHERE IN SANDS OF THE DESERT
! SHAPE WITH LION BODY AND THE HEAD OF A MAN
! GAZE BLANK AND PITILESS AS THE SUN
)S MOVING ITS SLOW THIGHS WHILE ALL ABOUT IT
2EEL SHADOWS OF THE INDIGNANT DESERT BIRDS
4HE DARKNESS DROPS AGAIN BUT NOW ) KNOW
4HAT TWENTY CENTURIES OF STONY SLEEP
7ERE VEXED TO NIGHTMARE BY A ROCKING CRADLE
!ND WHAT ROUGH BEAST ITS HOUR COME ROUND AT LAST
3LOUCHES TOWARDS "ETHLEHEM TO BE BORN
7),,)!- "54,%2 9%!43 4HE 3ECOND #OMING IN 4(% #/,,%#4%$ 0/%-3 /&7" 9%!43   	
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*UST THIS PAST SUMMER THE 7ALL 3TREET *OURNAL REPORTED THAT SOME CLIENTS ARE ASKING
LAW FIRMS TO hREVERSE AUCTIONv THEIR BIDS ON CLIENT MATTERS WITH THE WORK GOING TO
THE LOWESTBIDDING FIRM !S OTHER CHANGES IN LARGE LAW FIRM ECONOMICS CREATE A
DOWNWARD PRESSURE ON LAW FIRM PROFITABILITY
 &).!, 2%0/24  !##3%2%.'%4) -!.!').'/543)$% #/5.3%, 3526%9 !33%33).' +%9 %,%-%.43
/& 4(% ).(/53% #/5.3%, /543)$% #/5.3%, 2%,!4)/.3()0  	 ;HEREINAFTER !##3%2%.'%4) 3526%9=
4HE REPORT GOES ON TO EXPLAIN THESE TYPES OF REQUIREMENTS IN MORE DETAIL
THE TOMBSTONES OF FORMERLY GREAT
-ANY OF THESE REQUIREMENTS STEM FROM BASIC PROJECT MANAGEMENT PRINCIPLES CONDUCTING AN
EARLY ASSESSMENT OF THE PROJECT PUTTING A PLAN IN PLACE TO ACCOMPLISH PROJECT GOALS CREATING A
FINANCIAL PLAN OR BUDGET AND DESIGNATING A PROJECT TEAM WITH THE APPROPRIATE EXPERIENCE LEVELS TO
EFFICIENTLY COMPLETE THE WORK 2EQUIRING PROJECT PLANS AND BUDGETS ENSURES THAT THERE IS A
MEETING OF THE MINDS BETWEEN LAWYER AND CLIENT ON THE LEVEL AND TYPE OF ACTIVITY EXPECTED AND
HELPS TO ELIMINATE THE hLEAVE NO STONE UNTURNEDv APPROACH THAT OFTEN GENERATES EXCESSIVE OUTSIDE
COUNSEL SPENDING /THER COMMON REQUIREMENTS ENSURE THAT THE PROJECT PROGRESSES ACCORDING TO
PLAN INCLUDING REQUIRED APPROVAL OF ANY CHANGES TO THE PROJECT TEAM 3OME POLICIES REQUIRE THAT
SERVICE PROVIDERS CHARGE FAIRLY FOR SERVICES INCLUDING DISCOUNTS FROM STANDARD RATES AND LIMITS ON
EXPENSE CHARGES BY RATE OR AMOUNT &INALLY LAW DEPARTMENTS ARE REQUIRING THAT LAW FIRMS AGREE TO
CLIENT POLICIES SUCH AS PREFERENCES FOR ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION CLIENT OWNERSHIP OF WORK
PRODUCT AND DIVERSITY AMONG THEIR SERVICE PROVIDERS
)D AT  3OME OTHER INSIDE COUNSEL ROUGHLY  OF THOSE WHO PARTICIPATED IN THE STUDY	 REPORTED THAT THEY
REQUIRED THEIR OUTSIDE COUNSEL TO USE ASSOCIATES WITH A MINIMUM OF FIVE YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN  WHICH
INCREASED FROM REQUIRING AN AVERAGE OF  YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN  )D AT 
 0ATRICK ' ,EE 0RICING 4ACTIC 3POOKS ,AWYERS#OMPANIES 5SE OF 2EVERSE !UCTIONS TO .EGOTIATE ,EGAL
3ERVICES )S !CCELERATING7!,, 34 * !UG   AT "

4RADITIONAL PRICING HAS COME UNDER GREATER SCRUTINY 4HOUGH MANY LARGE FIRMS ANNOUNCED
INCREASES IN THEIR hRACKv IE STANDARD	 RATES IN EARLY  AND AGAIN IN EARLY  THOSE
INCREASES WERE GENERALLY MORE MODEST THAN PRIOR YEARS AND DISCOUNTING APPEARS RAMPANT )N
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LAW FIRMS ARE POPPING UP LIKE MUSHROOMS AFTER A RAINSTORM 4HE BLOG ,AW 3HUCKS
HAS BEEN KEEPING TRACK LISTING THESE NOTABLE EXAMPLES AMONG ITS h$EAD 0OOLv
MEMBERS
 !LTHEIMER  'RAY 	
 !RTER  (ADDEN 	
 "ROBECK 0HLEGER  (ARRISON 	
 #OUDERT "ROTHERS 	
 &INLEY +UMBLE 	
 (ELLER %HRMAN 	
 (OWREY 	
 *ENKENS  'ILCHRIST 	
 4HACHER 0ROFITT  7OOD 	
 7OLF "LOCK 3CHORR  3OLIS#OHEN 	
!LTHOUGH SOME OF THESE FIRMS DIED AS A RESULT OF OVEREXPANSION IE "ROBECK	 OR
ALLEGED WRONGDOING IE *ENKENS  'ILCHRIST	 MANY JUST WITHERED AWAY VICTIMS OF
A SEA CHANGE IN LAW FIRM ECONOMICS
ADDITION hCREATIVEv BILLING ARRANGEMENTS SUCH AS FLAT FEES VOLUME DISCOUNTS CONTINGENT FEES
AND hSUCCESS FEESv DISCOUNTED FEES WITH ENHANCEMENTS FOR DEFINED LEVELS OF SUCCESS IN THE
ENGAGEMENT	 ARE THE WATCHWORD OF THE DAY 6ALUES LIKE PREDICTABILITY AND SHARED RISK ARE OFTEN
PROFFERED TO SUPPORT SUCH ARRANGEMENTS BUT CLIENTS ARE IF ANYTHING MORE VIGILANT AND LESS
TOLERANT THAN EVER ABOUT PAYING PREMIUM FEES FOR ROUTINE WORK )NDEED ONE FEATURE OF THE
CURRENT UNREST AMONG PRICING MODELS IS STRONG PRESSURE ON THE CLIENT SIDE TO PUSH AND HOLD
OVERALL COST DOWN WITH hCREATIVEv BILLING PROVIDING COVER FOR BOTH SIDES TO DO SO AT LEAST DURING
THIS PERIOD OF REDUCED DEMAND
4HE DAYS OF CLIENTS BLITHELY ACQUIESCING TO
"URK  -C'OWAN SUPRA NOTE  AT n FOOTNOTES OMITTED	 CF ,ERMAN "ILKING SUPRA NOTE  AT n
STUDYING A RISE IN QUESTIONABLE BILLING DUE TO CHANGING ECONOMIC CIRCUMSTANCES INCLUDING INCREASED ECONOMIC
PRESSURES ON LAW FIRMS AND CLIENTS	
 ,ARRY % 2IBSTEIN 4HE $EATH OF "IG ,AW  7)3 , 2%6  n 	 ;HEREINAFTER "IG ,AW=
LISTING LOCAL NATIONAL AND GLOBAL FIRMS THAT HAVE FOLDED UNDER ECONOMIC PRESSURES	
 h$EAD 0OOLv IS A PRETTY GOOD MONIKER FOR ,AW 3HUCKS TO USE 3EE 2IBSTEIN "IG ,AW SUPRA NOTE  SEE
ALSO !MEET 3ACHDEV &IRM !DMITS TO 3ELLING "OGUS 4AX 3HELTERS #() 42)" -AR   AT # 3INCE THE
SUBMISSION OF THIS ARTICLE THE (OWREY FIRM HAS FAILED (OWREYS BANKRUPTCY CASE IS NOT YET A YEAR OLD AND SO FAR
THE FEES IN THE CASE ARE OVER  MILLION 3EE HTTPNEWSBANKRUPTCYWORDPRESSCOMPROVIDERS
REQUESTNEARLYMILLIONINHOWREYBANKRUPTCYFEES
 3EE EG ,ARRY % 2IBSTEIN 0RACTICING 4HEORY ,EGAL %DUCATION FOR THE 4WENTY&IRST #ENTURY  )/7! ,
2%6  n 	 ;HEREINAFTER ,EGAL %DUCATION= EXPLAINING THAT RECENT DEVELOPMENTS SUCH AS
COMPETITION WITH hINHOUSE COUNSEL SMALL FIRMS WITH LOWER COSTS BIG FIRMS IN OTHER COUNTRIES LOWCOST LEGAL
OUTSOURCERS AND TECHNICAL ADVANCESv ARE THREATENING THE TRADITIONAL "IG,AW ECONOMIC MODEL	 ,AW FIRMS ! LESS
GILDED FUTURE 4(% %#/./-)34 -AY   AT  REPORTING ON THE THREEYEAR DECLINE IN LEGAL JOBS	 3EE
2IBSTEIN "IG ,AW SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING "ROBECK	 SEE ALSO !MEET 3ACHDEV &IRM !DMITS TO
3ELLING "OGUS 4AX 3HELTERS #() 42)" -AR   AT # NOTING *ENKENS  'ILCHRISTS ADMISSION ABOUT
hSELLING FRAUDULENT TAX SHELTERSv	 3OME FIRMS MAY HAVE DIED FROM TAKING EQUITY POSITIONS IN TOO MANY OF THEIR
CLIENTS BUSINESSES 3EE EG 3TEPHEN -ILLER ,AWYERS 4WIST ON THE &IRM 4APPED INTO 3TART5P &RENZY 7!,, 34 *
/CT   AT ! REPORTING THE RISE AND FALL OF 6ENTURE ,AW 'ROUP A LAW FIRM THAT TOOK AN EQUITY POSITION IN
3ILICON 6ALLEY STARTUPS	
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SKYROCKETING HOURLY RATES AND BURGEONING STAFFING OF PROJECTS IF INDEED THOSE DAYS
EVER EXISTED	 ARE GONE
" 4HE $IFFERENCE "ETWEEN 7HAT #LIENTS 7ANT AND 7HAT ,AW &IRMS 7ANT
#LIENTS EXPECT HIGH QUALITY SERVICES 4HEY ALSO WANT EFFICIENCY THOUGH AND THEY
WANT SOME PREDICTABILITY OF THE FEES THAT THEY SPEND ON THOSE HIGHQUALITY
SERVICES 4HEY HAVE BUDGETS AND THEIR BUDGETS HAVE LINE ITEMS FOR PROFESSIONAL
SERVICES #LIENTS HATE SURPRISES ESPECIALLY THOSE THAT AFFECT THEIR BOTTOM LINES
!ND PROFESSIONALS WANT TO MAKE SURE THAT THEY DONT UNDERVALUE THEIR SERVICES BUT
THEY ALSO WANT TO KEEP THEIR GOOD	 CLIENTS HAPPY WHICH IS WHY SOME PROFESSIONALS
HAVE EXPERIMENTED WITH ALTERNATIVE BILLING ARRANGEMENTS
4HATS THE CLIENTS SIDE OF THE hFEESv EQUATION !S FOR THE PROFESSIONALS SIDE OF THE
hFEESv EQUATION THE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLE IS THE SAME AS FOR THE CLIENTS
PROFESSIONALS WANT TO MAKE MONEY ,AW FIRMS WANT TO STAY LUCRATIVE BY HIRING AND
RETAINING TALENTED AND PRODUCTIVE PROFESSIONALS AND BY EKING OUT SOME SPECIALTIES
THAT WILL HELP THEM STAND OUT IN A GLOBALLY COMPETITIVE MARKET
 3EE-ILLER SUPRA NOTE  DESCRIBING HOW SOME INNOVATIVE FIRMS ARE CUTTING BACK ON BILLABLE HOURS	
"UT BECAUSE MOST
LAW FIRMS TRY TO HIRE THE SAME TYPE OF PEOPLE LAW REVIEW EDITORS FROM THE TOP
 7HETHER THEY WANT h!v QUALITY LEGAL WORK OR hGOOD ENOUGHv WORKWORK THAT ACHIEVES THEIR
OBJECTIVES WITHOUT GOING THE EXTRA MILEIS HARD TO SAY
3IMPLY PUT CLIENTS WANT hGOOD ENOUGHv LEGAL SERVICES AND OUTSIDE LAWYERS FREQUENTLY STRIVE TO
DELIVER WORK WORTHY OF AN ! ON A LAW SCHOOL EXAM 7HAT ARE hGOOD ENOUGHv LEGAL SERVICES IN
THE CLIENTS MIND #ORPORATE COUNSEL WANT JUST WHAT IS REQUIRED TO OBTAIN THE DESIRED BUSINESS
OBJECTIVE 4HEY DONT WANT A GRAND OPUS WHEN A SHORT ESSAY WILL DO    4HE INCREMENTAL VALUE OF
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN GOOD ENOUGH AND PERFECT LEGAL WORK IS SIMPLY NOT WORTH THE COST TO
CLIENTS
$ENNIS #URTIS  *UDITH 2ESNICK 4EACHING "ILLING -ETRICS OF 6ALUE IN ,AW &IRMS AND ,AW 3CHOOLS  34!. ,
2%6   N 	 QUOTING $EBRA ( 3NIDER %NOUGH IS *UST %NOUGH ,!7#/- /CT  	
HTTPWWWLAWCOM	 #LIENTS WHO HAVE A FIDUCIARY ROLE THOUGH MAY LEGITIMATELY FEEL NERVOUS ABOUT LEAVING
ANY STONE UNTURNED WHEN IT COMES TO THEIR LEGAL REPRESENTATION ESPECIALLY WHEN ALL OF THOSE STONES ARE PAID FOR
WITH OTHER PEOPLES MONEY 3EE ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT XV SEE ALSO )N RE 'INJI #ORP  "2
  "ANKR $ .EV 	 DISCUSSING WHETHER FEES FOR RESEARCHING hWHAT IFv SCENARIOS ARE COMPENSABLE	
 !"! #/-- /. ,!79%2 "53 %4()#3 "USINESS AND %THICS )MPLICATIONS OF !LTERNATIVE "ILLING 0RACTICES
2EPORT ON !LTERNATIVE "ILLING !RRANGEMENTS  "53 ,!7  n 	 ;HEREINAFTER #/--)44%%=
 ,AW FIRMS ! LESS GILDED FUTURE 4(% %#/./-)34 -AY   AT  !ND WHEN ITS REALLY THE CLIENTS
FUNDS AS OPPOSED TO THE hOTHER PEOPLES MONEYv PROBLEM ALREADY DISCUSSED SEE SUPRA NOTES n AND
ACCOMPANYING TEXT	 THE CLIENTS DO CARE IF THE FEES GO OVER BUDGET
 2ICHARD " &RIEDMAN  #ARLA - -ILLER (OW TO ,OSE A #LIENT IN  3TEPS  .9 34 "! ,*  
	 &OR AN EXAMPLE OF CORPORATE CONTROLS ON OUTSIDE COUNSEL SEE EG "!.+ /& !- ,%'!, $%04 /543)$%
#/5.3%, 02/#%$52% *AN  HTTPWWWBANKOFAMERICACOMSUPPLIERSINDEXCFMTEMPLATESUPREL?
OUTSIDE?COUNSEL?PROCCFM LAST VISITED /CT  	
 #F #/--)44%% SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING THE EFFORTS BY LAWYERS TO EXPLORE ALTERNATIVE
BILLING METHODS FOR REASONS OTHER THAN CLIENT PRESSURE TO DO SO	
 3EE7ILLIAM $ (ENDERSON  ,EONARD "IERMAN !N %MPIRICAL !NALYSIS OF ,ATERAL ,AWYER 4RENDS FROM
 TO  4HE %MERGING %QUILIBRIUM FOR #ORPORATE ,AW &IRMS  '%/ * ,%'!, %4()#3   	
DISCUSSING REASONS THAT LAW FIRMS WANT TO ATTRACT KEY LATERAL HIRES	 SEE ALSO !NDREW "RUCK  !NDREW #ANTER
.OTE 3UPPLY $EMAND AND THE #HANGING %CONOMICS OF ,ARGE ,AW &IRMS  34!. , 2%6   	
DISCUSSING HOW FIRMS INCREASINGLY ENCOURAGE SPECIALIZATION	
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SCHOOLS WHEN THEY HIRE ENTRYLEVEL ASSOCIATES LATERALS WITH SUSTAINABLE BOOKS OF
BUSINESS	 THEY ARE VERY EXPENSIVE TO RUN -OREOVER HIRING FROM THE SAME POOL
AND DOING ROUGHLY THE SAME CALIBER OF WORK MAKES IT DIFFICULT FOR THEM TO ESTABLISH
TRUE MARKET DIFFERENCES
,OOK 7E INVITED TWELVE FIRMS TO BID FOR THIS WORK !LL TWELVE COULD AND
DID	 TELL US THAT THEIR FIRMS ARE EXCEPTIONALLY TALENTED IN THIS AREA !LL TWELVE
ALSO TOLD US THAT THEIR FIRMS DO PRECISELY THIS SAME WORK FOR MANY OTHER
CLIENTS AND THOSE OTHER CLIENTS ARE DELIGHTED WITH THE WORK !CROSS THE BOARD
ALL TWELVE FIRMS WERE WILLING TO BE FLEXIBLE ON FEES
!S ONE INSIDE COUNSEL HAS EXPLAINED
7HEN YOU SPEAK YOU ALL SOUND THE SAME !ND SO FAR AS ) KNOW YOU
MIGHT ALL BE TELLING THE TRUTH ) DONT DOUBT FOR A SECOND THAT MANY OF THE
FINEST FIRMS IN THE WORLD DO GOOD WORK AND HAVE SATISFIED CLIENTS 3O THE
THINGS THAT YOU INSIST SET YOU APARTYOU SAY THAT YOU DO GOOD WORK AND
THAT YOUR CLIENTS LIKE YOUDONT SET YOU APART AT ALL !T BEST THEY MAKE YOU
ONE OF THE PACK WHICH GIVES YOU A ONE IN TWELVE CHANCE OF WINNING THE
2&0
4AKE LAWYERS WHO HAVE A COMPULSION TO DO THE VERY BEST JOB POSSIBLE AT ALL TIMES
ADD TO THAT MIX SOME CLIENTS WHO MAY NOT HAVE THE SKILL SET TO REVIEW THE BILLS
KNOWLEDGABLY ALONG WITH SOME CLIENTS WHO ARE INSTRUCTING THEIR PROFESSIONALS TO
TAKE ACTIONS THAT MIGHT NOT BE WISE
 3EE GENERALLY "RUCK  #ANTER SUPRA NOTE  AT n  DESCRIBING THE PYRAMID HIRING MODEL
AND OBSERVING THAT STARTING "IG,AW ASSOCIATE SALARIES IN  REACHED 	
AND STIR IN THE FACTOR THAT THE FUNDING FOR THE
BILLS WONT COME OUT OF THE CLIENTS POCKET AND YOU GET A SENSE OF HOW PROBLEMS
 3EE GENERALLY ID AT  DESCRIBING FIERCE "IG,AW COMPETITION TO HIRE THE TOP LAW STUDENTS ANNUALLY	
 -ARK (ERRMANN )NSIDE 3TRAIGHT 4HE $ELUSION OF 0ERSONAL %XCEPTIONALISM !UG   !-	
HTTPABOVETHELAWCOMINSIDESTRAIGHTTHEDELUSIONOFPERSONALEXCEPTIONALISM -ARK (ERRMANN IS
THE 6ICE 0RESIDENT AND #HIEF #OUNSEL n ,ITIGATION AT !ON )D
 3EE #URTIS  2ESNIK SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT NEW LAWYERS WHO HAVE NO PRIOR EXPERIENCE
TO DETERMINE HOW MUCH RESEARCH IS NECESSARY MAY DO MORE WORK THAN THEY NEED TO IN ORDER TO STAND OUT
AMONG THEIR PEERS	 SEE ALSO 3USAN $AICOFF ,AWYER +NOW 4HYSELF ! 2EVIEW OF %MPIRICAL 2ESEARCH ON !TTORNEY
!TTRIBUTES "EARING ON 0ROFESSIONALISM  !- 5 , 2%6   	 OBSERVING THAT LAWYERS AS A GROUP
ARE HIGHLY ACHIEVEMENTORIENTED AND COMPETITIVE	
 $ONT ASSUME THAT EVERY CLIENT WANTS TO SAVE MONEY IN HIS LEGAL MATTERS 3OME CLIENTS ARE GIVING THEIR
LAWYERS INSTRUCTIONS THAT MAY INCREASE OVERALL LEGAL COSTS IN ONE CASE BOTH BECAUSE THE CLIENTS WANT A CERTAIN
RESULT IN THAT CASE AND ALSO BECAUSE THEY WANT TO TAKE SIMILAR ACTIONS IN OTHER CASES 7HEN THOSE CLIENTS ARE
PLAYING WITH OTHER PEOPLES MONEY THERES NO INCENTIVE TO KEEP THE COSTS DOWNOR EVEN TO BEHAVE REASONABLY
!ND PROFESSIONALS ARE UNDER EXTREME PRESSURE TO COMPLY WITH THEIR CLIENTS WISHES BECAUSE CLIENTS HAVE THE
OPTION OF TAKING THEIR WORK ELSEWHERE .OT EVERY WISH OF EVERY CLIENT THOUGH IS WORTH GRANTING 3EE EG )N RE
-ARTINEZ  "2   "ANKR $ .EV 	 SANCTIONING LAWYERS FOR FOLLOWING THEIR CLIENTS WISHES WHEN
THEIR CLIENTS WISHES WERE JUST FLATOUT WRONG TO DO	 4HE MORE BARRIERS THAT WE CAN CREATE TO HELP LAWYERS PUSH
BACK ON UNREASONABLE CLIENT REQUESTS THE BETTER OFF WE ALL ARE #LIENTS WONT BE ABLE TO TAKE THEIR WORK TO OTHER
LAWYERS IF NO LAWYERS ARE WILLING TO DO WHAT THE CLIENTS ARE ASKING THEM TO DO
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WITH #HAPTER  FEES CAN BUILD OVER TIME "UT !##S VALUE CHALLENGE
DEMONSTRATES THAT OTHER TYPES OF CLIENTSNONBANKRUPTCY CLIENTSHAVE FIGURED
OUT A WAY TO RELATE FEES TO THE VALUE OF THE WORK PERFORMED
III. Barriers to Better Fee Applications 
3O WHY HAVENT WE
BEEN ABLE TO DO THAT IN LARGE #HAPTER  CASES 7HATS THE ROADBLOCK
)N EXERCISING ITS ;FEEREVIEWING= ROLE THE #OURT AND THE ESTATE HAS THE
SAME RIGHT TO AN EDITED INTELLIGIBLE BILLING STATEMENT AS DOES THE ATTORNEYS
NONBANKRUPTCY CLIENT
)N RE 'INJI #ORP
0ART OF THE ROADBLOCK IS DUE TO THE FACT THAT MOST OF THE REPEAT PLAYERS IN THE SYSTEM
JUST DONT HAVE THE TIME TO THINK ABOUT A THOROUGH OVERHAUL OF THE FEE APPLICATION
SYSTEM 6IRTUALLY ALL OF THE BANKRUPTCY COURTS ARE OVERWORKED AND UNDERSTAFFED
4HE /FFICE OF THE 53 4RUSTEE TAKES ITS MARCHING ORDERS FROM THE $EPARTMENT OF
*USTICE SO UNLESS THE !TTORNEY 'ENERAL OR SOMEONE ELSE WHOS IN A POSITION TO SET
POLICY DECIDES TO FOCUS ON FEES THERE ARE TOO MANY OTHER AREAS TO PURSUE
)N THOSE CASES IN WHICH THE COURT HAS APPOINTED A FEE EXAMINER REPORTS DIFFER AS
TO HOW EFFECTIVE THOSE EXAMINERS HAVE BEEN IN REVIEWING FEES
 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING HOW DIFFICULT IT IS FOR FEE REVIEWERS TO PUT
THE BILLS INTO MEANINGFUL CONTEXT	 SEE ALSO "AKER SUPRA NOTE
0ERHAPS THEYRE
 AT n CONFIRMING THAT THE hLAST CLASS IN THE
MONEY ;MOST OFTEN THE UNSECURED CREDITORS= FOOT THE BILL FOR FEESv	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 )N RE 'INJI #ORP  "2   "ANKR $ .EV 	 4HE COURT EXPLAINED WHY THE FIRST ITERATION
OF A PARTICULAR FEE APPLICATION NEEDED SUBSTANTIAL REWORKING )T hPROVIDED NO NARRATIVE OF THE WORK PERFORMED
BUT ONLY A  PAGE APPLICATION IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDERv AND ONLY AFTER THE 53 4RUSTEE OBJECTED TO THAT
APPLICATION DID THE PROFESSIONAL PROVIDE A MORE DETAILED NARRATIVE SO THAT THE COURT COULD hUNDERSTAND WHAT WAS
CHARGED AND WHYv )D
 3EE )N RE "USY "EAVER "LDG #TRS )NC  &D   D #IR 	 COMMENTING THAT h;W=E ARE
KEENLY AWARE THAT MANY BANKRUPTCY COURTS HAVE BEMOANED THEIR DUTY TO REVIEW FEE APPLICATIONS AS A THANKLESS
ONEROUS BURDEN ONE WHICH CONSUMES A SIGNIFICANT SHARE OF A BANKRUPTCY JUDGES TIMEv	
 #F -ICHELLE !RNOPOL #ECIL !BANDONMENTS IN "ANKRUPTCY 5NIFYING #OMPETING 4AX AND "ANKRUPTCY
0OLICIES  -).. , 2%6  n 	 NOTING THE INCREASE IN BANKRUPTCY FILINGS FOLLOWING 3EPTEMBER 
 AND WARNING THAT h;A=S THE NUMBER OF BANKRUPTCY CASES RISES THE BURDEN ON THE ALREADY OVERWORKED
BANKRUPTCY COURTS WILL CONTINUE TO MOUNTv	
 3EE  #&2 e  	 &OR A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE ROLE OF THE 53 4RUSTEE IN BANKRUPTCY
PROCEEDINGS SEE ,UBBEN #ORPORATE 2EORGANIZATION SUPRA NOTE  AT  4HE GOOD NEWS IS THAT THE /FFICE OF THE
53 4RUSTEE IS STARTING TO LOOK AT FEES IN A FRESH WAY 3EE INFRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT DISCUSSING
THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES	
 $EPENDING ON WHEN A FEE EXAMINER IS APPOINTED THAT EXAMINER MAY ONLY HAVE LIMITED USEFULNESS
#OMPARE ,O0UCKI  $OHERTY 2OUTINE )LLEGALITY SUPRA NOTE  AT  SUGGESTING THAT FEE REVIEWERS HAVE LIMITED
MEANS TO IDENTIFY BILLING FRAUD	 WITH 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT THE A FEE
EXAMINERS EFFECTIVENESS TURNS IN PART ON THE TECHNOLOGICAL TOOLS AVAILABLE FOR THOSE FEE REVIEWS	 !PPOINTMENT
EARLIER IN THE CASE GIVES THE FEE EXAMINERAND THUS THE COURTAN OPPORTUNITY TO CORRECT PROBLEM SUCH AS
BLOCKBILLING OR FAILING TO FOLLOW THE 53 4RUSTEES 'UIDELINES ETC	 BEFORE TOO MANY MONTHS HAVE GONE BY
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MOSTLY USEFUL AS hEXTRA HANDSv FOR THE COURT (ERES AN EXAMPLE OF THE FEE
EXAMINER REDUCTIONS IN '-  0RICEWATERHOUSE#OOPERS ,,0 07#	 REQUESTED
APPROXIMATELY  FOR ITS TAX ADVISING AND WORK AS A SPECIAL ACCOUNTANT FOR
'- 4HE FEE EXAMINER SUBMITTED AN AGREED DISALLOWANCE OF ROUGHLY 
4HAT LEFT ROUGHLY  FOR 07# TO RECOVER 4HE REASONS FOR THE PROPOSED
REDUCTIONS INCLUDED BLOCKBILLING  IDENTIFIED AGREED REDUCTION TO 	
BILLING IN HALFHOUR INCREMENTS INSTEAD OF IN THE TENTHS OF AN HOUR THAT THE
APPLICABLE LOCAL AND 53 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES REQUIRED AGREED REDUCTION OF 
REPRESENTING  OF TIME AFTER THE REDUCTIONS	 CLERICAL OR ADMINISTRATIVE NON
COMPENSABLE SERVICES THAT SHOULD HAVE BEEN CONSIDERED OVERHEAD AGREED REDUCTION
OF 	 AND VAGUE COMMUNICATIONS THAT DIDNT ADEQUATELY DESCRIBE THE
WHOWHATTYPE LETTER EMAIL ETC	 OF COMMUNICATION A  REDUCTION	 )N OTHER
WORDS BASED ON THE MAGNITUDE OF THE FEES AND THE OPACITY OF MOST FEE APPLICATIONS
EVEN THE BEST FEE EXAMINER HAS HIS WORK CUT OUT FOR HIM
"ASED ON MY OWN EXPERIENCE )D RANK THE TIME SAVINGS OF HAVING A FEE EXAMINER
AHEAD OF THE COST SAVINGS &OR EXAMPLE IN 3TATION #ASINOS THE PROFESSIONAL FEES
CAME TO JUST A TAD OVER  MILLION EXCLUDING THE FEES OF THE FINAL CASE TO GET
CONFIRMED ) NEGOTIATED REDUCTIONS THAT CAME TO A LITTLE OVER  AND MY OWN
FEES INCLUDING THE COMPENSATION FOR MY TEAM MEMBERS	 CAME TO A LITTLE OVER
 4HAT MEANT THAT THE NET REDUCTIONS WERE IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF
 !LTHOUGH A HALFMILLION DOLLARS IS A LOT OF REAL MONEY ITS A DROP IN THE
BUCKET WHEN COMPARED TO THE TOTAL FEES IN THE CASES #OULD ) HAVE SAVED MORE
MONEY FOR THE ESTATE -AYBE ESPECIALLY IF ) COULD HAVE SPOKEN TO SOME OF THE
PROFESSIONALS EARLIER IN THE CASE ABOUT THE WAY THAT THEY WERE BILLING TIME AND
INCURRING EXPENSES "UT MY TEAM PUT IN OVER  HOURS OF WORKWORK THAT
 h;4HE ,UBBEN STUDY= SUGGESTS THAT THE USE OF A FEE EXAMINER IMPOSES A POSITIVE COST ON THE ESTATE
4HIS INDICATES THAT THE BENEFITS OF FEE EXAMINERS IF ANY COME FROM ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANCE THEY OFFER THE
BANKRUPTCY COURT AND NOT FROM ANY DIRECT COST SAVINGS IN THE CASEv ,UBBEN #ORPORATE 2EORGANIZATION SUPRA
NOTE  AT  ) WOULDNT UNDERESTIMATE THAT ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANCE THOUGH "ANKRUPTCY COURTS JUST DONT
HAVE THE STAFFING OR THE TIME TO REVIEW MONTHLY FEES IN THE LARGEST CHAPTER  CASES ON AS TIMELY OR AS INTENSIVELY
A BASIS AS THEYD LIKE TO BE ABLE TO DO
 &EE %XAMINERS !MENDED 2EPORT AND 3TATEMENT OF ,IMITED /BJECTION TO !MENDED &IRST AND &INAL
&EE !PPLICATION OF 0RICEWATERHOUSE#OOPERS ,,0 )N RE -OTORS ,IQUIDATION #O FKA 'ENERAL -OTORS #ORP	
.O 2%'	 "ANKR 3$.9 *AN  	 !CCORDING TO #LIFFORD 7HITE THE $IRECTOR OF THE %XECUTIVE
/FFICE FOR 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEES THE COURT IN '- PARTICULARLY APPRECIATED THE FEE EXAMINERS WORK IN THAT CASE
3EE #LIFFORD * 7HITE .OTES FOR 2EMARKS BY #LIFFORD * 7HITE ))) $IRECTOR %XECUTIVE /FFICE FOR 5NITED 3TATES
4RUSTEES "EFORE THE .ATIONAL "ANKRUPTCY #ONFERENCE 7ASHINGTON $# .OVEMBER   AT  AVAILABLE AT
HTTPWWWJUSTICEGOVUSTEOPUBLIC?AFFAIRSINDEXHTM
 )D AT 
 )D
 )D
 )D AT n
 3EE GENERALLY ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  QUOTING "ANKRUPTCY *UDGE ,EIF #LARK AS
SAYING THAT h;T=HERE IS NO WAY ON 'ODS GREEN EARTH THAT ) OR MY LAW CLERK HAVE THE TIME OR THE RESOURCES TO GO
THROUGH THAT KIND OF DETAILED REVIEW ) DO NOT EVEN HAVE THE RESOURCES TO DO A SIMPLE AUDIT OF A FEE APPLICATION OF
THAT SIZEv QUOTING 4HE #OSTS OF #HAPTER  2OUNDTABLE $ISCUSSION  !- "!.+2 ).34 , 2%6   			
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DEFINITELY SAVED THE "ANKRUPTCY #OURT SIGNIFICANT TIME
,ETS ASSUME THAT THE EFFICACY OF FEE EXAMINERS IS STILL AN OPEN QUESTION 4HATS
NOT THE ONLY REASON THAT FEES MIGHT BE HIGHER THAN THE COURT OR THE UNSECURED
CREDITORS	 MIGHT WANT !S SEVERAL PEOPLE HAVE ALREADY SUGGESTED THERES ALSO A TIT
FORTAT PROBLEM WITH FEE APPLICATIONS
!ND TIME IS A PRECIOUS
COMMODITY IN LARGE #HAPTER  CASES
 0ROFESSORS ,YNN ,O0UCKI AND $OHERTYS
MOST RECENT STUDY INDICATES THAT FEW PARTIES FILE OBJECTIONS TO FEE APPLICATIONS
4HEY POSITAND ) TEND TO AGREETHAT THE SMALL NUMBER OF OBJECTIONS IS DUE TO THE
h@WHAT GOES AROUND COMES AROUNDv THEORY OF LAW PRACTICE /BJECTIONS TO FEE
APPLICATIONS WILL LIKELY TRIGGER COUNTEROBJECTIONS AND ALL OF THOSE OBJECTIONS ARE
TIMECONSUMING AND EXPENSIVE )F PROFESSIONALS LAY LOW EXCEPT IN THE MOST
EGREGIOUS OF CASESOR WHEN THEYRE REALLY TICKED OFF BY AN OPPONENTTHEN THEYRE
PROBABLY SAFE IN ASSUMING THAT THEIR FEES WONT BE ATTACKED EITHER 5NFORTUNATELY
THAT BEHAVIOR REMOVES ANOTHER CHECK AND BALANCE FROM THE SYSTEM
-OREOVER MANY FEES ARE GENERATED IN RESPONSE TO ANOTHER PARTYININTERESTS
ACTIONS )TS LIKE THE GAME OF 'O IN WHICH EARLY MOVES BY ONE SIDE WILL CAUSE RIPPLE
EFFECTS THAT APPEAR MUCH LATER IN THE GAME )F SAY CERTAIN UNSECURED CREDITORS
WANT TO ATTACK THE COMPOSITION OF THE UNSECURED CREDITORS COMMITTEE THEN
MOTIONS AND BRIEFS WILL START PILING UP ON THE JUDGES DESK IN VERY LITTLE TIME /NCE
THE MOVING CREDITORS BEGIN THE DISPUTE OTHER PARTIES WILL WEIGH IN MOST LIKELY
INCLUDING THE 53 4RUSTEE
 "ECAUSE ) RECEIVED A FLAT MONTHLY RATE ) ONLY BILLED FOR MY TIME WHEN A COURT HEARING WAS INVOLVED
)TS UNLIKELY THAT AT THE TIME THAT THE CREDITORS
COMMITTEE WAS FORMED THE CREDITORS COMMITTEE COUNSEL COULD HAVE PREDICTED SUCH
A FIGHT BUT ONCE THE FIGHT IS hONv THOSE UNPREDICTED LEGAL FEES ARE hONv AS WELL
 3EE )N RE #ONSOL "ANCSHARES )NC  &D   TH #IR 	 NOTING THAT PARTIES IN
BANKRUPTCY CASES OFTEN hENTER INTO A CONSPIRACY OF SILENCE WITH REGARD TO CONTESTING EACH OTHERS FEE
APPLICATIONSv	
 ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT XXII
 )D 4HE hWHAT GOES AROUNDv THEORY ISNT LIMITED TO THE WORLD OF BANKRUPTCY PRACTICE EITHER ,AWYERS
ARE REPEAT PLAYERS IN A SYSTEM THAT DEPENDS A GREAT DEAL ON REPUTATION 'OOD LAWYERS UNDERSTAND THAT
 )D )MAGINE ALL OF THE FORCES WORKING AGAINST OBJECTING TO FEES hIF ) OBJECT TO YOURS YOURE LIKELY TO
OBJECT TO MINEv hIF ) OBJECT TO YOURS IN THIS CASE YOULL USE THAT OBJECTION AGAINST ME IN ANOTHER CASE WHEN ) BILL
THE WAY THAT YOU DID IN THIS CASEv hIF YOU AGREE TO THIS SETTLEMENT LETS ALSO AGREE THAT WE WONT OBJECT TO EACH
OTHERS FEES IN THIS CASEv hIF YOU OBJECT TO MY FEES THATS THE END OF US WORKING WELL TOGETHER IN OTHER CASESv
4HOSE SAME FORCES WORK AGAINST FEE EXAMINERS TOO WHO ARE AWARE THAT THE MORE AGGRESSIVE THEY ARE THE LESS
LIKELY THAT PROFESSIONALS WILL SUPPORT THEIR APPOINTMENT IN FUTURE CASES #F "AKER SUPRA NOTE  AT 
@@ATTACKING A FEE APPLICATION CAN BE A BIT OF AN ATOM BOMB WHEN YOU WANT A LOW CALIBER PISTOLv CITING "ARBARA
&RANKLIN 0ASSING &EE )NSPECTION "ANKRUPTCY "AR !DJUSTS TO 2EDUCE #OSTS .9 ,* -AY   AT 		
 3OME COURTS REFER TO THIS BEHAVIOR AS A hCONSPIRACY OF SILENCEv AMONG LAWYERS 3EE EG SUPRA NOTE

 &OR A DISCUSSION ON THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODES SYSTEM OF CHECKS AND BALANCES FOR FEES SEE EG 2APOPORT
2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 7ALTER %FFROSS WAS THE PERSON WHO SUGGESTED TO ME THAT BANKRUPTCY WAS A LOT LIKE 'O 2APOPORT
(OUSE SUPRA NOTE  AT  N
 #F INFRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 )D
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4HEN THERES hMISSION CREEPv )N THE MIDDLE OF A CASE ITS POSSIBLE TO FORGET THE
EXACT WORDING OF THE ORDER APPOINTING THE PROFESSIONAL )F THE PROFESSIONAL IS
EMPLOYED FOR 8 REASON AND THE NEED ARISES FOR THE PROFESSIONAL TO DO MORE THAN
WHAT THE ORDER APPROVING HER EMPLOYMENT CONTEMPLATED LETS CALL THAT THE NEED TO
DO 8	 OR TO DO SOMETHING ENTIRELY DIFFERENT LETS CALL THAT THE NEED TO DO 9	 THE
PROFESSIONAL MAY NOT THINK TO GO BACK TO THE BANKRUPTCY COURT FIRST FOR AN ORDER
EXPANDING THE SCOPE OF EMPLOYMENTESPECIALLY IF DOING 8 OR 9 REQUIRES A QUICK
RESPONSE
9ET ANOTHER PROBLEM INVOLVES THE OVERLAP OF PROFESSIONALS )TS POSSIBLE TO HAVE
MAIN COUNSEL FOR THE DEBTOR AS WELL AS LOCAL COUNSEL MAIN COUNSEL FOR THE CREDITORS
COMMITTEE AND LOCAL COUNSEL MAIN CONFLICTS COUNSEL AND LOCAL CONFLICTS COUNSEL AND
SO ON "ECAUSE THE LOCAL COUNSEL MUST ENSURE THAT WHAT GETS FILED IS ACCURATE LOCAL
COUNSEL IS GOING TO HAVE TO READ EVERYTHING THAT THE MAIN COUNSEL WANTS TO FILE
4HE NEED TO ENSURE ACCURACY WILL INCREASE FEES -OREOVER LOCAL COUNSEL BY
DEFINITION IS THE ONTHEGROUND COUNSEL TO WHICH THE DEBTOR OR CREDITORS
COMMITTEE MIGHT FIRST TURN 5NLESS THE ORDERS APPOINTING BOTH THE MAIN COUNSEL
AND LOCAL COUNSEL CLARIFY WHO SHOULD BE DOING WHAT OVERLAP AND THEREFORE
DUPLICATIVE FEES	 WILL NECESSARILY OCCUR
!S IF THESE PROBLEMS WERENT ENOUGH THERE ARE ALSO PROBLEMS ENDEMIC TO ALL
COMPLEX MATTERS SUCH AS OVERSTAFFING
 h-ISSION CREEPv ORIGINALLY A MILITARY TERM IS COMMONLY USED TO DESCRIBE THE IMPLEMENTATION OF A
PLAN WHOSE SCOPE HAS EXPANDED MIDPROJECT OR THE EXECUTION OF A PLAN THAT EXCEEDS THE ORIGINAL AUTHORIZATION
3EE GENERALLY $%04 /& 4(% !2-9 34!"),)49 /0%2!4)/.3 !.$ 3500/24 /0%2!4)/.3 &)%,$ -!.5!,  
&EB 	
AND IMPROPER LEVERAGING OF WORK USING THE
WRONG LEVEL OF EMPLOYEE TO DO A TASK SUCH AS HAVING A PARTNER MAKE COPIES OF
 3EE EG )N RE #OMPUTER ,EARNING #TRS )NC  "2  n "ANKR %$ 6A 	 DECLINING
SPECIAL COUNSELS FEE APPLICATION WITH RESPECT TO hINSURANCE WORK NOT RELATED TO EDUCATION REGULATORY ADVICEv
BECAUSE THIS WORK WAS hOUTSIDE THE SCOPE OF ;SPECIAL COUNSELS= EMPLOYMENTv	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
 #F ID
 3EE )N RE !#4 -FG )NC  "2   "ANKR $ -ASS 	 LISTING THREE POTENTIAL SOURCES OF
DUPLICATION AS INTRAFIRM DUPLICATION LOCAL AND OUTOFSTATE COUNSEL DUPLICATION AND SPECIALGENERAL COUNSEL
DUPLICATION	 SEE ALSO ,UBBEN $IRECT #OSTS SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT IN BANKRUPTCY CASES MULTIPLE LAW
FIRMS IN ADDITION TO THE DEBTORS COUNSEL MAY BE INVOLVED TRIGGERING SOME DUPLICATION OF EFFORT	
 3EE GENERALLY ,UBBEN $IRECT #OSTS SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE &%$ 2 "!.+2 0 A	 REQUIRING SIGNATURES ON ALL PAPERS FILED WITH THE COURT	 &%$ 2 "!.+2
0 B	 EQUATING THE ATTORNEYS SIGNATURE WITH HIS CERTIFICATION THAT THE DOCUMENTS THAT THE ATTORNEY HAS FILED
ARE hNOT BEING PRESENTED FOR ANY IMPROPER PURPOSE;=v hTHE CLAIMS DEFENSES AND OTHER LEGAL CONTENTIONS    ARE
WARRANTED;=v THE CONTENTIONS HAVE hEVIDENTIARY SUPPORT;=v AND hTHE DENIALS OF FACTUAL CONTENTIONS ARE
WARRANTEDv	
 ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE SUPRA NOTE  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT 3OMETIMES MAIN COUNSEL WONT GIVE LOCAL COUNSEL MUCH
AUTHORITY WHICH CAUSES ITS OWN SET OF COMPLICATIONS
 3EE EG 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT n STATING THAT A LEGAL AUDITING FIRM IN 3T
,OUIS REPORTED hVAGUE TIME ENTRIES EXCESSIVE STAFFING AT CONFERENCES OR DEPOSITIONS OR BILLING FOR WORK PRODUCT
THAT ;COULD NOT= BE LOCATEDv IN  PERCENT OF THEIR AUDITS	
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DOCUMENTS	 $ETERMINING WHETHER THERES A POSSIBLE OVERSTAFFING OR LEVERAGING
ISSUE IS DIFFICULT 4HE PERSON REVIEWING THE BILL WOULD NEED TO REARRANGE THE TIME
ENTRIES IN SUCH A WAY THAT HE COULD FIGURE OUT FOR EXAMPLE HOW MANY PEOPLE WERE
RESEARCHING A PARTICULAR TOPIC )F THE EXHIBIT TO THE FEE APPLICATION HAS DESCRIPTIONS
OF SOME OF THE RESEARCHERS TIME ON PAGE  AND SOME OF THE TIME ON PAGE 
"UT EXTRA TIMEKEEPERS ON A BILL ALWAYS RAISE RED FLAGS
ITS
EASY TO MISS THE DOUBLE WORK !ND THE WORK MIGHT NOT EVEN BE hDOUBLE WORKv AT
ALLTHERE MIGHT BE A VERY GOOD EXPLANATION FOR WHY THE PROFESSIONAL DIVVIED UP THE
TASKS
 !T LEAST THE BANKRUPTCY
COURT HAS THE OPPORTUNITY TO OBSERVE HOW MANY PEOPLE ARE ATTENDING A HEARING
THEYRE RIGHT IN FRONT OF THE BENCH "UT THERE COULD BE SEVERAL MONTHS LAG TIME
BETWEEN THAT HEARING AND THE FEE APPLICATION AND UNLESS THE COURT RULES AT THE
HEARING THAT ONLY ONE OR TWO PROFESSIONALS WILL BE COMPENSATED FOR THE HEARING AND
WHICH ONES THAT WOULD BE	 THE EXTRA TIMEKEEPERS MIGHT PASS RIGHT THROUGH
2EMEMBER PROFESSIONALS FILE THEIR FEE APPLICATIONS IN 0$& FORM THROUGH
0!#%2
 )D AT   DISCUSSING INEFFICIENT AND IMPROPER LEVERAGING OF WORK INCLUDING PARTNERS PERFORMING
ASSOCIATELEVEL WORK	
'OING BACK THROUGH THOSE TIME SHEETS REQUIRES THE REVIEWER TO LOOK
THROUGH A 0$& TYPICALLY ONE THATS IN A NONSEARCHABLE FORMAT 2EARRANGING THE
TIME SHEETS IN A 0$& VERSION OF THE BILL IS A TIMECONSUMING PROCESS WHICH IS WHY
 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT n EXPLAINING THAT ANALYZING FEE OBJECTIONS
REQUIRES THE SCANNING AND REORDERING OF SERVICES WHICH ENABLES THE COURT TO HIGHLIGHT SPECIFIC TYPES OF
NONCOMPLIANCE LIKE OVERSTAFFING AND DUPLICATION OF EFFORTS	 5NFORTUNATELY THE CURRENT TECHNOLOGY AVAILABLE TO
FEE REVIEWERS HASNT DEVELOPED TO THE POINT THAT IT CAN DETECT POSSIBLE PATTERNS ACROSS THE CASE SUCH AS TWO LAW
FIRMS PERFORMING THE EXACT SAME WORK FOR THE EXACT SAME CLIENTEACH FIRM BELIEVING THAT ITS THE ONLY ONE DOING
THE WORK &OR REVIEWS OF THAT NATURE A FEE REVIEWER HAS TO USE HER JUDGMENT AND EXPERIENCE IN ADDITION TO AUDITS
AND REPORTS
 )D SEE ALSO 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  REVEALING ONE AUDIT IN WHICH ELEVEN
LAWYERS BILLED FOR THE SAME TASK	
 3EE ,O0UCKI  $OHERTY 2OUTINE )LLEGALITY SUPRA NOTE  AT  STATING THAT A SINGLE FEE APPLICATION
MAY RUN OVER ONE THOUSAND PAGES	
 !NOTHER ISSUE INVOLVING EXTRA TIMEKEEPERS IS THE PHENOMENON OF USING SOME TIMEKEEPERS FOR VERY
SHORT ASSIGNMENTS 5NLESS THE ASSIGNMENT IS SELFCONTAINED THE AMOUNT OF RAMPUP TIME TO BRING THESE hSPOT
PROFESSIONALSv MY TERM	 UP TO SPEED MAY WELL EXCEED THE BENEFIT OF USING THEM 4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES HAVE
ADDED THE USE OF THESE hSPOT PROFESSIONALSv TO THE LIST OF STAFFING QUESTIONS THAT THE 53 4RUSTEES WILL PURSUE 3EE
0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  AT " REQUIRING THE 53 4RUSTEES TO CONSIDER hWHETHER A PROFESSIONAL
BILLED FEW HOURS WITH NO EVIDENCE OF BENEFIT TO THE ESTATEv	
 #OURTS HAVE ALSO REDUCED FEES REQUESTED FOR HEARINGS THAT ATTORNEYS DID NOT ACTUALLY ATTEND 3EE EG
)N RE7ISE  "2   "ANKR %$ 0A 	 )VE BEEN TOLD BY ONE BANKRUPTCY JUDGE THAT SHE KEEPS TRACK
OF OVERSTAFFED HEARINGS AND REFERS TO HER NOTES WHEN REVIEWING THOSE PROFESSIONALS FEE APPLICATIONS
 3EE GENERALLY 4HEODORE %ISENBERG $IFFERING 0ERCEPTIONS OF !TTORNEY &EES IN "ANKRUPTCY #ASES  7!3(
5 ,1   	 REPORTING THAT ALTHOUGH h ;OF JUDGES= REPORT THAT THEY RULE ON REQUESTS FOR INTERIM
AWARDS AT THE FEE HEARING OR WITHIN  DAYS ;THEREAFTER=    ;O=NLY  OF THE LAWYERS ;AGREE=    ;AND= ABOUT
 OF THE LAWYERS REPORTv LAG TIMES OF MORE THAN  DAYS	 7ITH RESPECT TO FINAL FEE REQUESTS  OF JUDGES
AND ONLY  OF LAWYERS STATED THAT THE FEE APPLICATIONS WERE GRANTED AT THE HEARING OR WITHIN  DAYS
AFTERWARDS AND  OF LAWYERS REPORTED A LAG TIME OF OVER  DAYS )D
 ,/05#+) $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  &OR A BRIEF DISCUSSION OF THE TRANSITION TO THE 0!#%2
SYSTEM SEE ID AT XIIInXIV
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MANY FEE EXAMINERS PREFER %XCEL SPREADSHEETS
7HAT BILLS NEED IS A WAY OF LINKING THE PROFESSIONALS CHOICES ON STAFFING AND
LEVERAGING DIRECTLY TO EACH TASK 7E NEED TO BE ABLE TO ASSOCIATE THE REASON THAT
SOMETHING WAS DONE WITH HOW IT WAS STAFFED AND WITHIN THE STAFFING HOW IT WAS
LEVERAGED
.O ONE FILES THOSE SPREADSHEETS
THOUGH 4HE INABILITY TO SEARCH OR REORGANIZE THE INFORMATION IN A FEE APPLICATION
MAKES THE COURTS OR FEE EXAMINERS	 REVIEW JUST THAT MUCH MORE DIFFICULT

x
"EFORE COURTS CAN EVALUATE A FEE APPLICATIONS REASONABLENESS THEY HAVE
TO HAVE ANSWERS TO THESE QUESTIONS
7HY
x




DID YOU DETERMINE THE APPROPRIATE STAFFING  TIME ALLOCATION FOR
THE TASK
7HO
7ITHOUT ANSWERS TO THOSE QUESTIONS ITS DIFFICULT TO PUT THE FEE APPLICATIONS IN
CONTEXTEVEN MORE SO WHEN A COURT IS BUSY MANAGING HUNDREDS OF CASES A DAY
DID WHICH PARTS OF A TASK %G ANSWERING ROUTINE EMAILS VS
ANSWERING SOMETHING MAJOR	

 3EE GENERALLY *ONATHAN # ,IPSON 5NDERSTANDING &AILURE %XAMINERS AND THE "ANKRUPTCY
2EORGANIZATION OF ,ARGE 0UBLIC #OMPANIES  !- "!.+2 ,*   	 USING -ICROSOFT %XCEL TO DO THE
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS IN A DOCKET REVIEW OF  BANKRUPTCY CASES	 SEE ALSO ,UBBEN #ORPORATE 2EORGANIZATION SUPRA
NOTE  AT  	 USING %XCEL FOR LARGE CHAPTER  DATA ANALYSIS	 4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES ARE REQUESTING
THAT PROFESSIONALS USE SEARCHABLE ELECTRONIC FORMATS FOR THEIR BILLS SEE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  AT
# WHICH IS A GOOD IDEA 3UBMITTING BILLS IN BOTH SEARCHABLE 0$&S AND IN %XCEL WOULD BE BETTER STILL
 3EE EG )N RE !#4 -FG )NC  "2   "ANKR $ -ASS 	 OBSERVING THAT PROFESSIONALS
SHOULD PROVIDE THE COURT WITH AN EXPLANATION WHEN THERE IS CLEAR DUPLICATION OF EFFORT AND SHOULD ARTICULATE
THEIR STAFFING DECISIONS TO EXPLAIN THEIR hLEVERAGEvTHE CHOICE OF WHOM TO USE FOR WHICH TASKS	
 4HE PROCESS THAT )VE DEVELOPED WHEN )VE BEEN APPOINTED AS A FEE EXAMINER INVOLVES A COMBINATION
OF CERTAIN ROTE TASKS WITH ADDITIONAL ANALYSIS THAT REQUIRES EXPERIENCE AND JUDGMENT ) ASSEMBLE A TEAM OF LAW
STUDENTS AND NEWLY MINTED LAWYERS AND ) ASK THEM TO REVIEW EACH MONTHS FEE APPLICATIONS AND DRAFT A
MEMORANDUM TO ME WITH THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION
x 4HE DOCKET NUMBER OF THE ORDER APPROVING THE EMPLOYMENT OF THE PROFESSIONAL A GENERAL
DESCRIPTION OF THE SCOPE OF THE EMPLOYMENT IN OTHER WORDS FOR WHAT PURPOSES THE
PROFESSIONAL WAS EMPLOYED	 TO AVOID hMISSION CREEPv	 THE AMOUNT OF FEES AND EXPENSES THAT
THE PROFESSIONAL REQUESTED IN THE APPLICATION THE PROPORTION OF FEES THAT THE PROFESSIONAL
INCURRED IN PREPARING THE FEE APPLICATION WHETHER THE PROFESSIONAL CHARGED FOR A CONFLICTS
CHECK DURING THAT PERIOD AND IF SO THE AMOUNT OF FEES ASSOCIATED WITH THE CONFLICTS CHECK
x ! REVIEW OF THE FEES AND EXPENSES ASSOCIATED WITH EACH PROJECT BILLING CATEGORY INCLUDING WHO
WORKED ON EACH PROJECT HIS OR HER STATUS AS A SENIOR OR JUNIOR PROFESSIONAL HOW MANY HOURS
HE OR SHE WORKED ON THE PROJECT AND WE TRACKED HOW MANY HOURS A PROFESSIONAL WORKED IN A
DAY IN ORDER TO DETERMINE IF THERE WERE SO MANY  HOUR DAYS THAT THE PROFESSIONALS
EFFICIENCY LIKELY WAS SUFFERING	 AND HIS OR HER HOURLY RATE FOR LEVERAGE ANALYSIS	
x &OR EACH PROJECT CATEGORY IF THE TASK BILLED TOOK MORE THAN  HOURS TO DO AND THE FINAL WORK
PRODUCT WAS AVAILABLE ON 0!#%2 ATTACH THE RESULTING WORK PRODUCT TO THE MEMORANDUM )F
THE WORK PRODUCT WAS NOT AVAILABLE ON 0!#%2 INDICATE THAT THE WORK WAS UNAVAILABLE SO THAT
) COULD REQUEST IT DIRECTLY FROM THE PROFESSIONAL 4HE POINT OF REQUESTING WORK THAT TOOK OVER
 HOURS OF BILLABLE TIME WAS TO PERFORM A SPOTCHECK TO SEE WHETHER THE AMOUNT OF TIME
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7HAT COURTS NEED IS SOME MECHANISM FOR SETTING DEFAULT RULESNORMSIN CERTAIN
CATEGORIES 4HOSE NORMS CAN BECOME THE CONTEXT AGAINST WHICH PROPOSED DEVIATION
FROM THOSE NORMS CAN BE JUDGED
%VEN IF NORMING WASNT ALWAYS NECESSARY IT IS NOW )N MY EXPERIENCE AS A FEE
REVIEWER )VE OBSERVED A WIDE DISPARITY IN HOW PROFESSIONALS BILL FOR THEIR WORK AND
CHARGE FOR THEIR EXPENSES 4HE ONLY CONSISTENCY THAT )VE OBSERVED IS THAT ANY
GUIDELINES ENACTED BY LOCAL RULE ARE HONORED MORE IN THE BREACH	 -ANY IF NOT
MOST FIRMS THAT TOUT THEIR EXTENSIVE EXPERIENCE IN LARGE BANKRUPTCY CASES SOMEHOW
MANAGE TO FORGET TO UNhLUMPv THE DESCRIPTIONS OF THEIR TASKS FORGET TO DESCRIBE
THEIR ACTIVITIES IN SUFFICIENT DETAIL TO ALLOW A COURT TO VET THOSE ACTIVITIES FOR
REASONABLENESS FORGET THAT OVERTIME CANT BE BILLED TO THE ESTATE AND FORGET TO
EXPLAIN IN THEIR FEE APPLICATIONS WHY SO MANY OF THEIR PEOPLE ATTENDED MEETINGS OR
HEARINGS
0ART OF THE PROBLEM IS THAT THESE SOPHISTICATED FIRMS MAY NOT REMEMBER TO CHECK
THE LOCAL RULES AND THE REGIONS ADOPTION OF ANY FEE AND EXPENSE GUIDELINES BEFORE
BEGINNING WORK ON A CASE
BILLED FOR THE WORK RELATED WELL TO THE QUALITY OF THAT WORK AND ITS DIFFICULTY OF PREPARATION )
DIDNT REVIEW ALL OF THE WORK PRODUCT THAT TOOK  HOURS OR MORE BUT ) DID REVIEW SOME OF
THOSE PROJECTSAGAIN AS A SPOT CHECK	
AND MAY NEVER HAVE INSTRUCTED THOSE hNEW TO
x 'ROUP EACH APPLICATIONS EXPENSES INTO CATEGORIES SUCH AS TRAVEL AND MEALS AND HIGHLIGHT ANY
EXPENSES THAT APPEARED UNUSUAL $O SPOTCHECKS ON EG HOTEL PRICES RENTAL CAR PRICES AND
THE LIKE TO COMPARE THEM TO THE REPORTED EXPENSES AND HIGHLIGHT SPECIFIED ISSUES THAT ) ALWAYS
STUDY WHEN ) AM APPOINTED THE RATE AT WHICH TRAVEL TIME WAS BILLED SOME JURISDICTIONS
REQUIRE PROFESSIONALS TO BILL NONWORKING TRAVEL AT HALF THE REGULAR HOURLY RATE OTHERS DONT
SPECIFY	 WHETHER THE PERMEAL COST APPEARED HIGHER THAN ONE MIGHT EXPECT WHETHER THE AIR
TRAVEL OR THE HOTELS WERE CONSIDERED hLUXURYv TRAVEL SUCH AS FIRSTCLASS TRAVEL OR STAYING AT
HOTELS THAT WERE SIGNIFICANTLY MORE EXPENSIVE THAN SAY A -ARRIOTT (ILTON OR (YATT	 AND
WHETHER THE PROFESSIONAL EXPENSED INROOM MOVIES HOTEL LAUNDRY OR MINIBAR FOOD OR DRINK
&OR THOSE PROFESSIONALS PAID A FLAT MONTHLY FEE THE TEAMS MEMORANDA FOCUSED ON THE PROFESSIONALS EXPENSES
APPLYING THE SAME STANDARDS AS WITH NONFLATFEE PROFESSIONALS
 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT n FINDING SUBSTANTIAL NONCOMPLIANCE WITH THE
53 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES	 SEE ALSO ,9.. ! 34/54 #5,4)6!4).' #/.3#)%.#% (/7 '//$ ,!73 -!+% '//$
0%/0,%  	 OBSERVING THAT THE ADOPTION OF NORMS MAY BE NECESSARY TO AUGMENT ACTUAL COMPLIANCE WITH
RULES	
 3EE 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  REPORTING THAT A LAWYER CHARGED ONE CLIENT FOR THE
PURCHASE OF hSUITS SHIRTS TIES AND UNDERWEARv WHEN HE HAD TO STAY IN #LEVELAND LONGER THAN EXPECTED RATHER
THAN DRYCLEANING AND LAUNDERING HIS CLOTHING BECAUSE hHE CONTENDED THAT THERE WERE NOT ANY DRY CLEANERS IN
#LEVELANDv	 SEE ALSO #OMPLAINT AND *URY $EMAND AT  .ACCHIO V 3TERN  +IL;C=ULLEN .* 3UPER #T ,AW $IV
 .O , 	 ALLEGING THAT A LAWYER CHARGED FOR THE PURCHASE OF UNDERWEAR	
 ,YNN ,O0UCKI HAS NOTICED THIS PROBLEM AS WELL 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 STUDYING NONCOMPLIANCE WITH 53 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES	
 )VE SEEN COUNTLESS BILLABLE HOUR ENTRIES DESCRIBED AS hATTENTION TO EMAIL AND PHONE CALLS X HOURSv OR
hRESEARCH Y HOURSv 3EE EG )N RE .AVIS 2EALTY )NC  "2 AT  FOR DISCUSSION OF A FEE APPLICATION WITH
MULTIPLE EXAMPLES OF INSUFFICIENTLY DETAILED ENTRIES
 3EE EG )N RE !#4 -FG )NC  "2   "ANKR $ -ASS 	 REDUCING A FEE ALLOWANCE
WHEN NO EXPLANATION IS PROVIDED FOR OUTOFSTATE AND LOCAL COUNSELS DUPLICATION OF EFFORTS	
 -UCH LIKE THE PARTNER WHO hDOESNT NEEDv TO LOOK UP A STATUTE BECAUSE SHES hSEEN IT SO MANY TIMES
BEFOREv
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BANKRUPTCY CASESv PROFESSIONALS INSIDE THEIR FIRM ABOUT WHATS REQUIRED IN ALL BILLS
THAT ARE SUBMITTED AS PART OF FEE APPLICATIONS "UT WHEN THE BANKRUPTCY ESTATE IS
PAYING THOSE BILLS ESPECIALLY THE BILLS INVOLVING HIGH HOURLY RATES A COURT HAS THE
RIGHT AND DUTY	 TO INSIST ON STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH ANY LOCAL RULES AND GUIDELINES
/NLY AFTER THE hNOISEv OF NONCOMPLIANCE IS REMOVED CAN A COURT HAVE ANY REAL
ABILITY TO FOCUS ON WHETHER THE UNDERLYING WORK WAS INDEED REASONABLE
0ROFESSOR ,ISA ,ERMAN HAS SUGGESTED THAT LAW FIRMS SHOULD BE EXPLICIT IN
INSTRUCTING LAWYERS AND SUPPORT STAFF IN PROPER BILLING ETHICS
!NY FIRM THAT DOES NOT WANT LAWYERS TO FABRICATE HOURS NEEDS TO TELL
THEM SO AND TO TELL THEM NOT TO BILL TWO CLIENTS FOR ONE HOUR AND TO TELL
THEM  OTHER THINGS ABOUT WHAT IS OR IS NOT BILLABLE $O YOU BILL FOR TRAVEL
TIME AT THE USUAL RATE $O YOU BILL FOR HOURS SPENT AT DINNER WITH THE CLIENT
OR ONLY FOR THE TIME SPENT DOING BUSINESS OR ONLY FOR THE FOOD OR DOES IT
DEPEND ON THE CLIENT $O YOU BILL FOR TIME SPENT PREPARING BILLS )F YOU BILL IN
QUARTER HOURS DOES A THREEMINUTE PHONE CALL COUNT AS A QUARTER HOUR !ND
SO ON
)T IS IMPORTANT ALSO TO TRAIN SECRETARIES AND PARALEGALS IN ALL OF THESE
POLICIES EVEN THE STAFF WHO ARE NOT BILLING THEIR OWN HOURS    )F ;SUPPORT
STAFF IN A LAWYER BILLING FRAUD CASE= HAD HAD CLEAR INSTRUCTIONS FROM FIRM
MANAGEMENT THAT SUCH hADJUSTMENTSv CONSTITUTE FRAUD AND THAT ANYONE
CAUGHT ENGAGING IN FRAUD WOULD BE FIRED AND MIGHT BE DISBARRED OR JAILED )
DO NOT THINK THEY WOULD HAVE FOLLOWED ;THE MISCREANT LAWYERS= INSTRUCTIONS
/R AT LEAST THEY WOULD HAVE TRIED TO FIND THE MANAGERS WHO SET THE POLICY TO
COMPLAIN ABOUT THOSE INSTRUCTIONS
 3EE -ARY *OSEPHINE .EWBORN 7IGGINS 'LOBALISM 0AROCHIALISM AND 0ROCEDURE ! #RITICAL !SSESSMENT
OF ,OCAL 2ULEMAKING IN "ANKRUPTCY #OURT  3# , 2%6  n 	 DISCUSSING THE IMPORTANCE OF
UNDERSTANDING BOTH FEDERAL AND LOCAL BANKRUPTCY RULES AND OF USING LOCAL COUNSEL	 3EE GENERALLY 2OBERT *
,ANDRY )))  *AMES 2 (IGDON ! 0RIMER ON  53# e A	 AND ITS 5SE IN !LTERNATIVE "ILLING -ETHODS IN
"ANKRUPTCY  -%2#%2 , 2%6   	 EXPLAINING THAT BANKRUPTCY PROFESSIONALS SHOULD REVIEW LOCAL
RULES DUE TO THE hLOCALIZEDv NATURE OF BANKRUPTCY PRACTICE	
 !S EXPLAINED IN )N RE #ONSOL "ANCSHARES )NC THIS #OURT HAS A SPECIAL RESPONSIBILITY TO THE CREDITORS
OF BANKRUPTCY ESTATES WHEN REVIEWING FEE APPLICATIONS /BVIOUSLY EACH DOLLAR AWARDED TO THE ATTORNEYS AND
ACCOUNTANTS IS ONE LESS DOLLAR AVAILABLE FOR PAYMENT TO CREDITORS AND SHAREHOLDERS )N RE #ONSOL "ANCSHARES
)NC  "2   "ANKR .$ 4EX 	 AFFD IN PART REMANDED IN PART  &D  TH #IR 	
"ANKRUPTCY COURTS HAVE THE STATUTORY RIGHT TO ADOPT AND AMEND LOCAL RULES GOVERNING THEIR PRACTICE AS LONG AS
THEIR RULES ARENT INCONSISTENT WITH FEDERAL STATUTES OR RULES
 3EE EG )N RE !FFINITO  3ON )NC  "2   "ANKR 7$ 0A 	 HOLDING THAT WHEN FIRMS
ARE NONCOMPLIANT AND ATTORNEYS LUMP TIME DESCRIPTIONS TOGETHER COURTS ARE UNABLE TO DETERMINE WHAT IS OR
ISNT COMPENSABLE	 3EE GENERALLY ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  DISCUSSING NONCOMPLIANCE
WITH 53 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES	
 ,ERMAN 3LIPPERY 3LOPE SUPRA NOTE  AT n FOOTNOTES OMITTED	 SEE ALSO 3USAN 3AAB &ORTNEY
3OUL &OR 3ALE !N %MPIRICAL 3TUDY OF !SSOCIATE 3ATISFACTION ,AW &IRM #ULTURE AND THE %FFECTS OF "ILLABLE (OUR
2EQUIREMENTS  5-+# , 2%6  n 	 SUGGESTING THAT FIRMS NEED TO DO A MUCH BETTER JOB OF
TRAINING ATTORNEYS IN PROPER BILLING PRACTICES	 #URTIS  2ESNIK SUPRA NOTE  AT   n
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!ND ITS NOT JUST THE PROFESSIONALS BILLING THE TIME WHO NEED MORE SPECIFIC
TRAININGITS ALSO THE SENIOR PROFESSIONALS WHO ARE REVIEWING THE BILLS BEFORE
SUBMITTING THEM AS PART OF THEIR FEE APPLICATIONS 4HE BASELINE ISSUE IS JUDGMENT
JUDGMENT ABOUT WHAT WORK IS NECESSARY AND WHAT WORK ISNT 4HAT JUDGMENT OF
COURSE COMES FROM EXPERIENCE AND IS TEMPERED BY THE INCENTIVES THAT LINK TO
COMPENSATION AND OTHER REWARDS WITHIN THE PROFESSIONALS FIRM
SUGGESTING THAT LAW SCHOOLS COULD DO A BETTER JOB OF TEACHING THE ETHICS OF BILLING CLIENTS	 CF 2ICHMOND SUPRA
NOTE  AT n SUGGESTING THAT THE PRESSURE OF BILLABLE HOUR REQUIREMENTS CONTRIBUTES TO OVERBILLING	 &OR A
GOOD READ ABOUT HOW ONES CONSCIENCE MIGHT PLAY INTO THESE DECISIONS SEE 34/54 SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 !S 0ROFESSOR 3USAN 3AAB &ORTNEY POINTS OUT
.EOPHYTE ATTORNEYS FORGE INTO PRIVATE PRACTICE WITH LITTLE OR NO EXPERIENCE IN BILLING THEIR
TIME /FTEN ASSOCIATES START WORK WITH A hLECTUREv FROM A SENIOR ATTORNEY WHO ADVISES ASSOCIATES TO
h;B=ILL EVERY MINUTE    WELL ADJUST THE BILL ON THE BACK ENDv 4HIS APPROACH TO BILLING DOES NOT
RECOGNIZE THE TRAPS INVOLVED IN BILLING ANOTHER ATTORNEYS TIME &IRST IT ASSUMES THAT THE
SUPERVISOR POSSESSES ENOUGH INFORMATION ON THE CLIENTS LEGAL MATTER TO EVALUATE INTELLIGENTLY THE
AMOUNT OF TIME EXPENDED 3ECOND THE APPROACH ASSUMES THAT THE SUPERVISOR CAN ABLY SIFT
THROUGH ASSOCIATE TIME SHEETS WHICH MAY BE hPROPAGANDA PIECE;S=v &INALLY IF THE FIRM
COMPENSATES A BILLING PARTNER FOR THE AMOUNT COLLECTED FROM BILLED CLIENTS THE BILLING PARTNER
MAY BE RELUCTANT TO WRITE OFF ASSOCIATE TIME
3OME SENIOR ATTORNEYS MAY PROVIDE ADDITIONAL GUIDANCE ON BILLING IN INSTRUCTING ASSOCIATES TO
hWRITE DOWN YOUR TIME THE SAME DAY BE HONEST USE GOOD JUDGMENT AND DONT DOUBLE BILLv 4HIS
GENERAL ADVICE GIVES ASSOCIATES UNFETTERED DISCRETION BECAUSE THE RULES ON BILLING PRACTICES REMAIN
UNCLEAR %VEN WHEN FIRM MANAGERS IMPLEMENT GENERAL BILLING GUIDELINES ATTORNEYS STILL HAVE A
GREAT DEAL OF LATITUDE IN THE WAY THAT THEY APPLY THE GUIDELINES 4HIS WAS ILLUSTRATED BY A
MANAGEMENT CONSULTANT WHO FOUND A GREAT DEAL OF DISPARITY IN WHAT FIRM PARTNERS WOULD BILL FOR
TRAVEL EVEN THOUGH THE FIRM IMPLEMENTED A POLICY TO BILL FOR TRAVEL TIME 2ATHER THAN LEAVING
ATTORNEYS IN A QUANDARY ON BILLING PRACTICES FIRM MANAGERS CAN CLARIFY HOW AND WHAT ATTORNEYS
SHOULD BILL 4HIS GUIDANCE CAN INCLUDE WRITTEN GUIDELINES TRAINING PROGRAMS AND FORMALIZED
CHANNELS WITHIN THE FIRM FOR OPEN COMMUNICATION
&ORTNEY SUPRA NOTE  AT n FOOTNOTES OMITTED	
 3EE #URTIS  2ESNIK SUPRA NOTE  AT n STATING THAT A LAWYERS ASSESSMENT OF WHAT WORK IS
NECESSARY IS SUBJECTIVE	
 )D AT  SEE ALSO 3TEVEN - :AGER (OW TO (IRE 'REAT )N(OUSE ,AWYERS /UTSIDE #OUNSEL WITH
(IRING +NOW(OW #AN /FFER 4IPS TO '#3  4%8 ,!7  -AY  	 ADVISING ATTORNEYS TO HIRE LAWYERS
WITH GOOD JUDGMENT USUALLY OBTAINED AS THE RESULT OF hSUFFERING THE CONSEQUENCES OF BAD JUDGMENTv	
 $ENNIS #URTIS AND *UDITH 2ESNICK CONTEND
;!= READY RESPONSE TO THE PROBLEM OF THE SUBJECTIVITY OF DETERMINING THE NECESSITY OF A PARTICULAR
FORM OF WORK FOR A CLIENT IS TO TURN THAT JUDGMENT OVER TO A PERSON BETTER SITUATED TO MAKE IT A
PARTNER OR THE INHOUSE COUNSEL OF A CLIENT (ERE OF COURSE IS WHERE LAW FIRM RELIANCE ON LARGE
NUMBERS OF BILLABLE HOURS UNDERCUTS THE INTEREST IN DEVELOPING METHODS TO TEACH YOUNG LAWYERS
ABOUT HOW BETTER TO ASSESS THE AMOUNT OF TIME TO INVEST IN A GIVEN TASK .OT ONLY DOES THE LAW
FIRM HAVE AN INCENTIVE TO HAVE MANY HOURS BILLED THE LAW FIRM ALSO USES THE NUMBER OF HOURS
BILLED AS A METRIC FOR ASSESSING THE QUALITY OF A PARTICULAR INDIVIDUAL )F A FIRM WERE TO CREATE AN
EFFECTIVE STRUCTURE OF CONTROL OVER THE USE OF INDIVIDUAL AND ESPECIALLY YOUNG	 LAWYERS TIME HOW
COULD THE FIRM THEN USE THE AMOUNT OF TIME SPENT BY ASSOCIATES TO EVALUATE THE ABILITIES OF THOSE
LAWYERS &URTHER IF SUCH STRUCTURES REDUCED THE NUMBER OF HOURS LOGGED THE FIRMS REVENUES
WOULD FALL
#URTIS  2ESNIK SUPRA NOTE  AT  FOOTNOTES OMITTED	
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IV. Is It Time for Norming and Alternative Billing Models  
in Large Chapter 11 Cases? 
!LTHOUGH IT WOULD BE DIFFICULT IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE TO SET hBOOK RATESv FOR #HAPTER 
CASES IT SHOULD BE POSSIBLE TO CREATE SOME NORMS FOR CERTAIN ISSUES THAT ARISE IN
MOST CASES "Y SETTING NORMS COURTS WOULD STILL HAVE THE DISCRETION TO PERMIT
PROFESSIONALS TO SEEK PERMISSION TO VARY FROM THOSE NORMS -OREOVER NORMS
HAVE AN ADDED ADVANTAGE THEY GIVE THE PROFESSIONALS A CHANCE TO TELL THEIR CLIENTS
hNOv )F A CLIENT WANTS TO PUT TWELVE PEOPLE ON A SIMPLE MATTERCOST BE DAMNED
SINCE THE CLIENT WONT BE PAYING THOSE FEESTHE PROFESSIONALS CAN EXPLAIN THAT THE
NORMS PREVENT THEM FROM STAFFING THE MATTER THAT WAY )F A CLIENT WANTS A
PROFESSIONAL TO DO SOMETHING THATS LEGAL BUT NOT PARTICULARLY SMART NORMS GIVE THE
PROFESSIONAL AN ADDITIONAL REASON FOR SAYING hNOv WITH SOME COMFORT THAT NO OTHER
PROFESSIONAL IS LIKELY TO SAY hYESv TO THAT CLIENTS REQUEST
(ERE ARE SOME SUCH CATEGORIES THAT MIGHT LEND THEMSELVES TO NORMING ESPECIALLY
IF THE NORMS ARE TREATED LIKE DEFAULT RULES RATHER THAN ABSOLUTE CEILINGS 	 THE
NUMBER OF LAWYERS WHO MAY BILL FOR ATTENDING A HEARING ON BEHALF OF A PARTY IN
INTEREST AND WHETHER THOSE LAWYERS WHO ATTEND SUCH HEARINGS SHOULD DO SO IN PERSON
ONLY IF THEY EXPECT TO HAVE A SPEAKING ROLE RATHER THAN AN OBSERVERS ROLE 	 WHICH
TYPES OF HEARINGS ARE APPROPRIATE FOR TELEPHONEONLY ATTENDANCE SUCH AS HEARINGS IN
WHICH THE LAWYERS APPEARANCE WOULD BE VERY BRIEF	 	 UNDER WHAT CIRCUMSTANCES
SHOULD PARTNERS AND NOT ASSOCIATES BILL THEIR TIME TO DO LEGAL RESEARCH 	 WHAT
PROPORTION OF A BILL SHOULD BE DEVOTED TO PREPARING THE FEE APPLICATION 	 WHAT THE
hNORMALv HOURLY RATE OR THE hNORMALv BLENDED RATE SHOULD BE IN CASES OF A CERTAIN
SIZE IN A GIVEN JURISDICTION 	 WHAT PLEADINGS LOCAL COUNSEL SHOULD DRAFT WHEN THE
LEAD COUNSEL IS FROM OUT OF TOWN 	 IF THE PROFESSIONAL INTENDS TO BILL BY THE HOUR
WHAT THE PROCEDURE SHOULD BE FOR INCREASING THE HOURLY RATES ORIGINALLY SET FORTH IN
THE EMPLOYMENT APPLICATION AND 	 WHEN FLAT FEES
 3OME BAR ASSOCIATIONS USED TO SET A hBOOK RATEv FOR VARIOUS LEGAL SERVICES &OR A GOOD DISCUSSION OF THE
OLD FEE SCHEDULES SEE 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT n )N AN EARLIER DRAFT OF THIS ARTICLE ) TOYED
WITH THE IDEA OF SETTING SOME hBOOK RATESv FOR CERTAIN ACTIVITIES IN CHAPTER  BUT ) REJECTED THAT NOTION IN FAVOR
OF THE CREATION OF BROADER NORMS
OR SOME OTHER SORT OF BILLING
 #F )N RE 2OBINSON  "2   "ANKR %$ 6A 	 DISCUSSING THE USE OF hNOLOOKv FEES IN A
CHAPTER  CASE AS A WAY OF NORMING THE FEE APPLICATION PROCESS	
 3EE ID NOTING THAT ATTORNEYS HAVE THE DISCRETION TO OPT OUT OF THE hNOLOOKv FEE WHEN hUNUSUAL
ISSUESv ARE PRESENT	
 /H THERE WILL STILL BE SOME PROFESSIONALS WHO WILL SAY hYESv "UT IF THOSE PROFESSIONALS DONT GET PAID
FOR THAT WORK THEN AFTER A WHILE THEY MIGHT BE INCLINED TO START SAYING hNOv
 4HE BEAUTY OF A FLAT FEE IS THAT IT FOCUSES THE MIND CLEARLY ON THE COSTBENEFIT ANALYSIS OF UNDERTAKING
SPECIFIC TASKS %ITHER THERES MONEY FOR THE TASK OR THERE ISNT /F COURSE STATE ETHICS RULES REQUIRE THE ATTORNEY
TO REPRESENT THE CLIENT COMPETENTLY AND DILIGENTLY WHETHER OR NOT THE ATTORNEY IS GETTING PAID SO THERES SOME
RISK THAT THE FLAT FEE WOULD RUN OUT BEFORE THE ATTORNEY FINISHES ALL OF THE WORK THAT SHE NEEDS TO DO	 #F-/$%,
25,%3 /& 02/&, #/.$5#4 2  CMT  	 h!N APPOINTED LAWYER HAS THE SAME OBLIGATIONS TO THE CLIENT AS
RETAINED COUNSEL    v	 -OREOVER FLAT FEES REWARD EFFICIENCY IN A WAY THAT HOURLY FEES NEVER DO "UT SEE INFRA
NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT DISCUSSING A CASE IN WHICH THE COURTS ORIGINAL FLAT FEE AWARD WOULD HAVE
VASTLY OVERCOMPENSATED THE ATTORNEY	
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OTHER THAN THE TRADITIONAL HOURLY BILLING MODEL WOULD BE APPROPRIATE ANDFOR
THOSE ALTERNATIVE BILLING MODELSWHAT TASKS SHOULD BE INCLUDED AS PART OF THE FEE
 4HE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE CERTAINLY CONTEMPLATES BILLING ON OTHER THAN AN HOURLY BASIS THATS PART OF THE
PURPOSE OF SECTION  !S A MATTER OF FACT IN A  CASE THE 4HIRD #IRCUIT FORECAST THE POSSIBILITY THAT
BANKRUPTCY LAWYERS MIGHT CHOOSE TO MOVE AWAY FROM THE LODESTAR CALCULATION BASICALLY MULTIPLYING THE
NUMBER OF HOURS BILLED BY THE APPROPRIATE HOURLY RATES	 TO SOMETHING MORE CREATIVE 3EE )N RE "USY "EAVER "LDG
#TRS )NC  &D   D #IR 	 PREDICTING ALTERNATIVE BILLING STRUCTURES AND METHODS IN THE
AFTERMATH OF CHANGING REALITIES AND COMPETITIVE PRESSURES IN THE PRACTICE OF LAW	 SEE ALSO  53# e A	
GIVING COURTS FLEXIBILITY IN STRUCTURING PROFESSIONALS COMPENSATION	 !CCORD EG )N RE .IOVER "AGELS )NC 
"2   "ANKR %$.9 	 NOTING THE NEED FOR FLEXIBILITY IN COMPENSATION STRUCTURES	
)F THE NORMS ARE SET AS DEFAULT RULES THEN A PROFESSIONAL WHO WANTS TO DEVIATE FROM
 !S DISCUSSED SUPRA NOTE  SOME COURTS HAVE CREATED NORMS FOR FEES IN #HAPTER  CASES BY
DESCRIBING WHAT TASKS ARE INCLUDED IN A hNOLOOK FEEv &OR EXAMPLE ON -AY   THE h.O,OOK &EEv
#OMMITTEE FOR THE %ASTERN $ISTRICT OF +ENTUCKY RECOMMENDED A  hNOLOOK FEEv IN #HAPTER  CASES )N
EXCHANGE FOR NOT HAVING TO FILE A FEE APPLICATION IN A PARTICULAR CHAPTER  CASE THE DEBTORS ATTORNEY WOULD HAVE
TO PROVIDE SERVICES WORTH THE AMOUNT OF THE FEE CHARGED AND THERES A LIST OF SERVICES IN !TTACHMENT !	 )F THE
ATTORNEY PROVIDED THOSE SERVICES AND THE CASE INVOLVED A CONFIRMED PLAN
4HE ATTORNEY MAY ACCEPT IN LIEU OF FILING A FEE APPLICATION A PRESUMPTIVELY REASONABLE FEE IN
AN AMOUNT UP TO AND INCLUDING  PROVIDED THE PLAN IS CONFIRMED 4HIS FEE INCLUDES
x ALL SERVICES RENDERED UP TO AND INCLUDING CONFIRMATION OF A PLAN
x SERVICES RENDERED IN POSTCONFIRMATION MATTERS REFERENCED ABOVE AND
x REPRESENTATION IN TWO 	 POSTCONFIRMATION MATTERS FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST
?????2ESPONDING A MOTION TO DISMISS THE CASE FOR FAILURE TO MAKE PLAN PAYMENTS
?????2ESPONDING TO A MOTION FOR RELIEF FROM STAY
?????&ILING A MOTION TO MODIFY THE PLAN TO ADDRESS A DELINQUENCY INCLUDING A
MOTION TO SUSPEND PLAN PAYMENTS	
?????!DDRESSING A TRUSTEES MOTION TO MODIFY THE PLAN
?????&ILING AN APPLICATION TO INCUR DEBT OR
?????&ILING A MOTION TO SELL PROPERTY
4HE PRESUMPTIVELY REASONABLE FEE DOES NOT INCLUDE
x $EFENSE OF ANY ADVERSARY PROCEEDING
x 2EPRESENTATION IN ANY UNANTICIPATED LITIGATION OR CONTESTED PROCEEDINGS ARISING FROM
THE DEBTORS FAILURE TO PROVIDE COMPLETE AND ACCURATE INFORMATION TO THE ATTORNEY
x 2EPRESENTATION IN ANY MATTER NOT OTHERWISE ADDRESSED HEREIN
4HE ATTORNEYS REPRESENTATION OF THE DEBTOR CONTINUES THROUGH THE TIME THE DEBTOR RECEIVES A
DISCHARGE THE CASE IS DISMISSED THE CASE IS CONVERTED OR THE COURT APPROVES THE ATTORNEYS
WITHDRAWAL FROM REPRESENTATION WHETHER BASED ON A REQUEST OF THE ATTORNEY OR OF THE DEBTOR	
4HEREFORE THE DEBTORS ATTORNEY IS EXPECTED TO PROVIDE IN ADDITION TO THE SERVICES DESCRIBED
HEREIN SUCH OTHER LEGAL SERVICES AS ARE NECESSARY FOR THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE CHAPTER  CASE
(OWEVER THE ATTORNEY MAY SEEK ADDITIONAL COMPENSATION FOR SUCH SERVICES
!NY COMPENSATION SOUGHT IN EXCESS OF THE PRESUMPTIVELY REASONABLE FEE OF  MUST BE
REQUESTED BY FILING AN APPLICATION FOR COMPENSATION WHICH MUST BE SET FOR HEARING BEFORE THE
COURT
2)'(43 !.$ 2%30/.3)"),)4)%3 /& #(!04%2  $%"4/23 !.$ 4(%)2 !44/2.%93 5 3 "!.+2 #/524 % $)34 /&
+9 2%0/24 /& 4(% #/-- /. #/-0 &/2 $%"4/23 !44/2.%93 ). #(!04%2  #!3%3 !+! h./,//+ &%%v
#/--	 !TTACHMENT ! -AY  	 ;HEREINAFTER h./,//+ &%%v #/--= HTTPWWWKYEBUSCOURTS
GOVKYEBCOMMENT#H$EBTOR!TTORNEY#OMPENSATIONPDF
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THE NORM COULD ASK THE COURT FOR PERMISSION TO DO SO )F THE PROFESSIONALS
RATIONALE MAKES SENSE THE COURT COULD APPROVE THE DEPARTURE FROM THE NORM 4HE
ADVANTAGES OF USING NORMING ARE THAT EVERYONE WOULD OPERATE UNDER THE SAME
ASSUMPTIONS THE NORMS	 AND DEVIATIONS FROM THE NORM WOULD BE EXPLAINED BEFORE
FEES OR EXPENSES WERE INCURRED RATHER THAN COMING AS A SURPRISE AS PART OF A FEE
APPLICATION
4HEORETICALLY A BANKRUPTCY COURT COULD WITH APPROPRIATE NOTICE	 SET THE NORMS
FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF ACTIVITIES IN A PARTICULAR CASE LIKEWISE IT WOULD BE LEGITIMATE FOR
A JURISDICTION TO SET SOME NORMS FOR CERTAIN ACTIVITIES ON A DISTRICTWIDE BASIS 4HE
TRICKY PART IS TO DECIDE WHETHER THE LOCAL RULES WILL COVER ALL #HAPTER S OR ONLY
LARGE ONES OR ALL BUSINESS BANKRUPTCIES OR ALL BANKRUPTCIES PERIOD ,OCAL RULES
ARE THE APPROPRIATE MECHANISM .ORMING WITH A NATIONAL RULE MAKES LESS SENSE DUE
TO THE VARIATION OF THE TYPES OF CASES THAT DIFFERENT JURISDICTIONS TEND TO SEE
&EDERAL 2ULE OF "ANKRUPTCY 0ROCEDURE A	 PROVIDES THE AUTHORITY FOR DISTRICT
COURTS AND THEIR BANKRUPTCY COURTS	 TO ESTABLISH LOCAL RULES SUBJECT TO SOME
OBVIOUS LIMITATIONS PROHIBITING THE CONTRADICTION OF THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODE AND
2ULES AND PRESERVING PARTIES RIGHTS FOR NONWILLFUL VIOLATIONS "EFORE A COURT CAN
ADOPT A RULE THERE MUST BE NOTICE AND AN OPPORTUNITY FOR A HEARING 4HEREFORE A
HEARING TO SET LOCAL RULES ABOUT CERTAIN FEE AND EXPENSE NORMS COULD INVOLVE
TESTIMONY ABOUT AVERAGE FEES FOR AVERAGE TASKS SAY IN CASES OF A CERTAIN SIZE OR FOR
AVERAGE STAFFING IN SUCH MATTERS AS VALUATION HEARINGS OR LIFTSTAY MOTIONS
 3EE )N RE 2OBINSON  "2   "ANKR %$ 6A 	 REITERATING THAT AN ATTORNEY MAY OPT
OUT OF THE hNOLOOK FEEv ARRANGEMENT IF HE COMES TO AN AGREEMENT WITH THE CLIENT AND FILES A FEE APPLICATION WITH
THE COURT	
4HE
 3EE h./,//+ &%%v #/-- SUPRA NOTE  !TTACHMENT ! STRESSING THE IMPORTANCE OF INSURING THAT
CLIENTS AND ATTORNEYS ALIKE UNDERSTAND IN ADVANCE WHAT LEGAL SERVICES ARE TO BE PROVIDED IN A #HAPTER 
BANKRUPTCY	
 &%$ 2 "!.+2 0 A		 ALLOWING EACH DISTRICT TO CREATE LOCAL RULES	 SEE ALSO )N RE 4AHAH 
"2  n "!0 TH #IR 	 DISCUSSING THAT DISTRICT AND BANKRUPTCY COURTS MAY PROMULGATE LOCAL
RULES UNDER &%$ 2 "!.+2 0 A	 AND &%$ 2 #)6 0 	
 3EE *ONATHAN # ,IPSON 5NDERSTANDING &AILURE %XAMINERS AND THE "ANKRUPTCY 2EORGANIZATION OF ,ARGE
0UBLIC #OMPANIES  !- "!.+2 ,*   	 DEFINING LARGE BANKRUPTCY CASES AS THOSE INVOLVING
COMPANIES WITH ASSETS IN EXCESS OF  MILLION	
 3EE )N RE 0INELOCH %NTERS )NC  "2   "ANKR %$.# 	 SUGGESTING THAT THE TYPE
AND SIZE OF A BANKRUPTCY CASE WILL DETERMINE WHETHER CERTAIN FEES ARE APPROPRIATE	
 3EE GENERALLY *EAN "RAUCHER ,AWYERS AND #ONSUMER "ANKRUPTCY /NE #ODE -ANY #ULTURES  !-
"!.+2 ,*  n 	 FINDING THAT LOCAL BANKRUPTCY PRACTICE INFLUENCES THE CHOICE OF WHICH
BANKRUPTCY CHAPTER TO USE	
 &%$ 2 "!.+2 0 A		 &OR A GOOD DISCUSSION OF LOCAL RULEMAKING SEE -ARY *OSEPHINE
.EWBORN 7IGGINS 'LOBALISM 0AROCHIALISM AND 0ROCEDURE ! #RITICAL !SSESSMENT OF ,OCAL 2ULEMAKING IN
"ANKRUPTCY #OURT  3# , 2%6  n 	 SEE ALSO 0AUL * 3TANCIL #LOSE %NOUGH &OR 'OVERNMENT
7ORK 4HE #OMMITTEE 2ULEMAKING 'AME  6! , 2%6  n 	 DISCUSSING RULEMAKING ON A NATIONAL
SCALE	
 &ED 2 #IV 0 A		
 !LTHOUGH ,YNN ,O0UCKI HAS SUGGESTED ON SEVERAL OCCASIONS THE USE OF REGRESSION ANALYSIS AS A WAY OF
DETERMINING WHAT FEES SHOULD BE SEE EG ,YNN - ,O0UCKI  $OUG )RION 4HE ,O0UCKI$OHERTY 0ROFESSIONAL
&EES #ALCULATOR 0REDICTION 5#,!,/05#+) "!.+2504#9 2%3%!2#( $!4!"!3% HTTPLOPUCKILAWUCLAEDUFEES
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IDEA BEHIND NORMING THE EXPECTATIONS OF STAFFING AND LEVERAGE OR EVEN THE AVERAGE
NUMBER OF HOURS THAT SHOULD BE SPENT ON CERTAIN MATTERS	 IS TO ESTABLISH
EXPECTATIONS BEFORE THOSE FEES OR EXPENSES ARE INCURRED )T WOULD OF COURSE BE
POSSIBLE FOR A LOCAL RULE TO PERMIT DEVIATIONS FROM ANY ESTABLISHED NORMS UPON
APPLICATION TO THE COURT 3UCH AN APPLICATION COULD BE ON SHORTENED TIME IF
NECESSARY
!S $EAN -ARY *O 7IGGINS HAS POINTED OUT THE PROBLEM WITH LOCAL RULES IS THAT
THE MORE THERE ARE THE LESS UNIFORMITY THERE IS IN THE PRACTICE OF LAWA
FRUSTRATING PROBLEM WHEN IT COMES TO THOSE PROFESSIONALS WITH A NATIONAL PRACTICE
"UT ESTABLISHING LOCAL RULES ON THE BASIS OF THE TYPES OF CASES THAT A COURT ROUTINELY
SEES ON ITS CALENDAR IS DOABLE )TS NECESSARY TOO BECAUSE THE ONLY WAY TO PIERCE
THE QUESTION OF WHETHER A PROFESSIONAL USED TOO MANY EMPLOYEES TO STAFF A MATTER OR
BILLED TOO MANY HOURS ON A GIVEN WORK PRODUCT IS TO HAVE SOME NORMS  3PELLING
OUT THOSE NORMS IN LOCAL RULES IS BETTER THAN HAVING THEM STAY HIDDEN FROM VIEW IN
THE MIND OF A JUDGE OR FEE EXAMINER
/NCE LOCAL JURISDICTIONS HAVE SET SOME NORMS FOR FEES THEY COULD ALSO CONSIDER
ESTABLISHING SOME FLAT RATES OR FEE CAPS FOR PROFESSIONAL COMPENSATION AT THE
BEGINNING OF AN APPOINTMENT AT LEAST FOR CERTAIN TYPES OF CASES
FEECALCULATORPREDICTIONASPX LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 ) PREFER SETTING NORMS BY GATHERING INFORMATION IN
OPEN HEARINGS
! JURISDICTIONS
 3EE EG ,ANDRY  (IGDON SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT PREAPPROVAL OF ALTERNATIVE FEE
ARRANGEMENTS UNDER SECTION A	 PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS	
 3EE GENERALLY )N RE 7ALTER " 3COTT  3ONS )NC  "2   "ANKR $ )DAHO 	 HOLDING
THAT hA BANKRUPTCY COURT HAS DISCRETION TO EXCUSE STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH LOCAL RULES ESPECIALLY WHEN DETRIMENTAL
RELIANCE OR OTHER PREJUDICE HAS NOT BEEN DEMONSTRATEDv CITING )N RE ,ORETTO 7INERY  "2  "!0 TH
#IR 			
 3EE )N RE #OMER  "2  n "!0 TH #IR 	 DETERMINING THAT THE BANKRUPTCY
COURTS DECISION TO CONSIDER OPPOSITION PAPERS FILED AFTER THE DEADLINE WAS AN APPROPRIATE EXERCISE OF DISCRETION
PARTICULARLY BECAUSE THERE WAS NO EVIDENCE OF EITHER DETRIMENTAL RELIANCE OR OTHER PREJUDICE	 AFFD  &D 
TH #IR 	
 3EE 7IGGINS SUPRA NOTE  AT n COMPARING JURISDICTIONAL DIFFERENCES AMONG LOCAL
BANKRUPTCY COURT RULES IN THE 3OUTHERN $ISTRICT OF #ALIFORNIA THE %ASTERN $ISTRICT OF #ALIFORNIA (AWAII AND
)DAHO	
 3EE ID AT  NOTING HOW DIFFICULT IT MAY BE FOR OUTOFSTATE LAWYERS TO MASTER THE LOCAL RULES	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 #F ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT XXIII STATING THAT IN ORDER h;T=O CATCH ;INSTANCES OF
BILLING TOO MUCH FOR A TASK OR FOR MORE WORK THAN A PROFESSIONAL ACTUALLY PERFORMED= THE FEE REVIEWER MUST HAVE
SOME SENSE OF HOW MUCH TIME TASKS SHOULD TAKE AND HOW HIGH FEES SHOULD BEv	 EMPHASIS IN ORIGINAL	 ) MAY NOT
AGREE WITH HOW 0ROFESSORS ,O0UCKI AND $OHERTY CALCULATE THEIR PREDICTED RANGE OF FEES BUT ) DO AGREE THAT THERE
SHOULD BE SOME WAY OF AT LEAST hEYEBALLINGv THE FEES AGAINST SOME BENCHMARK
 3EE )N RE 0INELOCH %NTERS )NC  "2   "ANKR %$.# 	 POINTING OUT THE BENEFITS
OF INSTITUTING CERTAIN NORMS SUCH AS SETTING FLAT RATES AT THE BEGINNING OF A CASE	
 #OURTS hNORMv FEES ALREADY .OLOOK FEES ARE AN EXAMPLE )N RE 2OBINSON  "2   "ANKR
%$ 6A 	 /THER EXAMPLES INCLUDE ANY DISCUSSION OF REASONABLENESS THAT BEGINS WITH hIN GENERALv OR hAS A
GENERAL RULEv 3EE EG )N RE 0OSEIDON 0OOLS OF !M )NC  "2   "ANKR %$.9 	 DISCUSSING A
GENERAL RULE INVOLVING THE NUMBER OF PEOPLE WHO SHOULD BILL FOR ATTENDING INTRAOFFICE MEETINGS	
 0ROFESSORS ,O0UCKI AND $OHERTY RECOMMEND THAT COURTS USE REGRESSION ANALYSIS TO GET A BETTER HANDLE
ON THE REASONABLENESS OF FEES SEE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT n 4HEY ALSO POINT OUT THAT
0ROFESSORS 4HEODORE %ISENBERG AND 'EOFFREY -ILLER HAVE SUGGESTED A hLOOKUP TABLEv FOR FEES IN CLASS ACTIONS 3EE
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ABILITY TO PREDICT THE MANY STRATEGIC MOVES THAT A #HAPTER  CASE MIGHT ENGENDER IS
LIMITED OF COURSE BUT CERTAIN TASKS ARE LIKELY TO OCCUR IN VIRTUALLY EVERY OR EVERY
MEGA	 #HAPTER  /VER TIME BANKRUPTCY COURTS MIGHT USE SECTION  TO
EXPERIMENT WITH FEE CAPS OR FLAT RATES USING THE ANALOGY OF NOLOOK FEES FOR CHAPTER
 WORK !ND AS IN #HAPTER  WORK COURTS AND PROFESSIONALS MIGHT BE ABLE TO
CARVE OUT FROM THAT FLAT RATE CERTAIN TASKSEITHER TASKS THAT MAY PREDICTABLY OCCUR
IN SOME TYPES OF CASES BUT NOT IN OTHERS OR TASKS THAT ARE ENTIRELY UNFORESEEABLE
4HOSE CARVEDOUT TASKS THEN WOULD TRIGGER SEPARATE PAYMENT TERMS UPON A FURTHER
COURT ORDER
&LAT FEES FOR LEGAL PROFESSIONALS IN #HAPTER  CASES HAVENT BECOME TRADITIONAL
ALTHOUGH THE COMPENSATION TERMS FOR FINANCIAL ADVISORS OFTEN INCLUDE A MONTHLY
FLATFEE ARRANGEMENT COUPLED WITH A SUCCESS FEE TYPICALLY hSUCCESSv IS DEFINED
BROADLY	 $ETERMINING HOW TO SET THE FLAT FEE IS WHERE THE RUBBER MEETS THE ROAD
AND MOST PROFESSIONALS ARE SKEPTICAL ABOUT THE ABILITY TO SET A FAIR FLAT FEE
!T LEAST ONE COURT HAS EXPERIMENTED WITH A FLAT FEE )N )N RE +OBRA 0ROPERTIES
THE BANKRUPTCY COURT AUTHORIZED THE EMPLOYMENT OF DEBTORS COUNSEL UNDER 
53# e  AND &ED 2 "ANKR 0 A	 AND PURSUANT TO SECTION A	 THE
COURT FIXED DEBTORS COUNSELS COMPENSATION AT A FLAT FEE OF  PLUS COSTS
ID AT  CITING 4HEODORE %ISENBERG  'EOFFREY 0 -ILLER !TTORNEY &EES IN #LASS !CTION 3ETTLEMENTS !N
%MPIRICAL 3TUDY  * %-0)2)#!, , 345$   		 &OR AN EXAMPLE OF A CASE THAT SET A FEE CAP UNDER SECTION
 SEE )N RE &ED -OGUL'LOBAL )NC  &D   D #IR 	
 !S *UDGE !LAN *AROSLOVSKY EXPLAINS h) KNOW WHAT REASONABLE FEES ARE FOR DEBTORS COUNSEL OBTAINING
CONFIRMATION OF A PLAN FOR SECURED CREDITORS COUNSEL GETTING RELIEF FROM THE AUTOMATIC STAY FOR TRUSTEES COUNSEL
RECOVERING A PREFERENCE )N CASES WITH UNUSUALLY HIGH FEES ) KNOW WHAT QUESTIONS TO ASK TO DETERMINE IF THERE
WAS SOMETHING UNUSUAL WHICH CAUSED HIGHER FEESv !LAN *AROSLAVSKY /F &ORESTS 4REES AND 0ROFESSIONAL &EES !")
* AT  &EB 	
 3EE ,ANDRY  (IGDON SUPRA NOTE  AT n DISCUSSING THE USE OF ALTERNATIVE FEE ARRANGEMENTS
UNDER SECTION A		
 )D AT  0ERHAPS FOR EXAMPLE IN ADVERSARY PROCEEDINGS
 )D
 ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  h"ANKRUPTCY JUDGES FREQUENTLY AWARD @SUCCESS FEES OR
@FEE ENHANCEMENTS AS THEY ARE SOMETIMES KNOWN "UT SUCCESS IS DEFINED SO BROADLY THAT IT VIRTUALLY ALWAYS
OCCURSv	
 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT  CALLING THE SETTING OF A FLAT FEE hDIFFICULT OR
IMPOSSIBLEv	 !CCORDING TO 0ROFESSORS ,O0UCKI AND $OHERTY USING FLAT FEES WOULD hSHIFT THE RISK OF
UNPREDICTABLE CASETOCASE VARIATION FROM THE ESTATE TO THE PROFESSIONALv PROVIDE A BASIS FOR hCOMPETITIVE
BIDDINGv IN CASES AND hALTER THE PROFESSIONALS INCENTIVESv )D AT  !CCORDING TO !MERICAN,AWYERCOM MORE
FIRMS ARE GETTING BETTER AT ESTIMATING HOW MUCH A MATTER MIGHT COST 3EE !LLEN #OHEN "UILDING A "REAKOUT
&IRM !-%2)#!.,!79%2#/- $EC  	 h,AST YEAR  PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS SAID LAW FIRMS AND CLIENTS
HAD INSUFFICIENT EXPERIENCE DEFINING OR MANAGING WORK ON AN ALTERNATIVE BASIS 4HIS YEAR  PERCENT THINK THATgS
TRUE )N THE  SURVEY  PERCENT SAID IT WAS DIFFICULT TO DETERMINE THE VALUE OF THE WORK 4HIS YEAR JUST 
PERCENT AGREE WITH THAT STATEMENTv	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWLAWCOMJSPTAL0UB!RTICLE4!,JSPID
 ) KNOW THAT WHEN ) SET A FLAT RATE )M GENERALLY GUESSING HOW MANY HOURS A PROJECT WILL TAKE 4HEN )
ESTIMATE HOW hOFFv THAT GUESS MIGHT BE ESTABLISH A LIKELY RANGE OF HOURS FOR THE PROJECT FIND THE MIDPOINT OF
THAT RANGE AND MULTIPLY THAT MIDPOINT BY MY NORMAL HOURLY RATE IN ORDER TO ESTIMATE A FAIR FLAT FEE
 )N RE +OBRA 0ROPS  "2  "ANKR %$ #AL 	
 &INAL /RDER 2EGARDING %MPLOYMENT OF 3HULMAN (ODGES  "ASTIAN ,,0 AS 'ENERAL #OUNSEL FOR THE
$EBTORS AT  )N RE +OBRA 0ROPS .O # "ANKR %$ #AL -AR  	 )N AN ABUNDANCE OF
CAUTION THE COURT RESERVED THE RIGHT TO hMAKE EQUITABLE ADJUSTMENTSv TO THE FIXED FEE IF A hPLAN OF
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!LTHOUGH THE END RESULT INVOLVED A LESSER AWARD AND ALTHOUGH THE DEBTORS
COUNSELS REQUEST FOR THE ENTIRE FIXED FEE BECAME THE QUINTESSENCE OF CHUTZPAH	
THE COURT WAS ABLE TO ADJUST THE FIXED FEE DOWNWARD BECAUSE IT HAD SPECIFICALLY
PROVIDED FOR REEXAMINATION OF THE AWARD UPON THE OCCURRENCE OF CERTAIN CONDITIONS
INCLUDING THE APPOINTMENT OF A #HAPTER  TRUSTEE IN THE CASE 4HE COURT DIDNT
HAVE TO USE THE hIMPROVIDENTLY GRANTEDv PART OF SECTION  BECAUSE IT HAD ALREADY
FACTORED ININ ITS ORDER ESTABLISHING THE FIXED FEETHE RISK THAT THE CASE WOULD
DIVERGE FROM A TRADITIONAL #HAPTER  CASE IN ANY ONE OF SEVERAL POSSIBLE WAYS
4HE RUB WITH USING A FLAT FEE OF COURSE IS THAT THERES A VERY REAL POSSIBILITY THAT
THE FLAT FEE WILL UNDERCOMPENSATE THE AMOUNT OF WORK THAT THE PROFESSIONAL HAS TO
DO 4HAT RISK THOUGH EXISTS IN NONBANKRUPTCY CASES AS WELL AND AS LONG AS
CLIENTS PUSH FOR AND GET FLAT FEES OUTSIDE OF BANKRUPTCY THERES NO REASON THAT
COURTS CANT ESTABLISH FLAT FEES IN BANKRUPTCY CASES !NY SORT OF ALTERNATIVE BILLING
STRUCTURE WHETHER ITS FLAT FEES DEFAULT RULES FOR STAFFING AND ESTIMATES OF TIME ON
TASK OR SOME HYBRID FORMAT WOULD GIVE COURTS AND PROFESSIONALS MUCH BETTER
PARAMETERS FOR EVALUATING THE PROFESSIONALS WORK
REORGANIZATION IS NOT CONFIRMED OR THE $EBTORS CONFIRM A #HAPTER  LIQUIDATING PLAN OR A #HAPTER  PLAN OF
WHICH THE $EBTOR IS NOT A PROPONENT IS CONFIRMED OR THE $EBTORS CASES ARE CONVERTED TO #HAPTER  OR
DISMISSED OR A #HAPTER  TRUSTEE IS APPOINTED TO THE $EBTORS CASES    v )D AT  4HE DEBTORS STIPULATED TO THE
APPOINTMENT OF A CHAPTER  TRUSTEE A MONTH AFTER THE FIXED FEE ORDER WAS ENTERED .OTWITHSTANDING THE
TRIGGERING OF THE CONDITION IN THE FIXED FEE ORDER DEBTORS COUNSEL FILED A FEE APPLICATION SEEKING THE BALANCE DUE
ON THE FIXED FEE &IRST !PPLICATION FOR !LLOWANCE AND 0AYMENT OF &EES AND 2EIMBURSEMENT OF %XPENSES BY
3HULMAN (ODGES  "ASTIAN ,,0 #OUNSEL FOR THE $EBTORS AT  )N RE +OBRA 0ROPS .O # "ANKR
%$ #AL -AR  	 4HE CREDITORS COMMITTEE AND THE CHAPTER  TRUSTEE BOTH OBJECTED TO THE FEE
APPLICATION /PPOSITION OF THE /FFICIAL #OMMITTEE OF 5NSECURED #REDITORS TO &IRST !PPLICATION FOR !LLOWANCE
AND 0AYMENT OF &EES AND 2EIMBURSEMENT OF %XPENSES BY 3HULMAN (ODGES  "ASTIAN ,,0 #OUNSEL FOR THE
$EBTORS AT n )N RE +OBRA 0ROPS .O # "ANKR %$ #AL !PR  	 4RUSTEES /BJECTION TO
&IRST !PPLICATION FOR !LLOWANCE AND 0AYMENT OF &EES AND 2EIMBURSEMENT OF %XPENSES BY 3HULMAN (ODGES 
"ASTIAN ,,0 #OUNSEL FOR THE $EBTORS AT  )N RE +OBRA 0ROPS .O # "ANKR %$ #AL !PR 
	 /N -AY   THE COURT AWARDED DEBTORS COUNSEL FINAL FEES IN THE AMOUNT OF  AND
EXPENSES OF  -OTION!PPLICATION FOR #OMPENSATION FOR ,EONARD - 3HULMAN $EBTORS !TTORNEY )N
RE +OBRA 0ROPS .O # "ANKR %$ #AL -AY  	
)F THE !SSOCIATION OF #ORPORATE
 #HUTZPAH IS DEFINED AS hSHAMELESS AUDACITY IMPUDENCE OR BRASSv 7%"34%23 .%7 7/2,$
$)#4)/.!29  D ED 	
 &INAL /RDER 2EGARDING %MPLOYMENT OF 3HULMAN (ODGES  "ASTIAN ,,0 AS 'ENERAL #OUNSEL FOR THE
$EBTORS AT  )N RE +OBRA 0ROPS .O # "ANKR %$ #AL -AR  	
 3EE ID LISTING FIVE FACTORS THAT COULD TRIGGER THE COURTS RECONSIDERATION OF THE FIXED FEE INCLUDING
WHETHER hA #HAPTER  PLAN OF REORGANIZATION IS NOT CONFIRMED OR THE $EBTORS CONFIRM A #HAPTER  LIQUIDATING
PLAN OR A #HAPTER  PLAN OF WHICH THE $EBTOR IS NOT A PROPONENT IS CONFIRMED OR THE $EBTORS CASES ARE
CONVERTED TO #HAPTER  OR DISMISSED OR A #HAPTER  TRUSTEE IS APPOINTED TO THE $EBTORS CASESv	
 3EE 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  BECAUSE LEGAL COSTS VARY BASED ON SOME DECISIONS
OUTSIDE A PROFESSIONALS CONTROL SUCH AS THE ACTIONS OF OPPOSING COUNSEL ITS IMPORTANT TO BUILD A CUSHION INTO
ANY FLAT FEE	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 #F -ARK $ 7OLF 5PDATE (OW 6ALUE "ILLING (ELPS "OTH THE #LIENT AND THE ,AW &IRM 
!,4%2.!4)6%3 4/ 4(% ()'( #/34 /& ,)4)'!4)/.   	 DISCUSSING AN ALTERNATIVE FEE ARRANGEMENT IN WHICH
INHOUSE COUNSEL GIVES A LAW FIRM A hREPORT CARDv BASED ON hDEFINED AGREEDUPON CRITERIAnFOR EXAMPLE
APPRECIATION OF THE CLIENTS GOALS EXPERTISE EFFICIENCY RESPONSIVENESS PREDICTIVE ACCURACY AND EFFECTIVENESS
AMONG OTHERSv	 (AVING THESE AGREEDUPON CRITERIA BUILT INTO AN ORDER APPROVING EMPLOYMENT WILL IN TURN MAKE
A COURTS EVALUATION OF THE REASONABLENESS OF THE FEE MUCH EASIER )N ADDITION ASIDE FROM BETTER EVALUATION BY
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#OUNSEL CAN SUGGEST A VARIETY OF WAYS IN WHICH OUTSIDE LAW FIRMS CAN WORK WITH
INSIDE COUNSEL TO KEEP FEES REASONABLE INCLUDING hFIXING PRICES BY STAGE OF WORK OR
TYPE OF MATTERS SETTING MAXIMUM STAFFING RATIOS CREATING KNOWLEDGE BANKS SHARED
BY PREFERRED OUTSIDE COUNSEL    AND HAVING LAW FIRM ATTORNEYS WORK ON THE CLIENTS
SITEv WHY CANT WE %VEN THE !MERICAN "AR !SSOCIATION HAS DEVELOPED SOME
UNIFORM BILLING CODES FOR LAWYERS ESPECIALLY LITIGATORS	 WHICH MEANS THAT ITS
POSSIBLE TO COME UP WITH SOME UNIFORM CATEGORIES OF TASKS )F LAW FIRMS CAN WORK
WITH INSIDE COUNSEL ON CREATIVE WAYS TO MANAGE FEES THEY SHOULD BE ABLE TO WORK
WITH BANKRUPTCY COURTS TO DO THE SAME
4O GET STARTED ON DEVELOPING SOME NORMS THE MANTRA IS SIMPLE h)F ) WERE PAYING
THIS BILL OUT OF MY OWN POCKET WOULD ) CONSIDER IT TO BE REASONABLEv
PROFESSIONALS AND COURTS LAW FIRMS WILL BENEFIT FROM INCREASED EFFICIENCY #F ID AT n DISCUSSING A FEE
ARRANGEMENT IN WHICH A LAW FIRM IS GIVEN A FLAT BUDGET BUT RECEIVES SUCCESS AND EFFICIENCY BONUSES UPPING THE
FIRMS RATE IF CALCULATED PER HOUR AND INCREASING THE FIRMS hINVENTORYv OF BILLABLE HOURS AVAILABLE TO USE ON OTHER
CLIENTS	 "UT SEE 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  NOTING THAT DESPITE SIGNIFICANT DISSATISFACTION
WITH HOURLY BILLING AND ALTERNATIVE BILLING OPTIONS HOURLY BILLING REMAINS hTHE DOMINANT MODE OF BILLINGv	
(ERE ARE
 !## 6ALUE #HALLENGE 3ESSION 3UMMARY 2EPORT &EBRUARY   !33. /& #/20 #/5.3%,
HTTPWWWFCLAWCOMSEMINARMATERIALS!##6ALUE#HALLENGE3ESSION3UMMARY&EB
	PDF DISCUSSING THE NEED FOR LAWYERS TO FOCUS ON VALUEBASED BILLING	 4HE REPORT COMPARED
COMPANIES INCREASE IN GENERAL COSTS 	 TO THEIR INCREASE IN LEGAL COSTS 	 OVER THE PAST  YEARS 3EE ALSO
ID AT  DISCUSSING FEE MANAGEMENT OPTIONS FOR LITIGATION MATTERSSUCH AS FIXED FEES AND HOLDBACKS UNTIL
MATTERS CONCLUDE AT OR BELOW BUDGETAND TRANSACTIONAL MATTERSSUCH AS SUCCESS FEES	 "RADLEY ! 5LLRICK
#OMMENT 4HE !LTERNATIVE "ILLING $INER 3ERVING 5P A .EW "ILLING 3CHEME FOR THE 4ECHNOLOGICAL !GE  * 4%#( ,
 0/,9   	 DISCUSSING THE h$U0ONT NETWORKv WHICH ENCOURAGES $U0ONTS PREFERRED LAW FIRMS TO
SHARE INFORMATION AS A WAY OF CONTROLLING FEES	 SEE ALSO SUPRA NOTES n AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT
 3EE 5NIFORM 4ASK"ASED -ANAGEMENT 3YSTEM "ACKGROUND $EFINITIONS 0RINCIPLES AND !SSUMPTIONS
!- "!2 !33. HTTPWWWAMERICANBARORGGROUPSLITIGATIONRESOURCESUNIFORM?TASK?BASED?MANAGEMENT?
SYSTEMBACKGROUND?DEFINITIONS?PRINCIPLES?AND?ASSUMPTIONSHTML LAST VISITED 3EPT  	 DISCUSSING
DEFINITIONS OF BILLING CODES PRINCIPLES AND ASSUMPTIONS ABOUT A UNIFORM TASKBASED MANAGEMENT SYSTEM	 SEE
ALSO 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  DESCRIBING THE !"!S SUGGESTED UNIFORM BILLING CODES	
(OPE 6INER 3AMBORN )TS !BOUT 4IME 7HEN IT #OMES TO 4RACKING "ILLABLE (OURS -ATCH THE 3OFTWARE TO THE
5NIQUENESS OF %ACH 0RACTICE  !"! *   	 EXPLAINING THAT THE UNIFORM BILLING CODES ARE hDESIGNED
TO ALLOW CLIENTS TO AUDIT BILLS EASILY AND COMPARE CHARGES AGAINST THOSE OF OTHER FIRMSv	
 &OR EXAMPLE THE STAFFING GUIDELINES FOR THE 53 "ANKRUPTCY #OURT FOR THE .ORTHERN $ISTRICT OF
#ALIFORNIA REQUIRE PROFESSIONALS TO JUSTIFY USING MORE THAN ONE PROFESSIONAL OR PARAPROFESSIONAL AT CONFERENCES
HEARINGS AND DEPOSITIONS THE PENALTY FOR FAILING TO SUPPLY SUCH JUSTIFICATION CAN BE THAT COMPENSATION IS
ALLOWED hFOR ONLY THE PERSON WITH THE LOWEST BILLING RATEv "!.+2 .$ #!, #/-0%.3!4)/. '5)$%,).%3 
	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWCANBUSCOURTSGOVPRINT
 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT XV DEFINING MARKET RATES AS WHAT PEOPLE SPEND WHEN
THE MONEY THAT THEYRE SPENDING IS THEIR OWN	 )F ) WERE PAYING FEES OUT OF MY OWN POCKET )D BE TEMPTED TO SET
A FLAT RATE OR A FEE CAP 4HE BEAUTY OF A FLAT FEE OR A FEE CAP IN MOST BANKRUPTCY CASES IS THAT IT WOULD PROVIDE A
REALTIME REALITY CHECK h)S THIS WORK REALLY NECESSARYv )T WOULD PUSH A PROFESSIONAL TOWARD ASKING WHETHER
CERTAIN WORK MIGHT BE OVERKILL AND THUS UNNECESSARY OR TO CONSIDER WHETHER THE WORK MIGHT BE CONTROVERSIAL
TRIGGERING OBJECTIONS OR MOTIONS OF SOME SORT 2ESPONDING TO SUCH OBJECTIONS OR MOTIONS WOULD OF COURSE
COME OUT OF THAT FLAT FEE OR FIXED CAP AS WELL WHICH MEANS THAT PROFESSIONALS MIGHT THINK TWICE BEFORE DOING
SOMETHING THAT THEY CANT REASONABLY JUSTIFY 3EE $ARLENE 2ICKER 4HE 6ANISHING (OURLY &EE  !"! *  
	 QUOTING A LAWYER DISCUSSING FLAT FEES h@4HE MORE EFFICIENTLY ;AN ATTORNEY= WORKS THE MORE MONEY HE
MAKES IN A SHORTER PERIOD OF TIME     "OTH THE ATTORNEY AND THE CLIENT BENEFITv	 !NOTHER POSSIBILITY FOR A
CREATIVE FEESAY FOR $)0 COUNSELCOULD BE A COMBINATION OF A VERY LOW HOURLY RATE COUPLED WITH A LARGE
SUCCESS FEE IF THE DEBTOR REORGANIZES "UT THAT TYPE OF COMBINATION FEE HAD BETTER INCLUDE A CLAWBACK FOR
DEBTORS WHO FILE ANOTHER BANKRUPTCY WITHIN A CERTAIN NUMBER OF YEARS AFTER CONFIRMATION	
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SOME OF THE QUESTIONS THAT WE WOULD WANT TO ASK AS WE DEVELOPED ANY PROPOSED
LOCAL RULES
! !RE h"RAND.AMEv 0ROFESSIONALS )MPORTANT
4HOSE PROFESSIONALSLAW FIRMS FINANCIAL ADVISORS AUDITORS AND THE LIKEWITH
HIGHPROFILE REPUTATIONS HAVE SOME ADVANTAGES 4HEY HAVE EXPERIENCE IN A WIDE
VARIETY OF BUSINESSES AND HAVE SEEN LOTS OF SITUATIONS BEFORE SO THEY SHOULD BE ABLE
TO GET UP TO SPEED ON DIFFICULT ISSUES MORE QUICKLY 4HE ODDS OF THEM DOING
SLIPSHOD WORK ALTHOUGH HIGHER THAN ZERO ARE LOW "UT MORE REGIONAL
PROFESSIONALS CAN DO VERY GOOD WORK TOO AT MUCH LESS EXPENSE
 5NDER e A		%	 THE COURT hSHALL CONSIDERv FACTORS SUCH AS BOARD CERTIFICATION AND THE
hDEMONSTRATED SKILL AND EXPERIENCE IN THE BANKRUPTCY FIELDv  53# e A		%	 	 SEE ALSO )N RE
&IBERMARK )NC  "2   "ANKR $ 6T 	 STATING THAT h;I=T IS IN THE BEST INTEREST OF THE ESTATE TO
COMPENSATE PROFESSIONALS COMMENSURATE WITH THEIR EXPERTISE AND THE BENEFIT THEIR EFFORTS YIELD TO THE ESTATE
4HEREFORE IN CERTAIN CIRCUMSTANCES THE #OURT MAY APPROVE THE RETENTION AND COMPENSATION OF PROFESSIONALS
THAT CHARGE A GREATER AMOUNT THAN IS COMMON IN THIS $ISTRICT SO LONG AS THE PROFESSIONALS BILLING RATE IS
COMPARABLE TO FEES AND RATES CHARGED BY COMPARABLY SKILLED PROFESSIONALS IN NONBANKRUPTCY CASESv	
0ERHAPS ONE
TOPIC FOR CONSIDERATION AS A LOCAL RULE IS WHETHER A PARTYININTEREST SHOULD HAVE TO
EXPLAIN WHY IT PREFERS IN AN APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT PROFESSIONALS WITHOUT
 3EE ID h)T IS A TAUTOLOGY THAT WITHOUT COMPETENT AND EXPERIENCED ADVISORS DEBTORSINPOSSESSION
WOULD HAVE LITTLE LIKELIHOOD OF SUCCESS IN THEIR REORGANIZATION EFFORTSv	 SEE ALSO )N RE 'RANITE 0ARTNERS ,0 
"2   "ANKR 3$.9 	 FINDING THAT A BANKRUPTCY TRUSTEE WHO REQUIRED hCOMPETENT AND
EXPERIENCED COUNSEL TO ASSIST HIMv HAD APPROPRIATELY HIRED A FIRM KNOWN FOR ITS EXPERIENCE AND REPUTATION IN
BANKRUPTCY THE COURT THUS AWARDED FEES AND EXPENSES IN EXCESS OF  MILLION	
 .OTING THE RECESSIONS EFFECT ON THE TRADITIONAL PREFERENCE FOR "IG,AW REPRESENTATION "ERNIE "URK AND
$AVID -C'OWAN HAVE EXPLAINED
;4=HE WIDELY ARTICULATED VIEW HAD LONG BEEN THAT THE ELITE FIRMS HIRED THE hBESTv GRADUATES OF THE
hBESTv SCHOOLS TO DEVOTE TO THE hBESTv WORK THAT THE hBESTv CLIENTS HAD TO OFFER %LITE LAW FIRMS
WERE NOT GENERALLY RETAINED TO DO JUST A GOOD ENOUGH JOB ON ROUTINE WORK AND AS THE DRUMBEAT
FOR THE hBESTv REFLECTS NEITHER THE FIRMS NOR THEIR CLIENTS WERE INCLINED TO THINK OF THEMSELVES IN
THAT MORE PROSAIC LIGHT 7E SUSPECT THAT OUTSIDE LAWYERS AND THEIR CLIENTS BOTH WERE SLOW TO
RECONSIDER THE CREDENTIALS AND QUALIFICATIONS NECESSARY TO DO ADEQUATE LEGAL PROCESS AND SIMILARLY
ROUTINIZED WORK EVEN AS  OF RECENT LAW GRADUATES A GOOD DEAL MORE THAN THE CRÞME DE LA
CRÞME BY ANY MEASURE	 FOUND THEMSELVES WORKING IN PRIVATE FIRMS OF OVER  LAWYERS MANY IN
RICHLY COMPENSATED DEADEND POSITIONS THAT PROVIDED THEM WITH LITTLE OPPORTUNITY FOR
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OR GROWTH
4HE RECESSION WITH ITS WIDESPREAD LAWDEPARTMENT BUDGET CUTS AND THOUSANDS OF LARGEFIRM
LAYOFFS SEEMS TO HAVE AWAKENED EVERYONE INVOLVED TO THE FORCES THAT HAD BEEN BUILDING FOR YEARS
AND BROUGHT THOSE FORCES MORE FULLY INTO PLAY #LIENTS TRIAGED THEIR LEGAL WORK AND AS TO WHAT WAS
INDISPENSABLE BEGAN TO SCRUTINIZE WHICH CONSTITUENT TASKS TRULY NEEDED HIGHEND STAFFING AND
WHICH REQUIRED NOT THE hBESTv BUT JUST THOSE GOOD ENOUGH TO ACCOMPLISH THE TASK COSTEFFECTIVELY
,AW FIRMS ECONOMIZED BY SHEDDING EXPENSIVE ASSOCIATES WHOSE SERVICES WERE NO LONGER IN
DEMAND AT PREVAILING RATES INSTEAD SPOTCONTRACTING WITH FOOTSOLDIERS IN THE NEW ARMY OF THE
UNEMPLOYED FOR LEGAL PROCESS AND SIMILAR WORK AT MUCH LOWER COST AND MORE FLEXIBLE
COMMITMENT /UTOFWORK ASSOCIATES OFTEN HAD FEW OPTIONS OTHER THAN LOWERWAGE CONTRACT OR
STAFF ATTORNEY POSITIONS AND LEGAL PROCESS OUTSOURCERS HAD GREATER ACCESS TO LICENSED LAWYERS WITH
LEGAL PROCESS EXPERIENCE AND A NEED FOR WORK
"URK  -C'OWAN SUPRA NOTE  AT  FOOTNOTE OMITTED	
 3EE ,/05#+)  $/(%249 &%%3 SUPRA NOTE  AT n ,O0UCKI AND $OHERTY DID NOT FIND ANY
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN EXPENSES WHEN LEAD COUNSEL WERENT BASED IN THE REGION BUT OUTOFTOWN COUNSEL TAKING
THE LEAD SEEMS TO ME TO BE AN AUTOMATIC ACCELERATOR FOR FEES
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LOCAL OFFICES 0ERHAPS TOO AT THE TIME OF THE HEARING ON THE EMPLOYMENT
APPLICATION THE PARTY IN INTEREST SEEKING APPROVAL OF A PROFESSIONALS APPOINTMENT
SHOULD HAVE TO EXPLAIN THE PROCESS BY WHICH IT CHOSE TO PROFFER THAT PARTICULAR
PROFESSIONAL "ECAUSE THOSE NONLOCAL PROFESSIONALS MIGHT TRIGGER THE NEED FOR
LOCAL PROFESSIONALS AS WELL ITS NOT A BAD IDEA TO START WITH THE PRESUMPTION THAT LOCAL
PROFESSIONALS ARE SUFFICIENT h,OCALv AFTER ALL CAN INCLUDE NATIONAL PROFESSIONALS
WITH LOCAL BRANCHES
" !TTENDANCE AT (EARINGS AND -EETINGS THE 5SE OF -ULTIPLE 0ROFESSIONALS 'ENERALLY
)F THERES A REASON TO LOOK OUTSIDE THE LOCAL MARKET THE PARTY
ININTEREST SHOULD BE ABLE TO EXPLAIN IT TO THE COURT
(OW MANY ATTORNEYS DOES IT TAKE TO CHANGE A LIGHT BULB ,ETS SEE /NE
TO CHECK THE SOCKET !NOTHER TO ORDER THE BULB 4HREE OR FOUR TO DO RESEARCH
ON HOW TO CHANGE A BULB !NOTHER TO WRITE A MEMO ABOUT HOW TO DO IT !ND
STILL ANOTHER TO PROOFREAD THE MEMO /NE TO TWIST IN THE BULB 3OMEBODY TO
ADVISE THE BULB TWISTER 4WO MORE TO SERVE AS WITNESSES !NOTHER TO STAND BY
IF NEEDED !ND ONE OR TWO TO WRITE A MEMO TO FILE ABOUT THE OPERATION /R
AS SOME FRUSTRATED CLIENTS MIGHT COMPLAIN AS MANY AS THE ATTORNEYS CAN
PERSUADE THE CLIENT TO PAY FOR
7),,)!-' 2/33 4(%(/.%34(/52
! REVIEW OF THE RECORD REVEALS THAT ON AVERAGE THERE WERE FIVE TO SIX
ATTORNEYS REPRESENTING THE $EBTORS AT EVERY HEARING DURING THE PERIOD
COVERED BY THE FIRST INTERIM FEE APPLICATIONS
)N RE &LEMING #OS
#LIENTS PLACE LIMITS ON STAFFING OUTSIDE BANKRUPTCY SO ) FIND IT HARD TO BELIEVE THAT
THEY OR BANKRUPTCY COURTS	 COULDNT PLACE LIMITS ON STAFFING IN A BANKRUPTCY CASE
 &OR EXAMPLE A CREDITORS COMMITTEE COULD EXPLAIN THAT IT SOUGHT BIDS FOR FEES FROM SEVERAL LAW FIRMS
3EE ,EE SUPRA NOTE  4HE $)0 COULD WALK THE COURT THROUGH THE PROCESS BY WHICH IT CHOSE THE PROFFERED $)0
COUNSEL
 #F )N RE !#4 -FG )NC  "2   "ANKR $ -ASS 	 COMMENTING THAT OUTOFSTATE
LAWYERS SHOULD DELEGATE CERTAIN TASKS TO LOCAL COUNSEL IN ORDER TO GENERATE SIGNIFICANT COST SAVINGS TO THE ESTATE	
 3EE )N RE 2  " )NSTITUTIONAL 3ALES )NC  "2   "ANKR 7$ 0A 	 HOLDING THAT THE FEE
APPLICATION BY THE CREDITORS COMMITTEES ACCOUNTANT WAS hCOMPLETELY UNACCEPTABLEv BECAUSE h;A= MULTITUDE OF
ACCOUNTING FIRMS HAVING LOCAL OFFICES WOULD HAVE BEEN MORE THAN COMPETENTv TO DO THE WORK DONE BY THAT OUT
OFSTATE FIRM	
 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 )N RE &LEMING #OS  "2   "ANKR $ $EL 	
 3EE 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  h%XXON #OMPANY 53!S GUIDELINES PROVIDE
THAT THE @LAW FIRM SHOULD LIMIT THE NUMBER OF ATTORNEYS ATTENDING ROUTINE MEETINGS DEPOSITIONS OR COURT
PROCEEDINGS TO ONLY THOSE ESSENTIAL TO THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TASKv	 SEE ALSO /UTSIDE #OUNSEL 'UIDELINES 7!,
-!24 34/2%3 ).#  	 HTTPWWWACCCOMADVOCACYVALUECHALLENGETOOLKITLOADERCFMCS-ODULE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)N FACT THE 5NITED 3TATES "ANKRUPTCY #OURT FOR THE .ORTHERN $ISTRICT OF #ALIFORNIAS
'UIDELINES FOR #OMPENSATION AND %XPENSE 2EIMBURSEMENT OF 0ROFESSIONALS AND
4RUSTEES HAS CODIFIED ITS EXPECTATIONS h0ROFESSIONALS SHOULD BE PREPARED TO EXPLAIN
THE NEED FOR MORE THAN ONE PROFESSIONAL OR PARAPROFESSIONAL FROM THE SAME FIRM AT
THE SAME COURT HEARING DEPOSITION OR MEETING &AILURE TO JUSTIFY THIS TIME MAY
RESULT IN COMPENSATION FOR ONLY THE PERSON WITH THE LOWEST BILLING RATEv
!NOTHER ISSUE IS WHETHER EVERY PARTYININTEREST NEEDS ITS OWN SET OF EXPERTS OR
WHETHER THE JURISDICTION COULD ESTABLISH SOME NORMS CREATING A hLEADv EXPERT AND
THEN EMPLOYING EXPERTS FOR OTHER PARTIESININTEREST FOR THE LIMITED PURPOSE OF
REVIEWING AND CRITIQUING THE LEAD EXPERTS WORK "ETTER YET THE COURT COULD
APPOINT ITS OWN EXPERTS WHO ARE LESS LIKELY AS WE SAY IN 4EXAS TO hHAVE A DOG IN THE
HUNTv !S THE COURT SAID IN )N RE (IGH 6OLTAGE %NGINEERING #ORP h;T=HE
INTENTION IS TO AVOID ACCOUNTANTS AND INVESTMENT BANKERSADVISORS MASSAGING THE
SAME NUMBERS TWICE WHEN ONE TRIP TO THE MASSEUSE WOULD GENERALLY SUFFICEv
)TS EASY TO SEE WHY THERES A PROLIFERATION OF ADVISORS AND EXPERTS IN BIG CASES
WHEN ONE GROUP GETS THEM THE OTHER GROUPS THINK THAT THEYRE DISADVANTAGED IF THEY
DONT HAVE THEIR OWN
SECURITYGETFILEPAGEIDTITLE7AL-ART/UTSIDE#OUNSEL'UIDELINES h;O=UTSIDE #OUNSEL
SHOULD LIMIT THE NUMBER OF ATTORNEYS ATTENDING ROUTINE MEETINGS HEARINGS AND COURT PROCEEDINGS TO THOSE
ESSENTIAL TO THE PERFORMANCE OF THE TASK 5NLESS OTHERWISE APPROVED IN ADVANCE THE #OMPANY WILL NOT PAY FOR
MORE THAN ONE ATTORNEY TO ATTEND A TRIAL MOTION HEARING MEETING OR DEPOSITIONv	
4HATS WHAT HAPPENED IN THE %NERGY 0ARTNERS CASE
 5NFORTUNATELY TOO OFTEN NEITHER THE CLIENT NOR THE COURT CAN GRAPPLE EFFECTIVELY WITH THE PROBLEM OF
OUTOFCONTROL FEES AND EXPENSES 3EE.ELSON $ 3CHWARTZ  *ULIE #RESWELL7HO +NEW "ANKRUPTCY 0AID 3O 7ELL
.9 4)-%3 -AY   AT "5 REPORTING THAT THE FIRM OVERSEEING ,EHMANS BANKRUPTCY USED  PEOPLE AND
BILLED BETWEEN  MILLION TO  MILLION IN FEES PER MONTH FROM  TO  )N *UNE  +ENNETH &EINBERG
WAS APPOINTED TO REVIEW THE FEES IN THE ,EHMAN CASE	 4HERE ARE TOO MANY ROADBLOCKS IN OUR CURRENT SYSTEM OF
FEE REVIEW ESPECIALLY WHEN IT COMES TO LARGE CHAPTER  CASES
 "!.+2 .$ #!, #/-0%.3!4)/. '5)$%,).%3  	 HTTPWWWCANBUSCOURTSGOVPRINT
4HOSE SAME 'UIDELINES REQUIRE THE PROFESSIONALS TO SUBMIT THEIR BILLS TO THEIR CLIENTS ON A MONTHLY BASIS AND AT
LEAST  DAYS BEFORE ANY FEE APPLICATION HEARING )D AT 
 3EE !"! 3%#4)/. /& "53 ,!7 "53 "!.+2 #/-- &IRST 2EPORT OF THE 3ELECT !DVISORY #OMMITTEE ON
"USINESS 2EORGANIZATION  "53 ,!7   	 ;HEREINAFTER 3!"2% 2EPORT= DISCUSSING A PROPOSAL FOR
COURTAPPOINTED INDEPENDENT FINANCIALBUSINESS EXPERTS ON WHICH ALL PARTIES IN INTEREST SHALL RELY hUNLESS A PARTY
IN INTEREST DEMONSTRATES A COMPELLING REASON WHY SEPARATE EXPERTS FOR SEPARATE PARTIES SHOULD BE APPOINTEDv IN
ORDER TO PROMOTE THE SHARING OF NEUTRAL BUSINESS INFORMATION	
 )D 7HEN )VE DONE FEE REVIEWS AS OPPOSED TO WHEN )VE TESTIFIED ABOUT THE REASONABLENESS OF FEES	
)VE DONE SO AS THE COURTS APPOINTED EXPERT -ICHELLE (ARNER HAS SUGGESTED A SIMILAR IDEA 3EE GENERALLY-ICHELLE
- (ARNER 4RENDS IN $ISTRESSED $EBT )NVESTING !N %MPIRICAL 3TUDY OF )NVESTORS /BJECTIVES  !- "!.+2 ).34
, 2%6   	 EXPLORING THE POSSIBILITY OF A NEUTRAL FIDUCIARY REPRESENTING THE BANKRUPTCY ESTATE	
 )N RE(IGH 6OLTAGE %NGG #ORP  "2  "ANKR $ -ASS 	
 )D AT  QUOTING )N RE $REXEL "URNHAM ,AMBERT 'ROUP )NC  "2   "ANKR 3$.9
		 %NERGY 0ARTNERS QUOTED THAT SENTENCE TOO )N RE %NERGY 0ARTNERS ,TD  "2   "ANKR 3$
4EX 	
 3EE ID AT  REJECTING FEE APPLICATIONS FROM TWO INVESTMENT BANKS HIRED BY THE EQUITY HOLDERS
COMMITTEE AND UNSECURED CREDITORS COMMITTEE RESPECTIVELY WHERE VALUATIONS HAD ALREADY BEEN PREPARED FOR
EACH COMMITTEE BECAUSE h;T=HE PRIMARY DRIVER OF THIS APPLICATION IS THE RECENT FORMATION OF THE %QUITY
#OMMITTEE AND THEIR ANNOUNCED INTENTION TO HIRE A VALUATION CONSULTANT AND AT A MINIMUM ENGAGE IN
DISCUSSIONS ABOUT VALUATION AND THE POTENTIAL FOR LITIGATION OVER VALUATION    v	 0ROFESSOR (ARNER FOUND IN A
RECENT STUDY THAT h;O=F ;= CASES   PERCENT	 INVOLVED MULTIPLE LAWYERS AND FINANCIAL ADVISERS 4HE
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/BLIVIOUS TO RECENT CONGRESSIONAL AND PUBLIC CRITICISM OVER EXECUTIVES OF
PUBLICLYHELD CORPORATIONS WHO ARE PAID MONUMENTAL SALARIES AND BONUSES
DESPITE RUNNING THEIR COMPANIES INTO THE GROUND TWO INVESTMENT BANKING
FIRMS NOW COME INTO THIS #OURT REQUESTING THAT THEY BE EMPLOYED UNDER
SIMILARLY OUTRAGEOUS TERMS 4HEY DO SO BECAUSE TWO COMMITTEES IN THIS
#HAPTER  CASE HAVE FILED APPLICATIONS TO EMPLOY THESE INVESTMENT BANKING
FIRMS TO PERFORM VALUATION SERVICES EVEN THOUGH TWO OTHER INDEPENDENT
FIRMS HAVE ALREADY PERFORMED SIMILAR VALUATIONS
)F WE COULD MOVE TO A SYSTEM IN WHICH THE COURT APPOINTS ITS OWN EXPERTSOR IF WE
COULD FIGURE OUT A WAY TO EMPLOY A hLEADv EXPERT FOR ONE PARTY AND hREVIEWINGv
EXPERTS FOR EVERYONE ELSEWE WOULD BE ABLE TO REDUCE THE DUPLICATION OF EFFORT
# )NCREASES IN (OURLY 2ATES
%VERY APPLICATION FOR EMPLOYMENT THAT ) CAN RECALL OVER THE PAST FIVE YEARS HAS
INCLUDED A STATEMENT TO THE EFFECT THAT THE PROFESSIONAL RESERVES THE RIGHT TO INCREASE
FEES ON A REGULAR BASIS OFTEN WITHOUT ADDITIONAL NOTICE TO THE COURT
/VER THE LAST DECADE THE ANNUAL INCREASE IN LAW FIRM HOURLY RATES HAS
FALLEN DRAMATICALLY FROM OVER  IN  TO THIS YEARS INCREASE OF 
THE LOWEST IN THE SURVEYS HISTORY &URTHERMORE INHOUSE COUNSEL PREDICT
THAT THIS RECORD WILL HOLD AT LEAST FOR THE COMING YEARPROJECTING ON AVERAGE
AN ANNUAL INCREASE OF ONLY  4HESE NUMBERS CLEARLY SHOW THE IMPACT
THAT INHOUSE COUNSEL AND A WEAK ECONOMY ARE HAVING ON THEIR LAW FIRMS
POWER TO INCREASE REVENUES EACH YEAR SIMPLY BY RAISING THEIR RATES
7HAT THE
APPLICATIONS FOR EMPLOYMENT AND THE SUBSEQUENT FEE INCREASES DONT INDICATE
THOUGH IS WHAT HAPPENS TO THOSE INCREASED RATES FOR CLIENTS OUTSIDE OF BANKRUPTCY
!CCORDING TO THE !##3ERENGETI SURVEY

4HE SLOWDOWN OR DECLINE	 IN HOURLY RATE INCREASES OVER THE PAST DECADE IS A RESULT
OF INCREASED CLIENT BARGAINING POWER
RETENTION OF A FINANCIAL ADVISER DID NOT SIGNIFICANTLY IMPACT THE RETURNS TO UNSECURED CREDITORS OR THE LIKELIHOOD
OF THE DEBTOR REORGANIZINGv -ICHELLE - (ARNER 4HE 0OTENTIAL 6ALUE OF $YNAMIC 4ENSION IN 2ESTRUCTURING
.EGOTIATIONS &%"!- "!.+2 ).34 *   	 FOOTNOTES OMITTED AND EMPHASIS ADDED	
4HEORETICALLY DEBTORS IN POSSESSION OR
 )N RE %NERGY 0ARTNERS ,TD  "2 AT 
 3EE 3!"2% 2EPORT SUPRA NOTE  AT  ASSERTING THAT hNEUTRAL EXPERTS SHOULD REDUCE COSTS
DUPLICATION OF EFFORTS AND LITIGATION OVER DIVERGENT RECOMMENDATIONS URGED BY PARTISAN EXPERTS FOR COMPETING
PARTIESv	
 3EE  53# e A		 FOR #HAPTER  FEES THE STATUTE REQUIRES ONLY INITIAL NOTICE TO PARTIES IN
INTEREST THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE AND THE COURT	
 3EE !##3%2%.'%4) 3526%9 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 4HE !##3ERENGETI 3URVEY COMPARED THE PROJECTED AND ACTUAL ANNUAL HOURLY RATE INCREASES IN THIS
CHART
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CREDITORS COMMITTEES WOULD HAVE SOME BARGAINING POWER AS WELL BUT BECAUSE OF
THE hOTHER PEOPLES MONEYv PROBLEM THERES LESS INSISTENCE ON HOLDING THE LINE ON
HOURLY RATE INCREASES .OTHING PREVENTS A JURISDICTION THOUGH FROM CREATING
NORMS ON HOW OFTEN HOURLY RATES SHOULD INCREASE OR WHAT TYPE OF PROOF A
PROFESSIONAL SHOULD HAVE TO PUT ON IN ORDER TO RECEIVE PERMISSION FOR AN INCREASE
4HE /FFICE OF THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE HAS SEEN THIS hRATE CREEPv COMING
4HUS FEES IN BANKRUPTCY MAY NOT REFLECT WHAT FIRMS EARN IN NON
BANKRUPTCY ENGAGEMENTS %VERY FEE APPLICATION LISTS THE PROFESSIONALS AND
THEIR REGULAR BILLING RATES .O DOUBT THESE ARE THE RATES THAT THE FIRMS WOULD
LIKE TO CHARGE THEIR CLIENTS 4HERE IS AN ENTIRE BODY OF LITERATURE AND
SUBSTANTIAL EVIDENCE SHOWING HOW CORPORATE COUNSEL CAN  AND DO 
NEGOTIATE WITH OUTSIDE COUNSEL TO LOWER THE COST OF REPRESENTATION !
CORPORATE CLIENTS REGULAR NEGOTIATION AND CONTROL OF FEES OUTSIDE BANKRUPTCY
OFTEN BREAK DOWN WHEN RETAINING REORGANIZATION PROFESSIONALS BECAUSE
AMONG OTHER REASONS A POTENTIAL DEBTOR IS NOT IN A STRONG NEGOTIATING
POSTURE WHEN ENGAGING BANKRUPTCY COUNSEL )F EVERY LARGE FIRM IS QUOTING
ESSENTIALLY THE SAME FEE STRUCTURE DECIDING WHO;M= TO RETAIN WILL LIKELY TURN
ON FACTORS OTHER THAN FEES 4HIS IS PARTICULARLY TRUE WHERE THE DEBTOR WILL NOT
HAVE POSTCONFIRMATION OPERATIONS THAT WOULD BENEFIT FROM LOWER FEES
9EAR OF 2ATE )NCREASES	 0ROJECTED )NCREASE !CTUAL )NCREASE












 +AREN 3LOAN "ILLING "LUES 4HE .EW .ORMAL "ILLING 2ATE )NCREASES OF  OR ,ESS #ONTINUED 0RICING
0RESSURE &ROM #LIENTS -EANS &IRMS !RE ,IMITED TO -ODEST 9EARLY 2ATE )NCREASES  .!4, ,*  	 AVAILABLE
AT HTTPWWWLAWCOMJSPNLJ0UB!RTICLE.,*JSPIDSLRETURN REPORTING THAT SEVERAL LAW
FIRMS AND CONSULTANTS hEXPECT PRICING PRESSURE FROM CLIENTS TO REMAIN HIGH FOR THE FORESEEABLE FUTURE THUS
LIMITING THE ABILITY OF FIRMS TO FALL BACK ON ACROSSTHEBOARD RATE INCREASES UPWARDS OF v	
 3EE SUPRA NOTES  AND ACCOMPANYING TEXT "UT SEE EG &EE %XAMINERS 4WELVE-ONTH 2EPORT
AND 3UMMARY OF 2ESPONSES TO &OURTH )NTERIM &EE !PPLICATIONS AT  )N RE -OTORS ,IQUIDATION #O .O 
 "ANKR 3$.9 $EC  	 OBJECTING TO LARGE INCREASES IN HOURLY RATES	
 3EE &%$ 2 "!.+2 0 A		 ALLOWING EACH DISTRICT TO CREATE LOCAL RULES	
 7HITE  4HEUS SUPRA NOTE  AT  FOOTNOTE OMITTED	 ! FRIEND OF MINE WHO IS BOTH A LAWYER AND A
TURNAROUND EXPERT IN A NUMBER OF HIGHPROFILE CASES HAS SUGGESTED THAT THE INCREASE IN FEES DUE SOLELY TO RATE
INCREASES IS LIKELY SIGNIFICANT
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4O HELP A COURT REVIEW ANY INCREASE IN HOURLY RATES THE PROFESSIONALS SHOULD PLACE
THOSE INCREASES IN CONTEXT -ANY OF THESE PROFESSIONALS ARE IN ORGANIZATIONS THAT
ROUTINELY ACCEDE TO FEE REDUCTION REQUESTS BY INSIDE COUNSEL (OW THEN CAN A LAW
FIRM SAY IN ITS FEE APPLICATION THAT ITS FIRM HAS RAISED ITS HOURLY RATES WITHOUT ALSO
SAYING HOW MANY OF ITS CLIENTS OUTSIDE BANKRUPTCY ARE ACTUALLY PAYING THE NON
DISCOUNTED HOURLY RATES ! NORM THAT SETS OUT WHAT EVIDENCE THE PROFESSIONAL
NEEDS TO INTRODUCE WILL CLARIFY THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN A TRUE MARKET RATE AND AN
%NRONESQUE FAUX MARKTOMARKET FANTASY
 #F )N RE "USY "EAVER "LDG #TRS )NC  &D   D #IR 	 UNDER SECTION A	
REASONABLE COMPENSATION TURNS ON hTHE NATURE AND VALUE OF THE SERVICES AS MEASURED BY THE COST OF COMPARABLE
SERVICESv	 4HE 4HIRD #IRCUIT DISCUSSED REASONABLENESS DETERMINATIONS BY PLACING THEM IN CONTEXT
!S ANOTHER BASIS FOR ADJUDGING THE REASONABLENESS OF CHARGES FOR SERVICES UPON APPOINTMENT
OR SELECTION OF THE DEBTORS COUNSEL A BANKRUPTCY COURT MIGHT REQUEST THAT COUNSEL PROVIDE THE
COURT WITH A CONFIRMED DETAILED SCHEDULE OF FEES WHICH COUNSEL ACTUALLY CHARGES TO BANKRUPTCY
CLIENTS AND WHERE POSSIBLE TO NONBANKRUPTCY CLIENTS AS WELL INCLUDING THE TYPES OF PARALEGAL
SERVICES FOR WHICH HE OR SHE BILLS AND THE RATES THEREFOR BEFORE HE OR SHE COMMENCES REPRESENTING
THE DEBTOR
)D AT n CITING e A		 4HE PROOF THAT THE PROFESSIONAL PUTS ON SHOULD INCLUDE COMPARISONS TO THE
HOURLY RATES CHARGED BY NONBANKRUPTCY PROFESSIONALS IN THE FIRM 3EE EG )N RE &LEMING #OS  "2  
"ANKR $ $EL 	 4HE PROFESSIONAL SHOULD INCLUDE INFORMATION NOT JUST ON THE hRACK RATEv THAT THE FIRM
CHARGES BUT ALSO THE HOURLY RATE THAT THE FIRMS CLIENTS ACTUALLY PAY )N RE "USY "EAVER "LDG #TRS )NC  &D AT
n #F 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  AT # /F COURSE THE ONE TYPE OF INCREASE THAT CLIENTS BOTH
INSIDE AND OUTSIDE BANKRUPTCY CASES NEVER SEEM TO NOTICE IS THE INCREASE THAT COMES FROM YEARLY PROMOTIONS )F
AN ASSOCIATE IS PROMOTED WITHOUT HAVING REALLY ACQUIRED THE SKILL SET THAT THE PROMOTION REPRESENTS THERES A LAG
BETWEEN THE PROMOTED ASSOCIATES NEW BILLING RATE AND HIS SKILL SET
 4HE !SSOCIATION OF #ORPORATE #OUNSEL3ERENGETI REPORT STATED
)NHOUSE COUNSEL STATE THAT THEY hFREQUENTLYv REDUCE LEGAL BILLS FOR WHAT THEY PERCEIVE TO BE
TIME NOT WELL SPENT AS WELL AS FOR ADMINISTRATIVE PROBLEMS WITH BILLS SPECIFICALLY IN ORDER OF
PRIORITY OVERSTAFFING AT HEARINGSMEETINGS ADMINISTRATIVE WORKFILINGORGANIZATION TIME BILLED
TO THE WRONG MATTER UNAUTHORIZED HOURLY RATESRATE INCREASES TIME BILLED TO WRONG MATTER AND
DUPLICATE INVOICES 4HE MOST COMMON BILL REDUCTIONS THAT INHOUSE COUNSEL MAKE hOCCASIONALLYv
ARE FOR OVERSTAFFING AT HEARINGS MEETINGS ETC STARTUP WORKFILE REVIEW UNAUTHORIZED
PERSONNELPERSONNEL DONT ADD VALUE BILLED AMOUNT EXCEEDS THE VALUE AND BILL EXCEEDS
BUDGETPLAN
!##3%2%.'%4) 3526%9 SUPRA NOTE  AT n
 &IRMS ARENT RAISING RATES SIGNIFICANTLY THESE DAYS
4HE AVERAGE FIRMWIDE BILLING RATEnA COMBINATION OF ASSOCIATE AND PARTNER RATES INCREASED BY
 IN  ACCORDING TO 4HE .ATIONAL ,AW *OURNALg S ANNUAL SURVEY OF HOURLY BILLING RATES )TgS
THE SECOND STRAIGHT YEAR OF GROWTH RATES LESS THAN  WHICH IS A FAR CRY FROM THE STANDARD  TO
 INCREASES FROM  UNTIL  AND JUST SLIGHTLY HIGHER THAN THE RATE OF INFLATION
3LOAN SUPRA NOTE  3OME FIRMS ARE EVEN CUTTING THEIR RATES 3EE EG "RIAN "AXTER -& 'LOBAL #REDITORS (IRE
$EWEY (UGHES (UBBARD 3EEKS %XPENSES !- ,!7$!),9 .OV  	 LAW FIRM IS WILLING TO CUT ITS HOURLY RATES
BY 	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPAMLAWDAILYTYPEPADCOMAMLAWDAILYMFGLOBALDEWEYHTML
 4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES REQUIRE THE PROFESSIONAL TO ANSWER SEVERAL QUESTIONS ABOUT THE BASIS FOR
HOURLY RATES AS WELL AS THEIR COLLECTABILITY 3EE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  AT #
 3EE )N RE %NRON #ORP 3EC $ERIVATIVE  %2)3! ,ITIG  & 3UPP D  n 3$ 4EX 	
SEE ALSO %.2/. #/20/2!4% &)!3#/3 !.$ 4(%)2 )-0,)#!4)/.3 n .ANCY " 2APOPORT  "ALA ' $HARAN
EDS 	 DESCRIBING HOW %NRON DIVISIONS THAT USED MARKTOMARKET ACCOUNTING SHOWED PROFITS BUT DIVISIONS
THAT USED OTHER METHODS SHOWED NO PROFITS	
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$ )MPROPER ,EVERAGE
.OR DO WE APPROVE THE WASTEFUL USE OF HIGHLY SKILLED AND HIGHLY PRICED
TALENT FOR MATTERS EASILY DELEGABLE TO NONPROFESSIONALS OR LESS EXPERIENCED
ASSOCIATES 2OUTINE TASKS IF PERFORMED BY SENIOR PARTNERS IN LARGE FIRMS
SHOULD NOT BE BILLED AT THEIR USUAL RATES ! -ICHELANGELO SHOULD NOT CHARGE
3ISTINE #HAPEL RATES FOR PAINTING A FARMERS BARN 
5RSIC V "ETHLEHEM-INES
)N AN IDEAL WORLD WORK ALLOCATION WOULD GO TO THAT PROFESSIONAL WITH EXACTLY THE
EXPERIENCE AND SKILL SET TO HANDLE THE ASSIGNMENT 4HAT WOULD BE WHY FIRSTYEAR
ASSOCIATES ARE BEST DELEGATED TO DOING RESEARCH RATHER THAN TO NEGOTIATING COMPLEX
CASH COLLATERAL STIPULATIONS AND WHY PARALEGALS ARE BETTER AT A LOT OF TASKS THAN ARE
FIRSTYEAR ASSOCIATES	 4O GIVE A NEWER PROFESSIONAL MORE EXPERIENCE AND A BIGGER
SKILL SET A MORE SENIOR PERSON CAN REVIEW AND SUPERVISE THE WORK "ASED ON THE
INFORMATION THAT THE !## 6ALUE #HALLENGE HAS ON ITS WEBSITE CLIENTS CAN AND DO
FORCE THEIR LAWYERS TO PAY ATTENTION TO STAFFING DECISIONS AND SEVERAL OF THEM REFUSE
TO PAY FOR JUNIOR ASSOCIATES WORK
4HAT KIND OF ACROSSTHEBOARD LIMITATION IS TOO EXTREME FOR BANKRUPTCY CASES
AND IT WOULD EXACERBATE THE PROBLEMS THAT LAW FIRMS FACE NOW WITH DETERMINING
HOW TO PAY FOR THE TRAINING OF THEIR ASSOCIATES )F CLIENTS ARENT PAYING FOR THE WORK OF
JUNIOR ASSOCIATES MONEY FOR TRAINING WILL HAVE TO COME OUT OF THE FIRMS COFFERS "UT
JURISDICTIONS COULD ESTABLISH NORMS FOR WHEN PROFESSIONALS SHOULD USE SENIOR
EMPLOYEES AND WHEN THEY SHOULD USE JUNIOR ONES AS WELL AS WHEN SENIOR EMPLOYEES
SHOULD DELEGATE WORK TO THE JUNIORS RESERVING MORE OF THE SUPERVISORY FUNCTIONS FOR
THEMSELVES
 5RSIC V "ETHLEHEM -INES  &D   D #IR 	 SEE ALSO 3TEVENS SUPRA NOTE 
DESCRIBING AN ASSOCIATES  HOUR TIME ENTRY FOR hPREPARING CLOSING ROOMv WHICH MEANT THAT THE ASSOCIATE
CHARGED  PER HOUR TO PUT DOCUMENTS ON TABLES AND MAKE SURE THAT THERE WERE APPROPRIATE SUPPLIES	
 3EE 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT   STATING THAT LAWYERS HAVE hAN ETHICAL
OBLIGATION TO TRY TO ASSIGN PROJECTS TO LAWYERS WHOSE BILLING RATES REFLECT THE LEVEL OF EXPERTISE THAT IS NEEDED ON A
CASEv AND THAT h;T=HERE IS NOTHING UNETHICAL ABOUT BILLING CLIENTS FOR PARALEGAL TIMEv	
 3EE ID STATING hTHE USE OF ASSOCIATES TO DRAFT PLEADINGS WITH CONTINUING SUPERVISION AND FINAL
APPROVAL BY AN EXPERIENCED ATTORNEY IS A FEE REDUCING MEASURE WHICH SHOULD BE ENCOURAGEDv	 QUOTING
-C0HERSON V 3CH $IST .O   & 3UPP   3$ )LL 		
 #F #LAIRE :ILLMAN ,AW &IRM ,EADERS 3URVEY  4HE .EW .ORMAL !- ,!7 /.,).%	 $EC 
	 REPORTING ON A RECENT SURVEY OF LAW FIRM LEADERS IN WHICH hNEARLY  PERCENT OF RESPONDENTS SAID THAT
CLIENTS HAVE REFUSED TO PAY FOR WORK DONE BY FIRST OR SECONDYEAR ASSOCIATESv	 SEE ALSO $AVID 3EGAL7HAT 4HEY
$ONT 4EACH ,AW 3TUDENTS ,AWYERING .9 4)-%3 .OV  	 AVAILABLE AT HTTPWWWNYTIMESCOM
BUSINESSAFTERLAWSCHOOLASSOCIATESLEARNTOBELAWYERSHTML?RPAGEWANTEDREFBUSINESS
RECAPPING !- ,!7 SURVEY	
 3EE SUPRA NOTE 
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% 4HE )SSUE OF %NHANCEMENTS AND "ONUSES
,EGAL AUDITOR *OHN * -ARQUESS CONTENDS THAT PREMIUM BILLING IS
PERVERSE SINCE A CLIENT HAS A RIGHT TO EXPECT THAT A LAWYER WILL ALWAYS DO THE
VERY BEST JOB POSSIBLE (E POINTS OUT THAT A MEDICAL PATIENT WOULD FLEE IN
HORROR FROM A PHYSICIAN WHO SOUGHT  FOR AN OPERATION AND 
FOR A SUCCESSFUL OPERATION
7),,)!-' 2/33 4(%(/.%34
(/52
)T IS SELFEVIDENT THAT A HIGH HOURLY RATE PRESUMES HIGH QUALITY WORK 4O
AUGMENT THE LODESTAR ON THE BASIS OF A hQUALITYv FACTOR COUNSEL MUST
DEMONSTRATE EITHER SERVICE OR A RESULT OF AN EXCEPTIONAL NATURE
 5RSIC V "ETHLEHEM-INES
4HE ISSUE OF WHETHER COURTAPPOINTED PROFESSIONALS SHOULD SEEK BONUSES FOR DOING
THEIR JOB IS STILL UP FOR GRABS 3OME COURTS HAVE DISALLOWED BONUSES OTHERS HAVE
PERMITTED THEM WHEN THEY FIND EXTRAORDINARY CIRCUMSTANCES 4HE FIGHTS ABOUT
BONUSES OFTEN INVOLVE A COMBINATION OF WILDLY SUCCESSFUL WORK AND EXCESS ASSETS
NOT SURPRISING SINCE NO ONES GOING TO SPEND TIME ASKING FOR BONUSES WHERE THERE
ARE NO ASSETS LEFT TO PAY THEM 0ERHAPS THE BEST WAY TO DEAL WITH WHEN IF EVER
BONUSES MAKE SENSE IS TO ESTABLISH THE NORM THAT TREATS A BONUS LIKE A PREAPPROVED
SUCCESS FEE )F A PROFESSIONAL IS PLANNING A h(AIL -ARY PASSv
 3EE 2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT  CITING *OHN * -ARQUESS ,EGAL !UDITS AND
$ISHONEST ,EGAL "ILLS  (/&342! , 2%6   		
THAT PROFESSIONAL
COULD ASK THE COURT FOR PREAPPROVAL OF AN ENHANCEMENT TO THE FEE IF THE MIRACLE
 5RSIC V "ETHLEHEM-INES  &D   D #IR 	
 3EE EG 0ERDUE V +ENNY ! EX REL7INN  3 #T   	 ARTICULATING THE STANDARD FOR
AWARDING ENHANCED FEES IN A NONBANKRUPTCY CASE AS REQUIRING hRAREv AND hEXCEPTIONALv CIRCUMSTANCES	
INTERNAL CITATION OMITTED	
 3EE EG *OEL -ILLMAN "AKER "OTTS &EES 5PHELD IN !SARCO #ASE 7!,, 34 * !UG   AT "
AWARDING A BONUS OF  MILLION FOR hEXCEPTIONAL RESULTS THAT WERE UNANTICIPATED AT CASE COMMENCEMENTv	
 #F )N RE -ANOA &IN #O  &D   TH #IR 	 STATING THAT THERE IS LESS RISK FOR AN
ATTORNEY IN A BANKRUPTCY CASE THAN IN A TRUE CONTINGENT FEE ARRANGEMENT BECAUSE hTHE RISK OF NONPAYMENT IN
BANKRUPTCY CASES GENERALLY ARISES ONLY IN THE EVENT OF INSUFFICIENT FUNDS IN THE ESTATE TO PAY FOR THE SERVICES
RENDEREDv	
 3EE )N RE )NTELOGIC 4RACE )NC  "2   "ANKR 7$ 4EX 	 ANALOGIZING A SUCCESS FEE IN
BANKRUPTCY TO THE INCENTIVES THAT INDUCE LAWYERS TO TAKE ON CONTINGENCY FEE CASES	 SEE ALSO )N RE 8/ #OMMCNS
)NC  "2   N "ANKR 3$.9 	 DISTINGUISHING A SUCCESS FEE FROM A BONUS BECAUSE COURTS
AWARD SUCCESS FEES AS THEY WOULD APPROVE ANY OTHER TRANSACTION FEES BUT THEY AWARD A BONUS ONLY IF A
PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVES A hRARE AND EXTRAORDINARYv OUTCOME	
 ! h(AIL -ARYv PASS IS hA LONG PASS THROWN HIGH INTO THE AIR IN A LASTDITCH ATTEMPT TO SCORE A
TOUCHDOWN WITH TIME RUNNING OUT APTLY NAMED BECAUSE SO FEW ARE COMPLETED IT DOES NOT AMOUNT TO MUCH
MORE THAN A PRAYERv &//4"!,,-!$% 3)-0,% ! 30%#4!4/23 '5)$%  TH ED 	 EMPHASIS OMITTED	
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RESULT IS ACHIEVED ! BIG WIN WOULD MEAN AN EARNED ENHANCEMENT /F COURSE NOT
ALL (AIL -ARY PASSES WORK 4HEREFORE THE COURT COULD ALSO CREATE A MECHANISM FOR
REVIEWING THE FEES FOR THE FAILED (AIL -ARY PASSES SO THAT THEYRE NOT AUTOMATICALLY
DISALLOWED .ORMING WHAT CONSTITUTES THE TYPE OF EXCEPTIONAL WORK DESERVING OF AN
ENHANCEMENT AVOIDS THE BAITANDSWITCH THAT COMES WITH A PROFESSIONAL WHO ARGUES
AT THE END OF THE CASE h(EY ) CUT MY RATE TO TAKE THIS MATTER AND THEN DID SUCH A
GOOD JOB THAT NOBODY COULD HAVE PREDICTED ITv
4HE POINT OF ASKING FOR BONUSES IS THAT FOR SOME SITUATIONS THE PROFESSIONAL
DOESNT THINK THAT HIS HOURLY RATE HAS FAIRLY COMPENSATED HIM FOR HIS
GROUNDBREAKING WORK )N THE OLDER	 DAYS HOURLY RATES WERE JUST THE STARTING
POINT AND BILLS WERE ADJUSTED FOR EXCEPTIONAL RESULTS 0ERSONALLY )M TORN 3OME
CASES VERY VERY FEW OF THEM	 INVOLVE RESULTS THAT TRULY ARE SPECTACULAR AND ENTIRELY
UNEXPECTED ON THE OTHER HAND THE PROFESSIONALS WHO GET THOSE RESULTS ALREADY TEND
TO DEMAND HIGH HOURLY RATES -AYBE THE RIGHT TEST IS SOME VARIATION OF PULLING
SOMETHING OTHER THAN A MERE RABBIT OUT OF A HAT "UT GIVING THE COURT A CHANCE TO
THINK ABOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF AN EXTRAORDINARY RESULT IN ADVANCEAND TO RULE IN
ADVANCE ON WHAT A FAIR BONUS WOULD BEIS A GOOD START
 3EE EG )N RE !MINEX #ORP  "2   "ANKR 3$.9 	 AWARDING A PREMIUM TO
PROFESSIONALS WHEN hTHERE WAS SCARCELY ANY REASON TO BELIEVE THAT THE DEBTORS WOULD SURVIVEv AND hTHREE AND
ONEHALF YEARS LATER THESE #HAPTER 8) CASES HAVE BEEN CONFIRMED ;AND= THE TOTAL ASSETS OF THE ESTATE AMOUNT TO
 MILLION    AND THE PLANS AS CONFIRMED PROVIDE FOR ONEHUNDRED PERCENT PAYMENT TO CREDITORSv	
FOOTNOTE OMITTED	
 .OT ONLY DO ) PERSONALLY HAVE A PROBLEM WITH A PROFESSIONAL WHO SETS HIS RATE AT A FAIR PRICE AND THEN
ASKS FOR A BONUS AT THE END SEE 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT n BUT ) THINK THAT THE 3UPREME
#OURT DOES TOO 3EE 0ERDUE V +ENNY ! EX REL 7INN  3 #T   	 !S THE 3UPREME #OURT
INDICATED IN 0ERDUE THE AWARDING OF A BONUS SHOULD BE AN EXCEPTIONALLY RARE OCCURRENCE )D
 #F )N RE "IGLER  "2   "ANKR 3$ 4EX 	 APPROVING THE FEE APPLICATION OF THE
$EBTORS #HIEF 2ESTRUCTURING /FFICER WHO OVERCAME THE COURTS hPRESUMPTION OF UNREASONABLENESS IN ANY
PROPOSED RETENTION BY A PROFESSIONAL WHO REQUIRES A TAIL PERIOD IN ADDITION TO THE OTHER REQUESTED CATEGORIES OF
COMPENSATIONSUCH AS FOR EXAMPLE A MONTHLY FEE IN A FIXED AMOUNTv	
 !S 0ROFESSOR 7ILLIAM 2OSS POINTS OUT
0ERHAPS THE MOST VIABLE FORM OF BILLING WOULD BE A SYSTEM IN WHICH HOURS ARE USED AS THE
BASIS OF THE BILL BUT ARE ADJUSTED TO REFLECT THE QUALITY OF THE WORK AND OTHER SPECIAL
CIRCUMSTANCES 3UCH A SYSTEM IS ANYTHING BUT NOVEL    ;4=HIS IS THE SYSTEM ORIGINALLY ENVISIONED
BY THE LAW FIRM MANAGEMENT EXPERTS WHO ADVOCATED TIME KEEPING AND IT WAS THE SYSTEM THAT
MOST ATTORNEYS USED DURING THE YEARS IN WHICH HOURLY BILLING WAS BECOMING PREVALENT /NLY IN
RECENT YEARS HAVE ATTORNEYS BEGUN TO BASE THEIR BILLS SOLELY ON BILLABLE HOURS
2/33 4(% (/.%34 (/52 SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 3EE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  AT "N REQUIRING hTHE APPLICANT ;TO IDENTIFY= ANY FACTS OR
THEORIES THAT OUTSIDE OF BANKRUPTCY WOULD ENABLE A PROFESSIONAL TO COMPEL ITS CLIENT TO PAY A PROFESSIONAL FEE IN
EXCESS OF THE CONTRACTUAL AMOUNT DUEv	
 3EE 2APOPORT 2ETHINKING &EES SUPRA NOTE  AT  N REMARKING THAT hPULLING A RABBIT OUT OF A HAT
AT THE PRICE AT WHICH ONE REGULARLY PULLS RABBITS OUT OF HATS SHOULDNT TRIGGER A BONUS HOWEVER PULLING A RHINO
OUT OF THAT HAT PERHAPS SHOULD MERIT ONEv	
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& 4HE .EW 0ROPOSED 53 4RUSTEE 'UIDELINES4HE 3TART OF A &IX FOR THE 0ROBLEM
2ECENTLY THE /FFICE OF THE 53 4RUSTEE PROMULGATED NEW DRAFT 'UIDELINES THE
h0ROPOSED 'UIDELINESv	
%LECTRONIC $ATA &EE APPLICATIONS SHOULD BE SUBMITTED IN AN OPEN ELECTRONIC
DATA FORMAT 4HE USE OF ELECTRONIC BILLING HAS BECOME COMMON IF NOT
STANDARD WITH RESPECT TO MOST SIGNIFICANT ENGAGEMENTS OUTSIDE OF
BANKRUPTCY 4HIS REQUIREMENT WOULD IMPOSE LITTLE OR NO ADDITIONAL BURDEN
ON APPLICANTS
4HE COMMENT PERIOD ENDS ON *ANUARY   ) HAVE
FILED COMMENTS SUGGESTING SOME TWEAKS TO THE PROPOSED 'UIDELINES "UT ON THE
WHOLE THESE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES REPRESENT A MARKED IMPROVEMENT OVER THE
PRESENT ONES (ERES HOW THE /FFICE OF THE 53 4RUSTEE DESCRIBES THE MAJOR CHANGES
#ATEGORIES AND 4ASKS 4O MORE PRECISELY CAPTURE KEY ACTIONS IN A
BANKRUPTCY CASE NEW PROJECT CATEGORIES AS WELL AS ACTIVITYBASED SUB
CATEGORIES HAVE BEEN ADDED 4HESE ADDITIONS ARE GENERALLY CONSISTENT WITH
THE 5NIFORM 4ASK"ASED -ANAGEMENT 3YSTEM h54"-3v	 "ANKRUPTCY
#ODE 3ET AND OTHER CODES DEVELOPED OR RATIFIED BY THE 54"-3 GOVERNING
BODIES
6ERIFIED AND /THER 3TATEMENTS #LIENTS SHOULD PROVIDE VERIFIED STATEMENTS
IN CONNECTION WITH A FEE APPLICATION TO DISCLOSE AMONG OTHER MATTERS
WHETHER THE CLIENT REVIEWED FEES AND COMPARED THEM TO ITS APPROVED BUDGET
WHETHER THE ATTORNEY AND CLIENT DISCUSSED BILLING RATES AND TERMS COMPARED
TO THE ATTORNEYS OTHER ENGAGEMENTS AND WHETHER THE CLIENT GAVE PRIOR
APPROVAL FOR ANY RATE INCREASES
&URTHER ATTORNEYS SHOULD ANSWER SPECIFIC QUESTIONS REGARDING AMONG OTHER
MATTERS BILLING RATES FOR OTHER ENGAGEMENTS WHETHER THE ATTORNEY OFFERED
AND AGREED TO ANY VARIATIONS FROM STANDARD RATES AND WHETHER THE
APPLICATION INCLUDES ANY ENTRIES FOR REVIEWING AND REDACTING BILLING RECORDS
FOR PRIVILEGED INFORMATION
!TTORNEYS ALSO SHOULD ANSWER ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE
RETENTION APPLICATION THAT COULD AFFECT FUTURE APPLICATIONS FOR COMPENSATION
INCLUDING WHETHER THE ATTORNEY INFORMED THE CLIENT HOW FEES AND TERMS FOR
THE ENGAGEMENT COMPARE TO THE FIRMS OTHER ENGAGEMENTS AND WHETHER ANY
FIRM CLIENT WAS CHARGED LOWER OR HIGHER RATES IN THE PRECEDING  MONTHS
 .EW 0ROPOSED &EE 'UIDELINES $%04 /& *534)#% -AR   HTTPWWWJUSTICEGOVUSTEORULES?
REGULATIONSGUIDELINESPROPOSEDHTM
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"UDGETS AND 3TAFFING 0LANS 4O BRING PREDICTABILITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY TO
THE ATTORNEYCLIENT RELATIONSHIP AND TO PROVIDE A BENCHMARK FOR EVALUATING
FEE APPLICATIONS BUDGETS AND STAFFING PLANS WILL BE ENCOURAGED
!DDITIONAL $ISCLOSURES &OR ALL PROFESSIONALS INCLUDED IN A FEE APPLICATION
THE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE WILL SEEK DISCLOSURE OF THE LOWEST HIGHEST AND
AVERAGE RATES BILLED FOR THE PRECEDING YEAR FOR ESTATEPAID BANKRUPTCY WORK
AND FOR ALL OTHER WORK COMBINED 4HE 5NITED 3TATES 4RUSTEE WILL ALSO SEEK
DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION BY PROFESSIONAL CATEGORY EG PARTNER ASSOCIATE
ETC	 ABOUT A FIRMS LOWEST HIGHEST AND AVERAGE RATES FOR THE PRECEDING YEAR
IN ITS BANKRUPTCY PRACTICE AND ALL ITS OTHER PRACTICES COMBINED IF
ANY !PPLICANTS SHOULD ALSO DISCLOSE THE AMOUNT OF FEES ATTRIBUTABLE TO ANY
RATE INCREASES SINCE THE INCEPTION OF THE CASE !PPLICANTS REPRESENTING DEBTORS
SHOULD ESTIMATE THE FEES SOUGHT THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN INCURRED REGARDLESS OF
THE BANKRUPTCY
3PECIAL &EE 2EVIEW 0ROCEDURES 4HE PROPOSED GUIDELINES SET FORTH MODELS
AND PRINCIPLES FOR THE USE OF INDEPENDENT FEE EXAMINERS FEE COMMITTEES AND
FEE COMMITTEES WITH INDEPENDENT CHAIRS
4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES ALSO SUGGEST SOME STANDARDS FOR DISCLOSURES MADE IN
CONJUNCTION WITH EMPLOYMENT APPLICATIONS 4HERE ARE SOME QUIRKS IN THESE
GUIDELINES THOUGH THEYRE MEANT ONLY FOR THE LARGER #HAPTER  CASESTHOSE IN
WHICH hTHE DEBTORS SCHEDULED ASSETS AND LIABILITIES COMBINED EXCEED  ;M=ILLION
AGGREGATED FOR JOINTLY ADMINISTERED CASES	vAND THEY ONLY APPLY TO hATTORNEYS
APPOINTED UNDER SECTION  OR vNOT TO OTHER PROFESSIONALS ACCOUNTANTS
FINANCIAL ADVISORS ETC	 APPOINTED UNDER THOSE SECTIONS OR TO REQUESTS FOR
REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES UNDER SECTION B		 OR TO REQUESTS FOR
COMPENSATION UNDER SECTION B		
 )D
 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  AT  h"ECAUSE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF EMPLOYMENT APPROVED BY
THE COURT WHEN THE PROFESSIONAL IS RETAINED WILL OFTEN AFFECT LATER APPLICATIONS FOR COMPENSATION THESE
'UIDELINES ALSO ADDRESS DISCLOSURE OF INFORMATION IN APPLICATIONS FOR RETENTION FILED UNDER SECTIONS  AND 
OF THE #ODEv	 SEE ALSO ID % AT  REQUIRING ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CONCERNING THE ATTORNEYS RATES	
 3EE ID AT  LIMITING THE APPLICABILITY OF THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES TO THESE LARGER CASES	
 )D
 $RAFT GUIDELINES FOR OTHER PROFESSIONALS IN LARGE #HAPTER  CASES MAY COME LATER 3EE 7HITE SUPRA
NOTE  AT 
!LTHOUGH REIMBURSEMENT OF EXPENSES UNDER SECTION B		 AND REQUESTS FOR COMPENSATION UNDER SECTION
B		 ARENT REVIEWED IN QUITE THE SAME WAY AS ARE REQUESTS FOR FEES AND EXPENSES UNDER SECTION  THE
CONCEPT OF REASONABLENESS STILL APPLIES AND THE DOCUMENTATION THAT THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES WOULD REQUIRE
WOULD CERTAINLY ASSIST A COURT IN DETERMINING WHETHER TO GRANT SECTION B		 OR B		 REQUESTS
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 4HE )MPROVEMENTS
4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES FOCUS ON WHETHER THE FEES THAT ATTORNEYS ARE SEEKING ARE
REASONABLE IN PART BY hCOMPAR;ING THEM= TO THE MARKET MEASURED BOTH BY THE
PROFESSIONALS OWN BILLING PRACTICES FOR BANKRUPTCY AND NONBANKRUPTCY
ENGAGEMENTS AND THOSE OF ITS PEERS AND WHETHER THE APPLICANT PROVIDED SUFFICIENT
INFORMATION TO EVALUATE COMPARABILITYv -OREOVER THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES
CRACK DOWN ON OVERSTAFFING AND IMPROPER LEVERAGE ISSUES ADDRESS THE ISSUE OF FEE
INCREASES REQUESTED DURING THE DURATION OF THE CASE AND REQUEST ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION WHEN SOME OF THE PROFESSIONALS BILLING TIME WORKED ON THE CASE FOR
ONLY A FEW HOURS THUS TRIGGERING RAMPUP TIME THAT MIGHT NOT BE COMPENSABLE	
)N ADDITION THEY SET A CAP ON THE AMOUNT OF TIME THAT MAY BE LUMPED TOGETHER 
HOURS	 AND THEY CLARIFY THAT BILLING DESCRIPTIONS LIKE hREVIEW FILEv WILL GENERALLY BE
CONSIDERED TO BE TOO VAGUE TO BE COMPENSABLE 4HEY ALSO CLARIFY THAT SUMMER
ASSOCIATES TIME IS GENERALLY NOT COMPENSABLE )N THOSE CASES FOR WHICH ATTORNEYS
ARE SEEKING FEE ENHANCEMENTS THEY REQUIRE THE ATTORNEYS TO hIDENTIF;Y= ANY FACTS OR
THEORIES THAT OUTSIDE OF BANKRUPTCY WOULD ENABLE A PROFESSIONAL TO COMPEL ITS
CLIENT TO PAY A PROFESSIONAL FEE IN EXCESS OF THE CONTRACTUAL AMOUNT DUEv
4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES ALSO CREATE NEW CLIENTAPPROVED BUDGETING
REQUIREMENTS SIMPLY REQUIRING A BUDGET AT ALL IS A GOOD START AND THESE GUIDELINES
GO EVEN FARTHER BY REQUIRING ATTORNEYS TO EXPLAIN BUDGET VARIANCES OF MORE THAN
 AND REQUIRING CLIENTS TO SUBMIT VERIFIED STATEMENTS hREGARDING ;THEIR=
BUDGETING REVIEW AND APPROVAL PROCESS FOR FEES AND EXPENSESv 4O MAKE THE
REVIEW OF FEES EASIER THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES REQUIRE SUBMISSION OF THE DETAILED
BILLING STATEMENTS IN hAN OPEN ELECTRONIC DATA FORMAT THAT IS SEARCHABLEv
 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES SUPRA NOTE  "A AT  SEE ALSO ID # AT  REQUIRING ATTORNEYS IN THEIR
FEE APPLICATIONS TO ANSWER CERTAIN QUESTIONS ABOUT THEIR RATES	
4O HELP
 )D "B SEE ALSO ID #G AT  h)F MORE THAN ONE PROFESSIONAL FROM THE APPLICANT FIRM ATTENDS A
HEARING OR CONFERENCE THE APPLICANT SHOULD EXPLAIN THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE ATTENDEESv	
 )D "C SEE ALSO ID #M AT  h4HE EFFECT OF ANY RATE INCREASES SINCE THE ORDER APPROVING RETENTION
ON THE FEE APPLICATION 4HAT IS IF A PROFESSIONAL HAS INCREASED RATES DURING A CASE THE TOTAL COMPENSATION SOUGHT
IN THE FEE APPLICATION INTERIM AND FINAL	 SHOULD BE CALCULATED FOR COMPARISON PURPOSES UNDER ORIGINALLY
APPROVED RATES AND CURRENT RATES 4HE APPLICATION SHOULD ALSO INDICATE WHO APPROVED THE RATE INCREASES	 FOR THE
CLIENT AND WHENv	
 )D "C SEE ALSO DISCUSSION OF THE USE OF hSPOT PROFESSIONALSv SUPRA NOTE 
 )D "F SEE ALSO ID #C AT  h! DISPROPORTIONATE NUMBER OF ENTRIES BILLED IN HALF OR WHOLEHOUR
INCREMENTS MAY INDICATE THAT ACTIONS ARE BEING LUMPED OR NOT ACCURATELY BILLEDv	 ID #D h3ERVICES SHOULD
BE DESCRIBED IN DETAIL AND NOT COMBINED OR LUMPED TOGETHER WITH EACH SERVICE SHOWING A SEPARATE TIME ENTRY
HOWEVER TASKS PERFORMED IN A PROJECT WHICH TOTAL A DE MINIM;I=S AMOUNT OF TIME CAN BE COMBINED OR LUMPED
TOGETHER IF THEY DO NOT EXCEED  HOURS ON A DAILY AGGREGATEv	
 )D "G
 )D "O AT 
 )D "N AT  SEE ALSO ID # AT  PROVIDING MORE DETAIL ABOUT THE NEW BUDGET REQUIREMENTS	
 )D "L AT 
 )D "M AT  SEE ALSO ID # AT  REQUIRING CLIENTS TO FILE VERIFIED STATEMENTS REGARDING THEIR
BUDGETS AND THEIR ATTORNEYS COMPLIANCE WITH THEIR BUDGETS	
 )D # AT 
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THE COURT DETERMINE WHICH OF THE FEES AND EXPENSES ARE PURELY ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE
BANKRUPTCY CASE AND WHICH ONES WOULD HAVE OCCURRED ABSENT ANY BANKRUPTCY THE
0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES REQUIRE THE DEBTORS ATTORNEYS TO ESTIMATE THE LATTER AS PART OF
THEIR FEE APPLICATIONS &INALLY AND NEAR AND DEAR TO MY HEART THE 0ROPOSED
'UIDELINES ALSO ESTABLISH SOME PARAMETERS FOR WHEN FEE REVIEW COMMITTEES OR FEE
EXAMINERS SHOULD BE USED
 7HERE THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES 3TILL &ALL 3HORT
4HE BIGGEST BEEF THAT ) HAVE WITH THE CURRENT GUIDELINES IS THE SAME BEEF THAT ) HAVE
WITH THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES THERE ARE NO CONSEQUENCES FOR FAILING TO COMPLY
 )D #N AT 
3URE THE 53 4RUSTEE CAN OBJECT TO ANY FEE APPLICATIONS THAT VIOLATE THE GUIDELINES
BUT NOTHING IN THE CURRENT OR NEW GUIDELINES LINKS A FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH ANY
PARTICULAR REDUCTION IN FEES OR EXPENSES 4AKE A LOOK
 )D & AT n DESCRIBING THE VARIOUS OPTIONS FOR FEE REVIEWERS WHAT THEIR DUTIES SHOULD INCLUDE AND
HOW THEY SHOULD BE COMPENSATED	 4HERE ARE SOME AMBIGUITIES IN THIS SECTION OF THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES &OR
EXAMPLE ) THINK ) KNOW WHAT THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES MEAN BY h;F=EE EXAMINERS AND PROFESSIONALS RETAINED BY A
&EE 2EVIEW #OMMITTEE SHOULD NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY MONTHLY COMPENSATION PROCESSES OTHERWISE APPLICABLE IN
THE CASEv SEE ID BUT )M NOT POSITIVE THAT ) DO
 #OURTS COULD OF COURSE FIX THIS PROBLEM BY ADOPTING LOCAL RULES THAT PROVIDE SPECIFIC CONSEQUENCES
FOR VIOLATIONS OF THEIR GUIDELINES
0ROPOSED
'UIDELINE




"A )NSUFFICIENT PROOF OF MARKET RATE BOTH IN
TERMS OF HOURLY RATES FOR BANKRUPTCY WORK
AND FOR NONBANKRUPTCY WORK
.ONE
"B /VERSTAFFING OR LEVERAGE ISSUES .ONE
"C 3URPRISE RATE INCREASES DURING CASE .ONE
"D 3POTUSE OF PROFESSIONALS FOR ONLY A FEW
HOURS
.ONE
"E "ILLING FOR NONCOMPENSABLE ACTIVITIES .ONE
"F "LOCKBILLING .ONE
"G 6AGUE ENTRIES .ONE
"H "ILLING FOR OVERHEAD .ONE
"G .ONWORKING TRAVEL BILLED AT FULL RATE .ONE
"L &AILURE TO COMPLY WITH APPROPRIATE
BUDGETS AND STAFFING PLANS
.ONE
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7ITHOUT SOME WELLDEFINED CONSEQUENCES THERES SIMPLY NO INCENTIVE FOR
PROFESSIONALS TO TAKE THE TIME TO COMPLY WITH THE GUIDELINESEITHER THE CURRENT
ONES OR THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES
3OME REGIONS GUIDELINES DO SPELL OUT CONSEQUENCES DEMONSTRATING THAT ITS
POSSIBLE AT LEAST FOR COURTS TO CREATE COMPLIANCE INCENTIVES &OR EXAMPLE THE
GUIDELINES FOR THE 5NITED 3TATES "ANKRUPTCY #OURT FOR THE .ORTHERN $ISTRICT OF
#ALIFORNIA LINK THE FAILURE TO EXPLAIN THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE PROFESSIONALS AT HEARINGS
WITH THE RISK THAT THE COURT WILL ALLOW COMPENSATION ONLY FOR THE LOWEST BILLER AT THE
HEARING
 ) HAVE TO ADMIT TO SOME SKEPTICISM IN THOSE SITUATIONS IN WHICH )VE IDENTIFIED BLOCKBILLING THAT GOES
BACK SEVERAL MONTHS AND THE PROFESSIONAL IS SUDDENLY ABLE TO RESURRECT DOWN TO TENTHS OF AN HOUR THE
hUNLUMPEDv TIME
)TS JUST A RISK NOT A GUARANTEE BUT AT LEAST ITS A POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCE
FOR NONCOMPLIANCE 4HE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES COULD SET PRESUMPTIVE PENALTIES FOR
NONCOMPLIANCE SUCH AS AN AUTOMATIC REDUCTION OF  OF ALL BLOCKBILLED FEES
7ITHOUT CONSEQUENCES THERES NO DOWNSIDE TO DOING A LESSTHANTHOROUGH JOB ON
FEE APPLICATIONS
 "!.+2 .$ #!, #/-0%.3!4)/. '5)$%,).%3  	 HTTPWWWCANBUSCOURTSGOVPRINT
"M &AILURE TO PROVIDE VERIFIED STATEMENT BY
CLIENT CONCERNING COMPLIANCE WITH BUDGET
AND STAFFING PLANS
.ONE
"N &AILURE TO PROVE THEORY FOR ENTITLEMENT TO
FEE ENHANCEMENT
.ONE
"O "ILLING FOR SUMMER ASSOCIATE TIME .ONE
"A &AILURE TO PRORATE EXPENSES .ONE
"B ,UXURY TRAVEL .ONE
#M &AILURE TO CALCULATE FEES BASED ON BOTH
ORIGINAL RATES AND ANY INCREASED RATES
FAILURE TO INCLUDE INFORMATION ON WHO
APPROVED THE RATES
.ONE
#N &OR DEBTORS ONLY FAILURE TO SEPARATE OUT
THOSE FEES AND EXPENSES THAT WOULD HAVE
BEEN INCURRED EVEN ABSENT ANY
BANKRUPTCY
.ONE
#E 4IME RECORDS NOT KEPT
CONTEMPORANEOUSLY
.ONE
#G &AILURE TO EXPLAIN THE NEED FOR MULTIPLE
PROFESSIONALS AT HEARINGS
.ONE
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%VEN IF THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES DID PROVIDE SPECIFIC CONSEQUENCES FOR NON
COMPLIANCE THERE WOULD STILL BE SOME OPEN QUESTIONS &IRST WHY LIMIT THE 0ROPOSED
'UIDELINES ONLY TO ATTORNEYS
3ECOND THERE WILL BE SOME UNNECESSARY GAPS BETWEEN FEES REVIEWED UNDER THE
OLD 'UIDELINES AND THOSE REVIEWED UNDER THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES
%VEN IF MOST OTHER PROFESSIONALS HAVE COMPENSATION
SCHEMES APPROVED UNDER SECTION  ALL FEES HAVE TO BE REASONABLE UNDER EITHER
SECTION  OR UNDER SECTION B	 )F THESE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES ARE USEFUL FOR
REVIEWING ATTORNEYS FEES WHY ARENT THEY USEFUL FOR REVIEWING ALL OTHER
PROFESSIONALS FEES AS WELL
 4HE 0ROPOSED
'UIDELINES CARVE OUT THE SITUATIONS IN WHICH THE OLD 'UIDELINES WILL STILL APPLY
h5NTIL THE 5340 ADOPTS OTHER SUPERSEDING GUIDELINES THE  GUIDELINES WILL
CONTINUE IN EFFECT FOR THE REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS FILED UNDER SECTION  IN 	 LARGER
CHAPTER  CASES BY THOSE SEEKING COMPENSATION WHO ARE NOT ATTORNEYS 	 ALL
CHAPTER  CASES BELOW THE  MILLION THRESHOLD AND 	 CASES UNDER OTHER
CHAPTERS OF THE "ANKRUPTCY #ODEv 4HAT CARVEOUT LEAVES US WITH A PROBLEM THAT )
CAN ILLUSTRATE WITH THIS TABLE
#URRENT 'UIDELINES 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES
!LL PROFESSIONALS IF THEY MUST SEEK
COURT APPROVAL FOR THEIR FEES	 IN #HAPTER
 CASES UP TO BUT NOT MORE THAN 
MILLION IN COMBINED ASSETS AND
LIABILITIES AGGREGATED FOR JOINTLY
ADMINISTERED CASES
!LL ATTORNEYS IF THEY MUST SEEK COURT
APPROVAL FOR THEIR FEES	 IN #HAPTER 
CASES WITH MORE THAN  MILLION IN
COMBINED ASSETS AND LIABILITIES
AGGREGATED FOR JOINTLY ADMINISTERED
CASES
!LL NONATTORNEY PROFESSIONALS IF THEY
MUST SEEK COURT APPROVAL FOR THEIR FEES	
IN #HAPTER  CASES WITH MORE THAN 
MILLION IN COMBINED ASSETS AND
LIABILITIES AGGREGATED FOR JOINTLY
ADMINISTERED CASES
!LL PROFESSIONALS IF THEY MUST SEEK
COURT APPROVAL FOR THEIR FEES	 IN CASES
UNDER #HAPTERS    OR 
4HIRD ALTHOUGH SUBMITTING BILLS IN AN ELECTRONIC SEARCHABLE FORMAT IS EXTREMELY
HELPFUL IT WOULD BE BETTER YET FOR THE BILLS TO BE SUBMITTED BOTH IN A SEARCHABLE 0$&
 )F OTHER DRAFT GUIDELINES ARE COMING LATER ON THEN EVENTUALLY THIS ISSUE WOULD RESOLVE ITSELF !CCORDING
TO #LIFFORD 7HITE THOSE OTHER GUIDELINES ARE COMING 3EE7HITE SUPRA NOTE  AT 
 !NY NEW GUIDELINES COVERING OTHER PROFESSIONALS WOULD EVENTUALLY FIX THIS ISSUE AS WELL
 )D AT 
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AND IN AN %XCEL SPREADSHEET 4HAT WAY COURTS THE 53 4RUSTEES AND FEE EXAMINERS
COULD REORGANIZE THE DATA IN A VARIETY OF WAYS TO GET A BETTER PICTURE OF THE SERVICES
RENDERED
3TILL THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES REPRESENT AN ACKNOWLEDGMENT THAT EMPLOYMENT
APPLICATIONS AND FEE APPLICATIONS IN THE LARGER #HAPTER  CASES PRESENT CERTAIN
SYSTEMATIC ISSUES THAT NEED ATTENTION !S SUCH THEY ARE A BIG STEP IN THE RIGHT
DIRECTION #OMBINING THE 0ROPOSED 'UIDELINES WITH SOME LOCALLY ESTABLISHED NORMS
WOULD BE EVEN BETTER
V. Conclusion 
"ANKRUPTCY FEES IN LARGE #HAPTER  CASES ARE BIG BUSINESS EVEN IN THESE DIFFICULT
ECONOMIC TIMES #ONGRESS HAS LONG RECOGNIZED THAT BANKRUPTCY PROFESSIONALS
DESERVE FAIR COMPENSATION FOR THEIR WORK AND THE FEE APPLICATION PROCESS IS
SUPPOSED TO PROVIDE CHECKS AND BALANCES TO HELP A BANKRUPTCY COURT DETERMINE
WHETHER THE FEES AND EXPENSES SOUGHT ARE REASONABLE 'IVEN THE STAGGERING WORKLOAD
THAT BANKRUPTCY COURTS FACE THERE HAS TO BE A WAY TO PROVIDE BETTER BENCHMARKS FOR
THAT DETERMINATION OF REASONABLENESS #REATING LOCAL RULES THAT ESTABLISH NORMS
PROVIDING ALTERNATIVE METHODS FOR SETTING THE VALUE OF WORK DONE OTHER THAN MERELY
USING BILLABLE HOURS AND THE LODESTAR METHOD	 AND SOLIDIFYING A LINK BETWEEN THE
CHOICES THAT PROFESSIONALS MAKE IN SERVING THEIR CLIENTS AND THE BILLS THAT RESULT FROM
THOSE CHOICES SHOULD MAKE THE BANKRUPTCY COURTS REVIEW OF FEES EASIER
 /R MAYBE BECAUSE OF THESE DIFFICULT ECONOMIC TIMES 2IGHT NOW THE BANKRUPTCY BUSINESS AS A WHOLE IS
BOOMING EVEN IF THE LARGE #HAPTER  CASES ARE FEW AND FAR BETWEEN 3EE EG $EBRA #ASSENS 7EISS "ANKRUPTCY
"OUTIQUES !RE @1UIETLY "OOMING !"! * /.,).% .OV    0-	 HTTPWWWABAJOURNALCOM
NEWSARTICLEBANKRUPTCY?BOUTIQUES?ARE?QUIETLY?BOOMING
 0ERDUE V +ENNY ! EX REL7INN  3 #T   	 DEFINED hLODESTARv AS hTHE NUMBER OF
HOURS WORKED MULTIPLIED BY THE PREVAILING HOURLY RATESv 3EE ALSO (ENSLEY V %CKERHART  53   	
h4HE MOST USEFUL STARTING POINT FOR DETERMINING THE AMOUNT OF A REASONABLE FEE IS THE NUMBER OF HOURS
REASONABLY EXPENDED ON THE LITIGATION MULTIPLIED BY A REASONABLE HOURLY RATEv	 )N RE 0LACIDE  7, 

 "!0 TH #IR 	 h! COURT COMPUTES THE LODESTAR BY MULTIPLYING THE NUMBER OF HOURS REASONABLY
EXPENDED BY A REASONABLE HOURLY RATEv ,ODESTAR HOWEVER IS NOT THE ONLY METHOD OF CALCULATING A REASONABLE
FEE	
 !ND SETTING NORMS BEFORE DOING THE WORK IS A LOT BETTER THAN GETTING FEES CUT DUE TO  HINDSIGHT
3EE EG )N RE 0RO3NAX $ISTRIBUTORS )NC  &D   TH #IR 	 )N 0RO3NAX THE &IFTH #IRCUIT
DECIDED THAT SECTION  DIDNT JUST REQUIRE A REASONABLEATTHETIMEOFDOINGTHEWORK ANALYSIS IT REQUIRED THE
FEE APPLICANT TO DEMONSTRATE THAT THE WORK MUST HAVE ALSO hRESULTED IN AN IDENTIFIABLE TANGIBLE AND MATERIAL
BENEFIT TO THE BANKRUPTCY ESTATEv )D ) DISAGREE WITH 0RO3NAX BECAUSE ) BELIEVE THAT IT UNFAIRLY PENALIZES
PROFESSIONALS WHO MADE REASONABLE DECISIONS BUT WHO EVENTUALLY ENDED UP LOSING 0RO3NAXMAKES PROFESSIONALS
THE GUARANTORS OF THEIR OWN EFFORTS "UT ) HAVE A SNEAKING SUSPICION THAT THE &IFTH #IRCUIT WAS TRYING TO SUGGEST
THAT PROFESSIONALS NEED TO DO A COSTBENEFIT ANALYSIS OF THEIR WORK THROUGHOUT THE CASE AND NOT JUST AT THE TIME
THE DECISION TO DO SOMETHING IS MADE
